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Chapter 1

Introduction

1   Reasons for a cognitive theory of discourse representation

Producing and understanding written discourse is a very common task in modern so-
ciety. People fulfil these tasks with remarkable ease. Yet, problems occur regularly,
too. In everyday life, readers often do not understand what writers mean (Langer,
Schultz von Thun & Tausch 1974; Renkema 1981).

Both the fact that discourse production and understanding is considered as self-evi-
dent and the fact that communication problems occur regularly, illustrate the need for
discourse studies in which discourse analysis is combined with empirical research on
discourse production and understanding. In such studies the structure of discourse is
described and its relevance for discourse production and understanding is investi-
gated. This thesis is such a study.

The ultimate goal of studies like this is to contribute to a theory of discourse repre-
sentation, which accounts for the ease with which people process written discourse.
However, it should also contribute to the solving of problems that arise in written com-
munication. This latter point can best be illustrated with an example from the field of
discourse understanding.

Many practical solutions have been developed to improve the readability of writ-
ten discourse. A well-known example is readability research (e.g. Klare 1984). Among
the output of this line of research are the so-called readability formulas, instruments to
compute the readability of a text. The most important features in these formulas are
sentence length and word length. Generally speaking, the formulas predict that a text
is easier to read when sentences consist of fewer words and words consist of fewer syl-
lables.

However, texts with a high readability score are not neccesarily easier to under-
stand (Davison & Kantor 1982). This illustrates the problem with practical solutions to
improve readability. They show a crucial omission: There is no causal link between the
property of discourse under consideration (e.g. sentence length) and the effect on the
reader. It is only on the basis of empiral research on discourse production and under-
standing that such a causal link can be established (cf. Noordman & Vonk 1981).

The  conclusion  is  that for communication problems - such  as the production  of
written discourse that is hard to understand for readers- adequate practical solutions
can be developed on the basis of research in which crucial properties of discourse are
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analyzed and further investigated in empirical research on language behavior. Ques-
tions like: Does the linguistic marking of discourse structure facilitate discourse under-
standing? can be answered when they are investigated in such a paradigm. In this way,
discourse studies can contribute to a succesful 'linking science' like text design (Duffy
& Waller 1985).

This thesis is concerned with some crucial properties of discourse and of the cognitive
representation language users have or make of that discourse. Discourse structure and
coherence are such properties. For example, experienced judges of expository texts

consider text structure the most important factor determining the readability of a text

(Sanders & Noordman 1988). Kintsch & Vipond (1979: 338) call the structure (organ-
ization) of discourse "probably the most serious omission from readability formulas".
More importantly, it is widely recognized in discourse studies that the constituting
property of discourse is that it is connected. In other words, that it shows structure.

2    On the structure and coherence of discourse

Discourse is more than a random set of sentences. In discourse studies, it is widely ac-
cepted that discourse shows some kind of connectedness that causes it to be different
from a random set of sentences. A central question for a theory of discourse is: How
can this connectedness be accounted for?

Generally speaking, two types of questions are investigated:
1.      How can the connectedness be described?
2.      How do language users produce and understand connected discourse?

Linguists have traditionally approached the first question by looking at linguistic ele-
ments and structures that express connectedness. Halliday & Hasan (1976), for in-
stance, describe connectedness in terms of coreference, substitution, ellipsis,
conjunction and lexical cohesion. That their cohesion account of connectedness is in-
sufficient can be shown by considering example (1) (see also, among others, Brown &
Yule 1983; Van Wijk & Sanders 1987; Redeker 1990).

(1)D     1. De ijsvogel is een vogel met een blauwgroene rug en een roodbruine buik.
2. Het Europese verspreidingsgebied strekt zich uit van Schotland tot de

Middellandse zee.
3. In Nederland leven naar schatting driehonderd tot vijfhonderd ijsvogels.
4. Maar hun aantal gaat achteruit.
5. IJsvogels zijn afhankelijk van stilstaand of langzaam stromend water,
6. omdat ze voornamelijk vis eten.

(1)E     1. The kingfisher is a bird with a blue-green back and a red-brown belly.
2. The European area of distribution stretches from Scotland to the

Mediterranean sea.
3. An estimated three to five-hundred kingfishers are living in The

Netherlands.
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4. But their numbers are decreasing.
5. Kingfishers are dependent of still-standing or slow-moving water,
6. because they mainly eat fish.

Although sentence 2 is clearly connected to the rest of the discourse, this sentence
does not contain any cohesive element. Hence, the cohesion approach does not give an
adequate account of the connectedness of this discourse. This is hardly suprising, since
cohesion focuses on the linguistic realization of the connectedness instead of on the
underlying conceptual connectedness that exists on a cognitive level.

The second question mentioned above is addressed in psychological research on dis-
course production and discourse understanding. It concerns the cognitive repre-
sentation language users have or make of a discourse.

In this study both questions mentioned above are addressed. Answering the second
question may be looked upon as the ultimate goal motivating this study; it is the cogni-
tive representation of the discourse that is considered as the phenomenon to be ex-
plained.

This study is intended as a contribution to a cognitive theory of discourse repre-
sentation. Such a theory aims at describing the link between the structure of discourse
as a linguistic object and its cognitive representation. The term discourse structure is
used to refer to the discourse as a linguistic object. The term coherence refers to the
connectedness of the cognitive representation of the language user.

Most studies of discourse structure aim at descriptive adequacy, that is, their object is
to describe the structure of natural discourse. Often discourse-analytic models are de-
veloped that are used to analyze different discourse types.

Studies in which the cognitive representation is central, aim at psychological plau-
sibility: the account they give of the connectedness of discourse should at least gener-
ate plausible hypotheses on the construction of a coherent representation by language
users. These hypotheses can be tested empirically in production or understanding ex-
periments.

Content OJ this chapter

This chapter briefly introduces different aspects of discourse structure and repre-
sentation that are relevant for a cognitive theory of discourse representation. Most as-
pects figuring in this introduction will be worked out further in this study. The
introductory chapter is concluded with an overview of this study as a whole.

3    Relational and hierarchical aspects of discourse structure and representation

In investigating discourse structure and its representation, one can focus on different
aspects. Two essential aspects are discussed here: the relational and the hierarchical
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structure. Their relevance in both descriptive analyses and in psychological studies on
discourse representation are explored.

Relational and hierarchical structure in discourse analysis

Many researchers agree about the centrality for studying the discourse structure of
meaning relations among the parts of a discourse, especially between clause-like units.
Different researchers use different terms for these relations. In this study, the term co-
herence relation is used, because the essential characteristic of the relations is that they
establish coherence in the cognitive representation.

In analyzing the structure of discourse (1), the coherence relations between the
sentences can be labelled as List (between segments 1, 2, 3 and 5), Opposition (be-
tween segments 4 and 3) and Consequence-Cause (between segments 5 and 6). The
product of such an analysis is a list of relations that exist between the discourse seg-

ments. Such a list is called the relational structure of discourse (Mann & Thompson
1990). Hence, the term 'relational structure' refers to the meaning of the left-right rela-
tions that exist between discourse segments like clauses.

Hierarchy is a second aspect that is present in most studies of discourse structure.
Most analytic models result in tree-like representations in which the dependency rela-
tions between discourse segments are made explicit. This hierarchical strticture can be
used to account for the intuition that the ordering of information varies from import-
ant to unimportant-where  the most important information is situated highest.  This  is
the type of hierarchical structure produced by Story Grammars (cf. Rumelhart 1975;
Thorndyke 1977) or as derived from propositional analysis and argument-overlap

(Kintsch & Van Dijk 1978).
The hierarchical structure can also account for the intuition that language users

know what the discourse is about at a certain moment. A discourse can handle a cer-
tain topic for some time, then digress somewhat, to return to the initial topic. These di-

gressions from, and returns to, the mabi li,Ie can be represented graphically by means
of an hierarchical structure.

The hierarchical structure of discourse (1) can be represented as in figure 1. The topic
of the discourse is introduced in segment 1: the kingfisher. The main line is constituted
by the segments in which different aspects of the existence of the kingfisher are ex-

plained: what it looks like, where it lives. These aspects are listed in segments 1,2,3
and 5. Segment 4 is an elaboration of segment 3; segment 6 is an elaboration of seg-
ment 5.

Some obvious questions regarding both relational and hierarchical structure are: Can
the decisions taken in the analysis be formalized? Or, to be more specific: Under what
conditions does a certain coherence relation hold? And: under what conditions is a
discourse segment sub- or coordinated to the other segments? How can the main line
of a discourse be identified?
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3-11  ,-11
Figure 1. Hierarchical structure of discourse (1)

Relational and hierarchical structure in the cognitive representation

Both relational and hierarchical structure appear relevant for the representation lan-
guage users have or make of a discourse. A broad review of empirical research on the
effect of discourse structure on discourse understanding will illustrate this.

A first major empirical finding in this field is that the reader's representation is struc-
tured hierarchically. This finding has often been referred to as the levels effect:
Readers reproduce information better when it is at a higher level of the discourse
structure than when it is at a lower level. The hierarchical structure is mostly defined in
terms of Story Grammars, see for example Thorndyke (1977), but it can also be
defined on the basis of propositions that show overlapping arguments. In the latter
case, propositions that share many arguments with other propositions, i.e. show the
highest degree of argument-overlap, are placed higher in the hierarchical repre-
sentation than propostions that share only a few arguments with others (Kintsch &
Van Dijk 1978; Kintsch & Vipond 1979).

The levels effect is often reported for simple narratives (Rumelhart 1977; Thorn-
dyke 1977; Cirilo & Foss 1980; Britton, Muth & Glynn 1986), but it is also found for ex-
pository discourse (Kintsch & Van Dijk 1978; Meyer 1975; Britton, Meyer, Simpson,
Holdredge & Curry 1979; Britton, Meyer, Hodge & Glynn 1980; Just & Carpenter
1980).

Most empirical evidence concerns the off-line status of the levels effect, although
some work suggests that the difference between high and low status of the information
is already relevant during processing. Using a reading time paradigm, Cirilo & Foss
(1980) showed that a sentence that was low in the hierarchy of a simple narrative was
processed faster than when that same sentence was high in the hierarchical repre-
sentation. They also found that the'high' sentence was better reproduced after reading
the discourse. This suggests that readers spend more time encoding information when
it is important, and this results in a better reproduction of this information. For nar-
ratives more on-line evidence for the levels effect has been found using a secondary
task technique by Britton et al. (1986), but using the same technique it was not found
for expository discourse (Britton et al. 1979).
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For several reasons the status of the levels effect is unclear (Black & Wilensky 1979;
Bower & Cirilo 1985; Voss & Bisanz 1985). First, the fact that it is mostly found in nar-
rative discourse suggests confusion with narratives. Second, experimental results are
not consistent, e.g. with respect to the on-line status of the effect. Third, and most im-
portantly, the levels effect lacks a general theoretical basis, i.e. a theory that can ac-
count for the empirical facts across discourse types and that also provides a rule
system to determine differences as to position in the hierarchical structure. Some of
the empirical findings summarized above are based on such systems, but they dMfer
immensely, compare the Story Grammar rules with the Kintsch & Van Dijk model.
The unclear status of the levels effect is underlined by the fact that several researchers
have found adequate alternative explanations for the Story levels effect, such as causal
chain membership (Trabasso, Secco & Van den Broek 1984; Trabasso & Sperry 1985)
and in the amount of causal links among story ideas (Graesser, Robertson & Anderson
1981; Trabasso et al. 1984; Trabasso & Sperry 1985).

In conclusion, experimental research on the levels effect needs an analytically
clear model of hierarchical structure. It is only on the basis of such a model that ex-
perimental texts can be manipulated adequately and that empirical effects can be ex-

plained.

A second experimental finding in research on the relation between discourse structure
and discourse understanding concerns the linear position of discourse segments and
their meaning. Thus, it concerns the representation of the relational structure. Again,
many studies are about narratives. For instance, Haberlandt, Berian & Sandson

(1980), Kintsch, Mandel & Kozminsky (1977), Mandler & Goodman (1982) and
Schwarz & Flammer (1981) present evidence that supports the idea that readers make
use of a narrative scheme of discourse structure. Schwarz & Flammer, for example,
examined people's memory for different versions of a story. In one version of the story,
sentences were ordered according to a Story Grammar rule (Story-* Setting + Theme
+ Plot + Resolution). In two other versions, the sentences in the story were ran-
domized or the order of sentences was slightly disorganized. People recalled the grea-
test number of story propositions in the regular version, and the fewest in the random
version. The knowledge of linear order of the structure is regarded as schematic

knowledge that the reader uses in reading the discourse.
For expository discourse, Van Dijk & Kintsch (1983), Meyer & Freedle (1984)

and Horowitz (1987) have claimed that differences in discourse structures cause dif-
ferences in recall and understanding of the discourse. For example, Meyer & Freedle
(1984) distinguish between discourse types like Causation Collection and Problent-Sol-
udon. These differences between discourse structures concern the meaning of the rela-

tions between discourse segments and therefore the relational structure of discourse.

A third relevant finding, mostly reported in educational psychological studies, is that
reader's awareness of discourse structure affects discourse understanding, e.g. because
readers recall more information from discourse when they are aware of the structure,
than when they are not. More specifically, two hypotheses are central in these studies:

1)     Readers can be instructed about the structure of discourse with the effect of fa-
cilitating discourse understanding (see, for example, Armbruster, Anderson & Oster-
tag 1987), and
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2)   The awareness of discourse structure develops during childhood (see for in-
stance Englert & Hiebert 1984; McGee 1982)

Although this type of research can certainly be related to the relational structure
of discourse we will not go further into it here. The main reason is that these studies
present information on the role of discourse structure in discourse understanding in a
very indirect way. It is hard to conclude from this kind of results that relational struc-
ture plays a key role in the construction of a cognitive representation of a discourse. It
may well be that they only function as a meta-textual help for readers.

4 Linguistic markers of discourse structure

Discourse structure can be either explicitly indicated in the discourse, in which case
the discourse is marked for its structure, or it can remain unmarked. Both relational
and hierarchical structure can be marked linguistically. Analogous to their underlying
discourse structures, the linguistic markers are relevant in descriptive studies and in
psychological studies on discourse representation.

Markers of relational and hierarchical structure in discourse analysis

Linguistic markers can signal the relational and the hierarchical structure of discourse.
Connectives, especially conjunctions and adverbial connectives often function as rela-
tional markers. In discourse (1), because marks the coherence relation between seg-
ments 5 and 6 and but marks the opposition relation between segments 3 and 4.

Connectives can also function as hierarchical markers. Polanyi & Scha (1983), Polanyi
(1988) identify discourse "push" and "pop" markers that signal embedding of dis-
course segments and returns to a line of discourse. Redeker (1990) mentions connec-
tives that signal "sequential" relations, e.g. when they mark transitions to the next
topic. Many clear examples come from research on spoken discourse (see especially
Redeker 1990, 1991; Schiffrin 1987). For example, Redeker (1990: 373) describes the
use of but in narratives "to signal the return to main discourse after an aside or a di-
gression".

Connectives are clear examples of linguistic markers of discourse structure, but they
are not the only ones. All kinds of lexical items can function as such. Interjections (oh,
well, okay) (Schiffrin 1987) and short phrases that signal the coherence relation of the
preceding segment with the subsequent one (77:e solution to this problem is; Meyer
1985) are other examples.

One specific type of hierarchical marker should be mentioned here, namely that
of "relevance markers". They mark the hierarchical structure that reflects the import-
ance of the segments. They are explicit statements indicating the importance or relev-
ance of a following segment, such as: One aigument ispanicularly notable (see e.g. Van
Dijk 1979a; Lorch & Lorch 1986).
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Markers of relational and hierarchical  structure in the cognitive representation

The linguistic marking of discourse structure also appears to be relevant for the cogni-

tive representation. Again, research on discourse processing illustrates this.

Several experimental studies have indicated that the marking of relational structure af-
fects readers' representation of the discourse. Some researchers have claimed that re-
lational markers influence the construction of the representation of a discourse
segment with the preceding discourse, when readers are informed on the coherence
relation between the two segments (e.g. Britton et al. 1982; Haberlandt 1982; Sanders

1986). In addition, others have reported evidence for the influence of relational mar-
kers on readers' representations once they have processed a discourse (e.g. Meyer,
Brandt & Bluth 1980; Spyridakis & Standal 1987).

As far as experimental studies on the influence of markers of hierarchical structure

exist, results are not very clear. Lorch & Lorch (1986) claim that information preceded
by "importance signals" is reproduced better than the same information when it is

presented unmarked.

5 Research questions and research territory

In this study, many aspects of discourse structure and its cognitive representation that
were mentioned above are worked out in some detail. More specifically, the following
questions are addressed.

How do people construct a coherent representation of discourse? It will be ar-

gued that this is done by inferring coherence relations between the discourse segments.
The next question is how the set of coherence relations can be described. In this thesis
the position is defended that this set can be described in terms of a limited set of con-
cepts, which are claimed to be cognitively basic. In the end, discourse understanding
means constructing a coherent representation of the discourse by inferring the co-
herence relations. This inferring of relations can be represented by taking a limited set
of decisions regarding the meaning of the relations.

A closely related question is that for the cognitive reality of coherence relations. This

question is answered by presenting a review of the relevant literature and by investigat-
ing the role of different coherence relations and their markers in a reading experiment.
Again, the results stress the importance of coherence relations in the construction of
the cognitive representation.

All questions addressed so far concern the relational structure of discourse. Also, they
stress the cognitive representation of that structure. It was already concluded above,
that with regard to the hierarchical structure of discourse more descriptive work is
needed. One of the reasons is that many existing accounts lack an adequate rule system
to arrive at a hierarchical representation. This issue is pursued in answer to the ques-
tion: How can a hierarchical structure be produced objectively? An algorithm-like
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procedure is developed, which produces a hierarchical structure. This procedure is
worked out for one specific discourse type, that of explanatory discourse.

In this study discourse structure and discourse representation are especially investi-
gated in written context. With respect to many of the phenomena addressed there are
no principled differences between spoken and written (monologic) discourse. There-
fore, the neutral term discourse is preferred to the term text, because the latter is expli-
citly restricted to written language.

However, the term text also appears in this thesis. It is mainly used to report on
research that is restricted to written language. In addition, it is sometimes used to pre-
vent misunderstandings, since the field referred to as 'text analysis' is different from
the one referred to as 'discourse analysis: The term text is also preferred to refer to ex-
perimental materials in reading experiments, in order to prevent misunderstanding
about the character of the stimuli.

Most empirical linguistic material figuring in this study is taken from Dutch expository
discourse. In fact, two chapters of this study are explicitly concerned with expository
discourse.

6 Overview

The introduction presented above illustrates the complexity of issues regarding dis-
course structure and coherence. This complexity requires an approach from different
fields. This thesis consists of four studies. They focus on different aspects of discourse
structure and coherence, and they also show approaches from different perspectives: a
(cognitive) linguistic one, an experimental one and a (procedural) text analytic one.
Except for chapters 2 and 3, which are closely related, the studies have a modular
status. They exist independent of each other, and the integration of results from differ-
ent studies is discussed in the final chapter only. The modular status of the chapters
also implies that some overlap between the different chapters is inevitable.

The relational structure of discourse is the subject of the chapters 2 and 3. In these
chapters the (text) linguistic literature on the classification of different coherence rela-
tions is studied. A psychologically plausible account of coherence relations is given, in
the form of a taxonomy that classifies coherence relations in terms of four cognitively
salient primitives. Relational markers also figure prominently in these chapters.

Chapter 4 explicitly aims at the cognitive representation of relational structure. It in-
vestigates the role of coherence relations and their linguistic markers in discourse pro-
cessing. It contains a review of the pertinent literature and experimental work.

In Chapter 5 the focus shifts from psychological plausibility to descriptive adequacy
and from relational to hierarchical structure. In this chapter a procedure is presented
for the analysis of one specific type of expository discourse: explanatory text. This pro-
cedure made up by a system of rules in the form of condition-action pairs, and pro-
duces a hierarchical text structure.
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Despite its focus on descriptive adequacy, the design principles of the procedure
guarantee that the resulting formal representation shows resemblance to the cognitive
representation writers and readers have of an explanatory text.

Chapter 6 ends this study with a summary and conclusions.

Two chapters have been accepted for publication with only minor editorial changes,
under the authorship of T. Sanders, W. Spooren and L. Noordman. Chapter 2 has ap-
peared in Discouise Processes, 15, 1-35 (1992). Chapter 3 will appear in an early 1993
issue of Cognitive Linguistics. Chapters 4 and 5 are submitted for publication in an in-
ternational journal, under the co-authorship of, on the one hand, T. Sanders and L.
Noordman and, on the other, T. Sanders and C. van Wijk.
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Notes to Chapter 1

1.  In the Kintsch & Van Dijk (1978) model there arc also other criteria that determine the height of a
proposition in the ultimate hierarchical representation, such as the initial sentence of the text. How-
ever, argument-overlap is the most decisive and general criterion.



Chapter 2

Toward a Taxonomy of Coherence Relations

1   Coherence in a theory of discourse representation

Understanding a discourse may be regarded as the construction of a mental represen-
tation of the discourse by the reader. An acceptable discourse representation has a
property that distinguishes it from the representation a readeri might make of an arbi-
trary set of utterances: The representations of the segments in the discourse are linked
coherently. The question how these coherence links are established is one that tran-
scends the linguistic aspects of a discourse, and is of a cognitive nature, for it is evident
that the representation is not only determined by linguistic properties of the discourse.

1.1   Current accounts of coherence

From research on coherence, it can be concluded that there are two respects in which
a discourse can be coherent. The first approach of coherence focuses on the content of
the discourse segments. This type of coherence has been called referential or topic
continuity (cf. Garnham, Oakhill & Johnson-Laird 1982; Giv6n 1983). In this approach
a discourse is coherent if there is repeated reference to the same set of entities, for in-
stance via argument-overlap (Kintsch & Van Dijk 1978), if there is a certain semantic
congruence between two discourse units (Polanyi 1988), or if there is a pattern corre-
sponding to stereotypical situations, such as visiting a restaurant or a birthday party
(Schank & Abelson 1977).

The second approach of research on coherence focuses on the relation that exists be-
tween two or more discourse segments. In the simple case this relation exists between
two or more subsequent sentences. In the more complicated case the relation exists
between higher level segments, such as paragraphs or complete chapters. In this chap-
ter research is reported that is related to the second approach, that will be called a
discouise structure approach to coherence. The idea is pursued that coherence rela-
tions (and hence coherence) can be represented in general conceptual terms,
abstracting away from the context-specific content of the segments. In the literature,
these relations have variably been called rhetorical predicates (Grimes 1975; Meyer
1975), rhetorical relations (Grosz & Sidner 1986), relational propositions (Mann &
Thompson 1986), and coherence relations (Hobbs 1979, 1983, 1990). After Hobbs, the
term coherence relation will be used. We prefer the term coherence relation because, in
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our view, the essential characteristic of the relations is that they establish coherence in
the cognitive representation.

A coherence relation is an aspect of meaning of two or more discourse segments which
cannot be described in terms of the meaning of the segments in isolation. In other
words: it is because of this coherence relation that the meaning of two discourse seg-
ments is more than the sum of the parts.

The account advocated here is one of coherence and not of cohesion, the most salient
difference between the two being that in cohesion the linguistic realization is pivotal.
In a cohesion analysis the connectivity of the discourse is primarily tied to the explicit
marking of semantic relations. According to Halliday & Hasan (1976: 13), these ex-
plicit clues make a text a text (although they acknowledge that cohesion is a necessary
though not a sufficient condition for the creation of a text (1976: 298-299)). In a co-
herence approach, cohesive elements like connectives in the discourse are viewed as
important though not necessary features of discourse; they are linguistic markers, ex-
pressing the underlying conceptual relations that are of a cognitive nature. It is the
cognitive representation of the discourse that is considered as the phenomenon to be
explained. Since cohesion does not concern connectivity at the level of the cognitive
representation of the discourse, taxonomies cast in the cohesion framework (like Mar-
tin 1983) will not be discussed in this chapter.

1.2   Discourse structure approaches to coherence

There are two possible requirements that a satisfying theory of discourse structure
should meet: descriptive adequacy and psychological plausibility.

If an account of discourse structure makes it possible to describe the structure of
all kinds of natural texts, it fulfills the requirement of descriptive adequacy. In recent
years, Mann & Thompson have developed a theory of discourse structure that is close-
ly related to the notion of coherence relations as defined above, cf. Mann & Thompson
(1986,1987,1988) and Thompson & Mann (1987). Their Rhetorical Structure Theory
(RST) is a descriptive framework for the organization of text. Among the relations
incorporated in RST are Cause, Solutionhood, Sequence, Evidence and Elaboration.
They aim at developing a text-analytic model that is descriptively adequate and they
claim success for different genres of natural text (see especially Mann & Thompson
1988).

The requirement ofpsychologicalplausibility concerns the status of coherence re-
lations as cognitive entities: A psychologically plausible theory of discourse structure
should at least generate plausible hypotheses on the role of discourse structure in the
construction of the cognitive representation. It has been suggested in the literature that
the role of coherence relations (or rhetorical relations) remains unclear in a theory of
discourse interpretation. For instance, Grosz & Sidner (1986: 202), claim that "a dis-
course can be understood at a basic level even if [the readerl never does or can
construct [...] such rhetorical relationships". They consider the relations as no more
than a useful 'analytic tool' for the discourse analyst. If Grosz & Sidner are right, an
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account of coherence relations is only concerned with the description of the discourse
as a linguistic object, and not with its cognitive processes and representations.

In our view, however, a discourse structure approach is not necessarily restricted to
descriptive analyses of discourse, since coherence relations should be considered as
cognitive entities. Such a claim leads to the prediction that coherence relations and
their linguistic marking affect the cognitive representation of a discourse, i.e. discourse
understanding. And indeed, several psycholinguistic experiments concerning the role
of coherence relations in discourse understanding indicate such an effect. For in-
stance, the explicit marking of such relations in text seems to influence the degree of
organization of written reproductions (Meyer, Brandt & Bluth 1980). Using a dis-
course completion task, Spooren (1989) found that subjects' choices varied
systematically with the presence or absence of an explicit contrastive marker. Further-
more, some on-line experiments suggest that readers make use of the linguistic
markers of coherence relations during processing: Linguistic marking appears to lead
to faster processing of the following discourse segment (Haberlandt 1982; Sanders
1986). These experiments suggest that coherence relations are psychological entities
rather than merely an analytic tool.

In fact, Mann & Thompson's RST is also presented as a cognitive theory of language
understanding and production, in which 'relational propositions' allow people to per-
ceive relationships between parts of text (see especially Mann & Thompson 1986).
These relational propositions are very similar to what we call coherence relations.
However, from a psychological point of view, Mann & Thompson's ideas are not very
convincing, because they assume that all relational propositions are cognitively basic.
If, for example, a relation like Evidence occurs in a discourse, people interpret the dis-
course by referring to the cognitively basic notion of the Evidence relation. Given the
lack of theoretical foundation for adopting this and no other set of relations, such an
assumption is rather implausible.

It seems far more attractive to assume that the set of coherence relations is ordered
and that readers use their knowledge of a few cognitively basic concepts to infer the
coherence relations. In this view, a relation like Evidence, or, as we would call it,
Claim-A,gument, is regarded as composite, since it can be analyzed in terms of a
limited set of more elementary notions like causality, which are taken to be cognitively
basic and which also apply to other relations. The claim is that readers make use of
these elementary notions to derive the proper coherence relation. Two arguments
favor such a position. The first is that it results in a more economic theory of the role of
coherence relations in discourse understanding. The other argument has a bearing on
the linguistic realization of coherence relations: One and the same linguistic marker
can express only a limited set of relations. For example, the conjunction and can ex-
press a causal and an additive relation but not a concessive relation. This implies that
somehow similarities between coherence relations must be expressed and hence that
they must be decomposed into more basic elements.

Hence, the aim of this chapter is not to develop a complete and descriptively adequate
taxonomy of coherence relations. We strive for an economic theory that generates a
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limited set of classes of coherence relations. What we aim at here is to identify the
primitives in terms of which the set of coherence relations can be ordered.2 In other
words, our claim is that the principles discussed in this chapter apply to all coherence
relations, whatever other properties they may have. The taxonomy of coherence reta-
tions presented in this chapter is intended as a contribution to a psychologically

plausible theory of discourse structure.

As far as descriptive adequacy is concerned, the taxonomy proposed here can be ex-
tended, using segment-specific features, to arrive at a complete and descriptively
adequate set of coherence relations A la Mann & Thompson (1988). Such an enter-
prise would result in an ordered set of relations, with the taxonomy as its foundation.
Such a theoretical foundation is absent in Mann & Thompson's proposals. They con-
fine themselves to the presentation of an almost unordered  list of arbitrary length.
The example of a classification that is presented in Mann & Thompson (1988: 256) is
not  sufficient - as is already noted  by the authors- because it consists  of a division of
the list into two groups, and not of a more systematic account of'the relations among
the relations', i.e. the fact that some of the relations have something in common and
others do not: In this respect Hobbs' (1983, 1990) proposals can be considered as
more sophisticated. He presents a classification of coherence relations in terms of a
limited set of organizing principles. We will comment on some details of his proposal
in Section 5.2. of this chapter.

2    A taxonomy of coherence relations based on cognitive primitives

The object of this chapter is to propose a categorization of coherence relations on the
basis of what we call the relational criterion. A property of a coherence relation satisfies
the relational criterion if it concerns the informational surplus that the coherence rela-
tion adds to the interpretation of the discourse segments in isolation, i.e. if it is not
merely a property concerning the content of the segments themselves. This does not
imply that the meaning of the connected segments is neglected. Since coherence rela-
tions connect representations of discourse segments, the meaning of the segments
must be compatible with the coherence relation. What the relational criterion does
imply, however, is that we will focus on the meaning of the relation and not on the
meaning of each specific segment.

The taxonomy orders coherence relations by four primitives that satisfy the relational
criterion. First, an overview of the taxonomy and the definitions used in it will be
presented. After that, the four primitives are worked out in detail.

2.1   Defining the coherence relations

How are the coherence relations defined? First, the two discourse segments (often
clauses) that are related in the discourse, have to be identified. The first segment is
called Si, the second segment S2. It is assumed that Si and S2 directly or indirectly ex-

press the propositions P and Q that are conceptually related.
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The coherence relation is defined by the way in which Si and S2 map onto P and Q.
The problem in identifying the coherence relation is to find P and Q and to relate P
and Q to Si and S2· P and Q can either be the propositions (locutions) that are ex-
pressed by Si/S2 or the speech acts (illocutions) that are expressed by Si/S2. P and Q
can also be inferences of Si/S2 (e.g. generalizations), but we will not elaborate this
point further. In determining the coherence relation four questions are central,
corresponding to the four primitives in the taxonomy.

It is assumed that only two kinds of relations can exist between P and Q: a causal rela-
tion and an additive relation. As a causal relation implies an additive relation, one has
to be as specific as possible in identifying the relation. The first question in identifying
the coherence relation is therefore: Is the relation between P and Q a causal relation?
If it is not, then the relation is an additive one. This first question concerns what we
call the basic operation of the coherence relation.

The second question is whether a relation exists between the propositions expressed in
Sl and S2, or between the illocutions expressed in Si and S2. In the first case the co-
herence relation is called semantic; P and Q are the propositions expressed by Si and
S2· In the second case P and Q are the illocution of Sl  or .52; the relation is then called
pragmatic. This question refers to what we call the sottrce of coherence of the relation
between Si and S2.

The third question refers to the order in which P and Q are expressed in the discourse.
If P and Q correspond to Si and S2 respectively, the relation is said to be of a basic
order; if P and Q correspond to S2 and Si respectively, it is said to be of a non-basic
order. This is the question concerning the order Of the segments  in the coherence rela-
tion.

The fourth question is whether P and Q in the basic operation correspond to Si and
S2, or whether P and Q correspond with the negative counterparts of Si  and S2. In the
first case the coherence relation is called positive, in the second case it is called nega-
tive. This is the question of thepolarity of the coherence relation.

2.2  Basic operations

The primary distinction in the taxonomy is that between causality and addition. Of the
four logical operators, causality (implication) and addition (conjunction) are chosen as
a starting point for the taxonomy because they justify the pre-theoretical intuition that
discourse segments are either strongly connected (causal) or weakly connected (addi-
tive). Of the other logical operators, negation plays a different role within the
taxonomy, as it is a unary operator, whereas the other operators are binary. The natu-
ral language correlates of disjunction are regarded as more complex. This fourth
operator will be further discussed in Section 5.4. of this chapter.

An additive operation exists  if only a conjunction relation P& Q can be deduced be-
tween two discourse segments, that is, if all that can be deduced is that the discourse
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segments are true for the speaker.5 A causal operation exists if an implication relation
P -* Q can be deduced between two discourse segments, in which P is antecedent and
Q is consequent.

The two basic operations are not equivalent to their logical counterparts, because they
are not truth-functional. The causal relation in (1) is logically true if both P and Q are
true. However, for most speakers the causal relation in example (1) does not exist, be-
cause the antecedent is considered in=elevant for the conclusion in the consequent.

(1)                If Sweden is larger than Denmark, then JOrki is older than Lauri.

It appears that whether the causal basic operation holds does not depend solely on the
truth value of the antecedent and the consequent, but also on the link between the
antecedent and the consequent. Hence, the logical implication relation P- *Q i s a
necessary, but not a sufficient condition for the causal basic operation we intend. The
basic operation we intend is more like the notion of relevant iniplication as proposed by
Anderson & Belnap (1975).In such 'relevance logics' some of the intuitively less ac-
ceptable principles of classical logic are abandonned and other axioms are introduced
to meet conditions of relevance like the one appealed to in (1). For instance, Anderson
& Belnap argue for an alternative treatment of conditional propositions in which the
idea of'relevance' is crucial: A conditional if P then Q' is only true if P is relevant to
the conclusion of Q. Of course, this raises the problem of how relevance should be
determined. This discussion goes beyond the scope of this chapter, but see Anderson
& Belnap (1975) and Van Dijk (1977: 54-58).

2.3   Source of Coherence: semantic and pragmatic relatioits

The second primitive is called the source  of coherence.The two values of this primitive
are  semantic   and  pragmatic. A relation is semantic if the discourse segments are re-
lated because of their propositional content. In this case the writer refers to the
locutionary meaning of the segments. The coherence exists because the world that is
described is perceived as coherent. For example, the sequence in (2) is coherent be-
cause it is part of our world knowledge that illness may cause death. In semantic
relations the state of affairs that is referred to in P in the causal basic operation is the
cause of the state of affairs referred to in Q.

(2)D De eenhoorn stierf omdat hij ziek was.
(2)E The unicorn died because it was ill.6

A relation is pragmatic if the discourse segments are related because of the illocutio-
nary meaning of one or both of the segments. In pragmatic relations the coherence
relation concerns the speech act status of the segments. The coherence exists because
of the writer's goal-oriented communicative acts. In the pragmatic relation (3) the state
of affairs that is referred to in P is not the cause of the state of affairs that is referred to
in Q, but of the saying of Q.
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(3)D Jan komt niet naar school, want hij belde zojuist.
(3)E John is not coming to school, because he just called me.

In a pragmatic relation it is of secondary importance what relation exists at the locu-
tionary level. The latter can be of several types, for instance causality, as in (4), or what
e.g. Mann & Thompson (1986) call Generalization-Instance, as in (5). It can also be ab-
sent, as in (3).

(4)D Jan komt niet naar school, want hij is ziek.
(4)E Jan is not coming to school, because/for he is ill.
(5)D Dat is een vogel, want het is een kerkuil.
(5)E That is a bird, because/for it is a barn owl.

The primitive 'source of coherence' is similar to Van Dijk's (19791)) semantic-pragma-
tic distinction, Halliday & Hasan's (1976) and Martin's (1983) internal-external
distinction and Redeker's (1990) distinction between ideational and pragmatic rela-
tions. Since the distinction between semantic and pragmatic relations is often
somewhat difficult to make, we will present some considerations which may be of use
in determining the source of coherence between two segments.

1.       A pragmatic relation refers to the illocutionary meaning of an utterance, whereas
a semantic relation refers to the locutionary meaning. Therefore the discrepancy be-
tween locution and illocution that occurs in indirect speech acts can be of use in
determining the source of coherence of a relation. In the case of an indirect speech act
the coherence is arrived at by means of the illocutionary meaning of one or both of the
segments, see (6) in which the intended meaning is something like: "you know where to
find the beer, get it yourself'. So, in (6) the second segment is related to the illocution-
ary meaning of the first segment. As no other interpretation is possible, (6) is a clear
case of a pragmatic relation. In (7) both a semantic and a pragmatic interpretation are
possible.

(6)          The beer is in the fridge. I'm busy.
(7)           The beer is in the fridge. I put it there yesterday.

2.      As pragmatic relations refer to the illocutionary meaning of an utterance, and as
illocutions cannot be embedded syntactically (in general, directives and questions can-
not be subordinated), it follows that pragmatic relations cannot be embedded either.
Compare (8), a (semantic) Consequence-Cause relation with (9), a (pragmatic) Claim-
Agument relation.

(8)D Misschien is Jan thuis omdat hij ziek is.
(8)E Maybe John is at home because he is ill.
(9)D Misschien is Jan thuis, aangezien hij ziek is.
(9)E Maybe John is at home, since he is ill.

Example (8) is ambiguous, but (9) is not. The two interpretations of (8) are clarified in
(10) and (11).
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(10)D [Dat Jan thuis is omdat hij ziek is] is misschien zo.

(10)E [That John is at home b :cause he is ill] may be the case.
(11)D Omdat hij ziek is, is he misschien zo [dat Jan thuis is].
(11)E Because he is ill, it ma   be the case [that John is at home].

The semantic relation in (8) ' as both a wide scope reading of misschien (maybe),

corresponding to (10), and a r rrow scope reading, corresponding to (11). In the case
of the pragmatic relation (9),    nly the narrow scope reading is available, see (13). That

(12) is not a possible reading , accounted for if the coherence relation is taken to exist

at the illocutionary level.

(12)D   * [Dat Jan thuis is, ingezien hij ziek is] is misschien zo.

(12)E    * [That John is at 1 ime since he is ill] may be the case.
(13)D Aangezien hij zi   : is, is het misschien zo [dat Jan thuis is].
(13)E Because he is il'   t may be the case [that John is at home].

This difference between :mantic and pragmatic relations does not only hold for cau-
sal coherence relations but also for additive ones. In (14), a semantic relation
(Opposition) survives e, ,edding in a negative context, while its pragmatic counterpart

(Concession) in (15) dc  s not.

(14)D Het is niet z   [dat Jan ziek is, maar Peter nietl (, ze zijn allebei ziek).
(14)E It is not the ase [that John is ill but Peter is not] (, they are both ill).
(15)D    ? Het is niet   1 [dat Jan weliswaar klein is, maar gevaarlijk] (, hij is alleen

maar kleir
(15)E     ?  It is not tl     case [that John may be small but dangerous] (, he is just small).7

2.4   Order of the s,    ments: basic and non-basic order in relations

The third primit:  ; is called order of the segments. Given the two basic operations, the

writer can conn,   , two discourse segments in two orders. The order in the relation is
basic if the inf, nation in the first discourse segment, Si, expresses P in the basic
operation P& ,    or P- •Q, and if the second discourse Segment, S2, expresses Q i n the

basic operatio·    In the non-basic order Si expresses Q and S2 expresses P in the basic

operation.
Since a litive relations are symmetric, 'order of the segments' does not

discriminate tween different classes of additive relations.

Note that th primitive is defined in terms of the basic operation. Therefore, with this
primitive w    lo not refer to the information distribution of the segments in their con-

.  scribed in terms of given-new, foreground-background, topic-focus etc.
For a further discussion, see Section 5.2.
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2.5   Polarity: positive and negative relations

The fourth primitive is polarity. A relation is positive  if the two discourse segments Si
and S2 function in the basic operation as antecedent (P) and consequent (Q), respecti-
vely. A relation is negative if not Si or S2 but their negative counterparts, not-Si or
not-S2, function in the basic operation. Positive relations are typically expressed by
such conjunctions as and and because, negative by conjunctions like but and although
(see examples (16) and (17)).

(16)D Omdat hij politieke ervaring had, werd hij tot president gekozen.
(16)E Because he had political experience, he was elected president.

The causal basic operation underlying the positive relation in (16) links the antecedent
'having political experience' with the consequent 'being elected president'. Si and S2
express the antecedent and consequent, respectively. The coherence relation in (17) is
the instantiation of the causal basic operation linking the antecedent 'not having any
political experience' and the consequent 'not being elected president'.

(17)D Hoewel hij geen politieke ervaring had, werd hij tot president gekozen.
(1'DE Although he didn't have any political experience, he was elected president.

The second discourse segment (S2) expresses not-Q, that is, the negation of the conse-
quent of the basic operation.

Positive relations can be turned into negative relations by adding a lexical negation to
one of the discourse segments, as is shown by the examples in (16)-(17). This does not
mean that the presence of a lexical negation is a prerequisite for negative relations:
(18) is a negative relation, as is suggested by the presence of the conjunction but.

(18) He had a questionable war record, but he was elected president.

2.6   A typology of classes of coherence relations

By combining the four primitives of the taxonomy a set of classes of coherence rela-
tions can be generated. Theoretically, for every one of the two basic operations eight
possible coherence relations exist. Because of the symmetry of the additive basic oper-
ation only four types of additive relations are distinguished. The resulting 12 classes
and their descriptive labels are shown in Table 1.

The relations given for each class are taken to be more or less prototypical examples of
the classes they represent. For three classes we present more than one relation, viz.
Classes 5, 7, and 10. As to Classes 5 and 7, we take Condition-Consequence and Conse-
quence-Condition to be the more or less prototypical relations: They are the only
causal relations treated in propositional logic, for instance. Goal-Instrument and In-
strume,it-Goal were added because, apart from similarities, there is an important
difference with respect to the conditional relations as there seem to be two basic oper-
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Table 1. Overview of the taxonomy and prototypical relations

Basic Source of Order Polarity aass Relation

Operation Coherence

Causal Semantic Bas Positive 1. Cause-Consequence
Causal Semantic   Ba : Negative 2. Contrastive Cause-Consequence
Causal Semantic N, -basic Positive 1        Consequence-Cause
Causal Semantic N i-basic Negative 4. Contrastive Consequence-Cause
Causal Pragmatic P k Positive 5.a Argument-Claim

5.b Instrument-Goal

5.C Condition-Consequence
Causal Pragmatic Ssic Negative 6. Contrastive Argument-Claim
Causal Pragmatic on-basic Positive 7.a Claim-Argument

7.b Goal-Instrument

7.c Consequence-Condition
Causal Pragmatic Non-basic Negative 8. Contrastive Claim-Argument
Additive Semantic - Positive 9.        List

Additive Semantic - Negative 10.a Exception
10.b Opposition

Additive Pragmatic - Positive 11. Enumeration
Additive Pragmatic _ Negative 12. Concession

ations underlying tl m (see Note 8). Aqument-Claini and Claim-A ument were
added as the more f quent representatives of Classes 5 and 7. The difference with re-
spect to Condition- onsequence/Consequence-Condition is the hypothetical status of
the Condition in thi   atter pair (see Longacre 1983, Section 3.4 for the same distinction
between Causal an Conditional relations).

In Class 10 Ercepi  11 is included next to the prototypical relation Opposition. The dif-
ference between 1   :se two relations is segment-specific: in an Exception relation one of
the segments givt   a general statement and the other a specific statement. Exception is
included to shov nat additive relations, though logically symmetric, can become asym-
metric because a difference in specificity. Since asymmetry is a property of all the
causal relations kception resembles negative causal relations.

As explained e   tier, we do not intend our proposal as a descriptively satisfying analy-
tical instrume although the classes of relations in the taxonomy can be further
specified usin egment-specific properties to characterize a descriptively adequate set
of coherence :lations. For instance, Consequence-Cause can be characterized using
only the fow   *rimitives of the taxonomy. But there are other relations belonging to
Class 3: Pre3 mably a relation like Reason (Mann & Thompson's (1988) Volitional
Cause) has all the properties of Conseqztence-Cause and an additional property that
the Consequence refer to a volitional action. A property like 'volitionality' would be a
candidate for further specification of the proposed taxonomy. In Section 5 we will dis-
cuss several properties individuating other relations within the twelve classes.

In this section the coherence relations belonging to the twelve classes will be illustra-
ted. The examples come from newspapers, advertisements, circulars and the so-called
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Eindhoven corpus (Uit den Boogaart 1975). When relevant, the linguistic context is
provided in parentheses.

1.      Causal, semantic, basic order, positive

Cause-Consequence

(19)D Doordat er een lage drukgebied ligt boven Ierland, wordt het slecht weer.
(19)E Because there is a low pressure area over Ireland, the bad weather is

coming our way.

2. Causal, semantic, basic order, negative

Contrastive Cause-Consequence

(20)D (Een probleem voor de Artificide Intelligentie is de soms indrukwekkende
efficintie van het menselijk geheugen.)
Hoewel het aantal overeenkomsten tussen gezichten enorm is, hebben wij
er niet de minste moeite mee zeer grote aantallen mensen van elkaar te
onderscheiden.

(20)E (A problem for Artificial Intelligence is the sometimes impressive efficiency
of the human memory.)
Although the number of similarities between faces is enormous, we do not
have the slightest difficulty in distinguishing a very large number of people.

3. Causal, semantic, non-basic order, positive

Consequence-Cause

(21)D Een pianoconcert van Beethoven werd van het programma genomen,
omdat de solist Anthony di Bonaventura ernstig ziek werd.

(21)E A piano concerto by Beethoven was removed from the programme, because
the soloist Anthony di Bonaventura fell seriously ill.

4.      Causal, semantic, non-basic order, negative

Contrastive Consequence-Cause

(22)D (Met de vrijlating van Hetzel eindigde 66n van de meest sensationele
processen die West-Duitsland sinds jaren heeft beleefd.)
Hans Hetzel werd in 1969 tot levenslange dwangarbeid veroordeeld wegens
moord, hoewel hij bij hoog en bij laag had volgehouden onschuldig te zijn.

(22)E (The release of Hans Hetzel ended one of the most sensational trials
Western Germany has seen in years.)
In 1969 Hans Hetzel was sentenced to life-long hard labour because of
murder, although he had stoutly maintained his innocence.
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5.      Causal, pragmatic, basic order, positive

Argument-Claim

(23)D Door nesten of dode vogels kan een schoorsteen verstopt raken.
Laat uw schoorstren dlls ieder jaar nakijken en zonodig vegen.

(23)E Nests or dead b:  ds may clogg up chimneys.
Therefore, ha·  . your chimney checked once a year and swept when

necessary.

Instrument-Goal

(24)D We    ,ven ook de Portugese benamingen van de voornaamste

6    .enswaardigheden om het vragen te vergemakkelijken.

(24)E       We will also present the Portuguese na es for the most important places of

interest to make the questioning easier.

Co Lition-Consequence

65)D (Film- en fotomateriaal kunt u verkrijgen bij de souvenirwinkels in de

wandelsafari en bij het safarirestaurant.)
Klaar? Dan gaan we nu op safari.

(25)E (Film and photomaterials can be obtained from the souvenir shops on the

walking-safari and from the safari-restaurant.)
Ready? Then we're now off on safari.

6. Causal, pragmatic, basic order, negative

Contrastive Argument-Claim

(26)D (De hoeveelheid berichten over ongelukken in de dagbladen zegt maar
weinig over de belangrijkste doodsoorzaken.)
Al schreven de kranten vorigjaar diverse keren over enkele gasongevallen,

als gasgebruiker loop je heel wat minder risico dan als verkeersdeelnemer.

(26)E (The number of reports about accidents in the newspapers does not say
much about the most important causes of death).
Although the papers wrote about gas accidents several times last year, the

risk run by the gas-user is much smaller than that of the traffic-participant.

7. Causal, pragmatic, non-basic order, positive

Claim-Argument

(27)D (Veel mensen schijnen alleen de top van het struikje van de broccoli te
eten.) Dat is zonde, want de stronk smaakt ook goed.
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(2'DE (Many people seem to eat only the flower-head of the broccoli.) That is a
pity, because the stalk tastes good too.

Goal-Instrument

(28)D (Als u van plan bent een huis te gaan kopen, en u witt gebruik maken van
een subsidieregeling dan heeft de Postbank iets voor u.)
De koper zal in het algemeen direct zijn woonlasten met de toegezegde
subsidie willen verminderen. Daartoe biedt de Postbank aan deze subsidie
voor te financieren.

(28)E (If you intend to buy a house and you want to make use of a subsidy
arrangement, the Postbank has something for you.)
In general the buyer will want to diminish his costs of living with the
promised subsidy. To that end the Postbank offers to finance this subsidy in
advance.

Consequence-Condition

(29)D (Het boek wordt besloten met een wijze raad van een Middeleeuwse
vinoloog:)
Wijn is een zeer gezonde drank, die de levensduur van de mens niet
onaanzienlijk kan verlengen, mits de wijn in geringe hoeveelheden en met
niet al te grote regelmaat wordt genoten.

(29)E (The book ends with a wise piece of advice by a medieval judge of wine:)
Wine is a very healthy beverage that can lengthen man's life not
insignificantly, provided that the wine is drunk in small quantities and not
too regularly.

8.      Causal, pragmatic, non-basic order, negative

Contrastive Claim-Argument

(30)D U moet er wet rekening mee houden dat er langs de hele Joegoslavische
kust haaien voorkomen, al wordt dat bepaald niet van de daken
geschreeuwd.

(30)E You will have to take into account that there are sharks along the whole
Yugoslavian coast, although this is certainly not shouted from the rooftops.

9. Additive, semantic, positive

List

(31)D (Uit het onderzoek blijkt dat diepvriezers en koelkasten de afgelopen jaren
steeds zuiniger zijn geworden.)
Het energie-verbruik van een koelkast is 17 % minder geworden en een
diepvriezer verbruikt 18 A 20 % minder stroom dan tien jaar geleden.
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(31)E (It appears from the investigation that deep freezers and refrigerators have
become more economical in recent years.)
The energy consumption of a refrigerator has decreased by 17 % and a

deep freezer uses 18 to 20 % less electricity than ten years ago.

10.   Additive, semantic, negative

Exception

(32)D Een diersoort kan een zekere bejaging verdragen, maar de Californische
condor kan dat niet.

(32)E A species can stand a certain amount of hunting, but the California condor
cannot.

Opposition

(33)D (Niet alle Nederlandse bedrijven deden het gisteren even goed op de
Amsterdamse effectenbeurs.)
Bergoss verbeterde twaalf punten, evenals Van Hattum, Holec en Smit-Tak.

Philips verloor daarentegen tien punten.
(33)E (Not all Dutch companies did equally well at the Amsterdam stock

exchange yesterday.)
Bergoss improved by 12 points, as did Van Hattum, Holec en Smit-Tak. By
contrast, Philips lost 10 points.

11.    Additive, pragmatic, positive

Enumeration

(34)D Reageerbuisbabfs doen vragen rijzen over ethische en maatschappelijke
aspecten. Bovendien, wat te denken van de juridische problemen die ze
oproepen?

(34)E Test-tube babies raise questions concerning ethical and social aspects.
Moreover, what about the legal problems they evoke?

12.   Additive, pragmatic, negative

Concession

(35)D (De Consumentenbond raadt het drinken van bronwater af.)
De consumptie van bronwater is in Nederland de laatste jaren sterk

gepropageerd, maar bij een onderzoek in Duitsland naar de samenstelling
van flessewater zijn minder gunstige ervaringen opgedaan.

(35)E (The consumers' association advises against the drinking of mineral water.)

The consumption of mineral water has been advocated strongly over the last

few years in the Netherlands, but the results of an investigation in Germany
on the composition of bottled water were not so good.
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3    Classification and  labeling of coherence relations

3.1    Introduction

Most of the coherence relations that have been proposed in the literature can be
categorized in one of twelve classes, by the use of the four primitives that make up our
taxonomy. Our first claim is therefore that the taxonomy provides a successful classifi-
catory framework to describe coherence relations and relations between coherence
relations. But apart from that, we also claim that it has psychological plausibility, in
that language users actually make use of the primitives in production and reception of
discourse. In order to substantiate these claims two experiments were carried out.

The aim of the first experiment is to find out whether other analysts agree with our in-
tuitive classification of the coherence relations. To this end a set of sentence pairs
connected by coherence relations was presented to a number of discourse analysts,
together with a list of labels, short definitions and examples of each relation in the tax-
onomy. Their task was to choose one label from the list for each of the sentence pairs.
The dependent variable is whether or not the subject's choice of a particular relation
(the subject's choice) agrees with the original relation.

There are two ways of looking at the data obtained in the experiment. The first is that
of strict agreement between the subjects' choices and the original relations. The sec-
ond is in terms of class agreement: The primitives of our taxonomy do not identify
individual coherence relations, but classes of relations. For example, if a subject's
choice was Claim-Agrintent, whereas the original relation was Instmment-Goal, the
subject's choice is incorrect in terms of strict agreement, but correct in terms of class
agreement: Argument-Claim and Instrument-Goal both belong to Class 5.

The first hypothesis investigated is that there is considerable agreement (both strict
agreement and class agreement) between the subjects' choices and the experimenters'
classification. The second hypothesis to be tested is that the subjects' choices group
along the lines of the taxonomy: confusions should be more frequent between related
classes than between unrelated classes.

3.2 Method

3.2.1  Material

Two examples of each coherence relation were selected for the experiment. The items
were in Dutch. They came from newspaper articles, advertisements, circulars and the
so-called Eindhoven corpus (Uit den Boogaart 1975). The items were pairs of senten-
ces that were connected by explicit markers. Most of the examples presented in
Section 2.6. were included in the experiment.

A set of 34 items was selected, based on the criterion that each item be a clear
case of the coherence relations it exemplifies. There were also 10 filler items, to pre-
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vent subjects inferring the number of experimental items corresponding to each co-
herence relation.

3.2.2  Procedure and subjects

The 34 sentence pairs were presented on paper. The order of presentation was not
varied between subjects. As a rule the sentence pairs were presented with their orig-
inal context. When the context was absent or ambiguous, suitable contextual
information was supplied.

In a training session the subject were asked to read carefully through a list of 17 rela-
tions. In this list the relatior given in Section 2.6 were labeled and defined. The
definitions were basically th   same as the definitions given in Section 2.6. Each defini-
tion was accompanied by : .imple example.

After the training sess  a, the 34 sentence pairs plus 10 filter pairs were presented to
the subjects on pap  . The sentence pairs were numbered. The subjects read each
item, looked throv  , the list of relations and chose an appropriate label. The subjects
were instructed ' choose the most specific label fitting the example. For instance, if
they were hes: .cing between List and Opposition, they were to choose Opposition.
After they h:   chosen a label, the subjects had to write down the number and label of
each item r an answer sheet.

The si' ,ects were fourteen researchers and advanced students from the Discourse
Stud' . Group of Tilburg University.

.3 Results

Due to the number of missing data in the choices of one of the subjects, the data from
this subject were removed from all analyses. Of the remaining 442 responses, 31 could
not be categorized (7.0 %). The data were analyzed in terms of strict agreement and
class agreement. There was strict agreement if a subject chose the original relation.
There was class agreement if a subject chose a relation belonging to the same class as
the original relation. Table 2 gives a summary of the data in terms of strict agreement.

The amount of agreement with the original relations was moderate (K = 0.60, z =
47.61 for the analysis in terms of strict agreement; K =  0.60, z  =  34.34 for the analysis
in terms of class agreement):

Relations from Classes 2,4,5,6,8 and 9 are least agreed on (less than 50 %), with the
exception of Instmment-Goal (Class 5). In the other cases there is considerable agree-
ment, in conformity with the first hypothesis. Table 3 shows the agreement between the
subjects' choices and the original relations in terms of the primitives of the taxonomy.

Of the four primitives in the taxonomy, Polarity is most evident for the judges. Source
of Coherence was least agreed about.
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Table 2. Experiment 1: Percentages of strict agreement for each relation in the taxonomy

1. Cause-Consequence (26) 65.4, 7. Claim-Argument (26) 92.3
2. Contrastive Cause-Consequence (26) 30.8 7. Goal-Instrument (22) 86.4

3. Consequence-Cause (26) 96.2, 7. Consequence-Condition (26) 883
4. Contrastive Consequence-Cause (26) 23.1,

8. Contrastive Claim-Argument (26) 383'

5. Argument-Claim (23) 433 9. List (25) 28.0'

5. Instrument-Goal (34) 79.2, 10. Exception (26) 69.2

5. Condition-Consequence (8) 373 10. Opposition (26) 100.0

6. Contrastive Argument-Claim (26) 30.8' 11. Enumeration (25) 88.0
1 12.  Concession (24) 54.2

Note.   Between parentheses is the number of original relations.
'  Relation with remarkably low strict agreement ( < 50 %)

Table 3. Experiment 1: Number and percentage of agreements between original and chosen
relations for each of the four primitives

Basic operation Causality Addition
238 (833) 114 (903)

Source Semantic Pragmatic
118 (65.2) 198(86.1)

Order of segments  Basic Non-basic
124 (98.9) 99 (90.9)

Polarity Positive Negative
226 (97.8) 179 (99.4)

a Since additive relations are symmetric. 'Order of Segments' involves only 238 correctly identified
causal relations, i.e. if either the original relation or the subject's choice was an additive relation, the
primitive 'Order of Segments' was neglected.

-              In addition to the test of agreements between original and chosen relations, an analysis
of the disagreements was conducted: The second hypothesis states that in case of dis-
agreement the subjects choose a coherence relation belonging to a related class. The
prediction, then, is that the observed number of responses corresponding in three
primitives with the original class is significantly higher than chance. The chance pro-
portion was estimated as follows. Given a 12 by 12 matrix of classes of coherence
relations as stimuli and as responses, each cell of this matrix can be described in terms
of the number of agreements in primitives between row and column categories. The
proportion of three primitive agreements under the null hypothesis is equivalent to the
number of cells with three primitive agreements divided by the total number of cells.
Since this is an analysis of disagreements, the diagonal of the matrix (which gives the
cases of complete agreement between original and chosen categories) was disre-
garded. The chance proportion for three primitive agreements is 48/132 (0.36).

Two analyses were carried out, an analysis per subject and an analysis per item. The
observed number of agreements on three primitives was compared with the chance
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proportion. In the subject-wise analysis all 13 subjects had three-agreement scores
~er than expected (x2 = 11.08,df = l,p < .01). In the item-wise analysis 21 out of
26 0 items had agreement scores bigher than expected (x2 = 9.85, df = l,p < .01).

These results confirm the bypotbesis that differences between the subjects' cboices
and the a priori classification tend to be restricted to one of the four primitives and
thus foDowthe groupings of the taxonomy.

3.4 Discussion

If the strict agreement bad been perfect, tbe results would bave justified tbe cboice of
labels, but the experiment would not bave been informative as to the categorization of
coberence relations. Because of the systematic nature of the confusions one can con-
clude tbat some relations are more closely related than others.

Agreement was lowest for the Classes 2, 4, 5, 6,8 and 9. To begin with, the contrastive
causal relations (the Classes 2, 4, 6 and 8) were frequently classified as Concession
(Class 12), a contrastive additive relation. There is hardly any confusion of tbe contras-
tive causal relations with otber contrastive additive relations like Opposition (Class 10).
This systematic confusion can be explained along the lines of the taxonomy. In the tax-
onomy, causality is an important factor in categorizing relations. In negative causal
relations there is a causal link between S] and S2. Spooren (1989) suggested tbat cau-
sality is also involved in case of Concession, and tbat it does not involve the link
between S] and S2, but only tbe link between tbe explicit information in the discourse
segments Sr and S2 and tbeir inferences (that is why Concession was not classified as a
causal relation but as an additive relation). By contrast, in Opposition causality is ir-
relevant and bence it was not confused with contrastive causal relations.

The relations of Class 5 concern Argument-Claim, Condition-Consequence, and Instru-
ment-Goal. Tbe confusion with respect to the Argument-Claim relations can be
accounted for by one item, which was frequently called Goal-Instrument or Cause-
Consequence. As tbe other Argument-Claim item did elicit the correct response in most
of tbe cases, the bad response must be ascribed to the poor quality of tbe first item.
Next, Condition-Consequence was frequently judged as a Goal-Instrument relation,
which differs in the basic order of the relation. This finding suggests a refinement of
tbe analysis of the Goal-Instrument relation that was presented in the typology in Sec-
tion 2.6. Probably, Goal-Instrument structures have to be analyzed as more complex
structures than the other coherence relations mentioned, because they have two basic
causal operations.v' As to Class 9, the List relation was frequently called Enumeration:
A difference in Source of Coherence.

It is remarkable that tbe confusion with respect to Source of Coherence is unidirectio-
nal. Semantic relations are given labels of pragmatic relations: List was called
Enumeration, and Contrastive Cause-Consequence and Contrastive Consequence-Cause
were frequently called Contrastive Argument-Claim and Contrastive Claim-Argument,
respectively. For tbe contrastive relations a possible explanation might be that it is
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hard to imagine that negatively related states or events are semantic in nature. The
speech act interpretation is more liable: The negative component of the relation is 10-
cated in the speaker's claims.

A further finding is that hardly any mistakes were made regarding the polarity primi-
tive. At the same time much confusion concerning semantic and pragmatic relations is
found in the negative polarity classes. It would seem that negative polarity dominates
the other primitives.

Source of Coherence is the most dubious primitive. The fact that the confusion be-
tween pragmatic and semantic relations is found over the whole range of classes
strongly suggests a systematic confusion regarding this primitive. However, it is also
possible that the confusion is caused by the stimulus material, and especially by the

12lack of contextual information in it. Further experimentation is needed to determine
this.

The overall conclusion of this experiment is that the subjects' classification agrees
considerably with the a pdori classification. Furthermore we have shown that in case of
disagreement it is most likely that the subjects choose a related class. Both results lend
strong support to our claim that the taxonomy is a successfull framework to express the
nature of coherence relations in a linguistically interesting manner.

An account for the analysts' judgments is one thing, quite a different matter is whether
the taxonomy provides the correct distinctions to account for production behavior of
naive subjects. This question is the object of the second experiment.

4 Lexical marking of coherence relations

4.1   Introduction

The taxonomy of coherence relations describes classes of coherence relations using
general cognitive primitives that concern the relational surplus of the related segments.
We claim that language users actually make use of these primitives during reception
and production. Coherence relations are frequently expressed by linguistic devices
such as connectives. The question we want to adress in this experiment is whether
people are able to infer the coherence relations between sentences and to express
them by the appropriate linguistic devices.

Thirty-two sentence pairs were presented to the subjects. The sentences were origin-
ally linked by a connective. The connective and all other explicit indications
concerning the relation between the sentences were removed. The task of the subjects
was to relate the sentence pairs by choosing a connective from a set of 18 connectives.
The dependent variable is whether or not the subject's choice of a particular connec-
tive (the subject's choice) agrees with the original connective. The investigators
assigned the 18 connectives to the 12 classes of the taxonomy.
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As in the first experiment, there are two ways of looking at the data, in terms of strict
agreement (the subject's choice is identical to the original connective) and in terms of
class agreement (the subject's choice concerns a connective that marks a related rela-
tion).

In some cases several connectives express the same relation: Maar (but) and daaren-
tegen (on the contrag) both express the relation of Opposition. It seems pointless to
classify a subject's choice maar as incorrect if the original was daarentegen. Therefore,
no hypothesis was formulated about strict agreement.

The first hypothesis is that the subjects' choices agree with the original connectives, if
the choices are looked at in terms of class agreement. The second hypothesis states
that any discrepancies between the subjects' choices and the original connectives can
be described in terms of the taxonomy: It is more likely that a discrepancy concerns a
choice for a related class than for an unrelated class.

4.2 Method

4.2.1  Material

The experimental material was basically the same as in the first experiment, i.e. two
examples of each coherence relation were selected for the experiment. For a descrip-
tion of the material, see Section 3.2.1. There were two modifications. The first is that
Condition-Consequence was not included in this experiment. A second difference is
that there were no filler items.

4.2.2 Procedure

The 32 sentence pairs were presented on paper. As a rule the sentence pairs were
presented with their original context. When the context was absent or ambiguous, suit-
able contextual information was supplied.

The sentences of each sentence pair were numbered and presented in their original
order as independent clauses. Since subordinating conjunctions induce a verb final
order in Dutch and since the presentation of a sentence in either main or subordinate
sentence format presumably affects the choice of the connective, all the examples were
presented in the same format: The inflected verb of each sentence was presented in
parentheses in sentence-initial position. (36) is an example of the presentation of an
item.

(36)D Een maand van tevoren trad nog een wijziging op in de jaarkalender van de
schouwburg.
1.  (werd) een pianoconcert van Beethoven van het programma genomen
2. (werd) solist Anthony di Bonaventura ernstig ziek

(36)E One month before there had been yet another change in the program of the
theater.
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1.   (was) a piano concerto by Beethoven removed from the program
2.   (fell) the soloist Anthony di Bonaventura seriously ill

The list from which the subjects chose the connectives was composed on the basis of
the experimenters' intuitions about prototypical markers of the relations. The list is
presented in the Appendix. The subjects were instructed to go through the list care-
fully and to choose the most specific connective fitting the example. For instance, if
they were hesitant about choosing between en (and) and terwijl (whereas), they were to
choose terwijl. After they had chosen a connective, the subjects had to write down each
complete sentence pair on the answer sheet.

4.2.3 Subjects

The subjects were 15 undergraduate students from the Department of Language and
Literature of Tilburg University. They were paid for their participation.

4.3 Results

To establish the amount of agreement between a subject's choice and the original, the
choices of the subjects were cla-.  -

-
--  -f *1•, nrimitives of the taxonomy. Four

out of the 480 responses (0.8 %) could not be classillea. iii .ao., -. _ -----t

the subject's choice agrees in all four primitives with the original connective. In case or
maximal disagreement the subject's choice agrees with the original in none of the four

13
primitives.

Table 4 presents the percentages of maximal agreement for each of the separate
classes in the taxonomy. The classes are those introduced Section 2.6.14

The amount of agreement with the original connectives was moderate OK =  0.60, z  =
36.71 for the analysis with all maar-connectives in one class, (K = 0.51, z = 33.96 for
the analysis with all choices for maar categorized as maximally opposed to the original
connective). There is a fair amount of class agreement between the subjects' choices
and the original connectives: 63.9 % of the choices were maximally in agreement with
the original connectives, 26.7 % of the choices agreed on three primitives, 8.2 %

Table 4. Experiment 2: Percentage of maximal agreement  for  each  of the classes  in  the
taxonomy

aass 1234578 9     10     11

66.7 66.0 90.0 79.3 50.0 75.3 35.6 60.0 713 53.3

Note. Connectives belonging to Class 6 and 12 were treated as belonging to Class 2 (see the text)

agreed on two primitives, and 1.3 % agreed on one primitive. Therefore the results
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support the hypothesis that there is a considerable amount of agreement between the
subjects' choices and the original connectives in terms of class agreement.

As in the first experiment, the disagreements were analyzed according to the hypothe-
sis that agreement on three primitives is more frequent than is to be expected on the
basis of chance. Two analyses were carried out. In the first analysis the number of re-
sponses corresponding to the original in three primitives was calculated per subject
and divided by the total number of disagreements. In the second analysis the number
of responses corresponding in three primitives was calculated per item and divided by
the total number of disagreements. The resulting proportions were compared with the
chance proportion. In the subject-wise analysis all 15 subjects had more agreements in
three primitives than expected 0 2 = 13.07, df = 1,p < .001). In the item-wise an*sis26 out of 3115 items had more agreements on three primitives than expected 06   =
14.23, df =  1,p < .001). These results strongly support the second hypothesis.

Table 5 specifies for each of the primitives how many of the subjects' choices agree
with the original connective on that primitive.

Inspection of the data in Table 5 shows that agreement is lowest on the primitive
Source of Coherence. Most of the disagreements occur with pragmatic connectives.

4.4 Discussion

Table 5. Experiment 2: Number and percentage of agreements between original and chosen
connectives for each of the four primitives

Basic operation Causality Addition
374 (96.9) 78 (86.7)

Source Semantic Pragmatic
214 (84.9) 148 (66.1)

Order of segments Basic Non-basic
169 (89.4) 162 (87.1)

Polarity Positive Negative
197 (95.2) 257 (953)

a Since additive relations are symmetric, 'Order of Segments' involves only 374 correctly chosen causal
connectives.

These results suggest a strong relationship between prototypical markers and (classes
00 coherence relations. Furthermore, a clear pattern emerges from the disagreements:
There is least agreement concerning connectives that differ only in the source of the
coherence. This holds for the three classes with a remarkably low degree of maximal
agreement (less than 60 %), the pragmatic Classes 5, 8 and 11 (mostly confused with
the semantic Classes 1,4 and 9, respectively). To a smaller extent it is also true for the
other, semantic, Classes (Class 1 is mostly confused with Class 5, Class 3 with Class 7,
Class 4 with Class 8, Class 9 with Class 11).16 These confusions strongly resemble the
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confusions found in the first experiment (see the discussion in Section 3.4. for some
tentative explanations).

Although these results are merely suggestive, they lend support to our claim that the
primitives of the taxonomy provide the right distinctions to describe the naive language
users' choice of connectives to signal coherence relations. This then supports the
psychological plausibility of the primitives underlying the taxonomy.

5    Consequences of the relational criterion

The experiments lend support to the proposed taxonomic principles. The purpose of
this section is to sketch the main differences between the proposed taxonomy and
other proposals presenting a systematic account of coherence relations. The aim of our
taxonomy is to categorize coherence relations on the basis of a relational criterion, that
is a criterion concerning the meaning of two or more discourse segments that cannot
be described in terms of the meaning of the segments in isolation. The discussion in
this section will focus on the question whether the criteria for distinguishing relations
that figure in the literature are relational or only concern the connected segments.

5.1   Descriptive relations

Several systematic lists of relations have been proposed with the main aim of using
them as a descriptive tool in analyzing the structure of written discourse: Grimes
(1975), Mann & Thompson (1988), Meyer (1975), Longacre (1983), Cooper (1983),
Fahnestock (1983). In general, many relations presented in these proposals are further

17
specifications of classes present in our proposal.   They are not included in our taxo-
nomy because the distinguishing properties of 'relations' like Attribution, Equivalent,
Situation are not relational. In (37), for example, the attributive meaning aspect is part
of an additive relation.

(37) John has got large quantities of pigs. They are pink and they produce a lot
of meat.

The second segment of (37) has specific properties: It contains a pronoun that is
coreferential with an element or class of elements referred to in the first segment.
These pronouns serve as the subject of which a property is predicated (the attribute).
However, the coherence in a discourse like (37) is not established by an attribution re-
lation, but by an additive relation.

The 'attributive' meaning can be located in the second segment and therefore it is not
part of the coherence relation. This is further indicated by the fact that it may occur
within a proper coherence relation, e.g. in the causal one that is intended in (38).

(38) John likes pigs. They are pink and they produce a lot of meat.
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Hence, such descriptive 'relations' are no coherence relations at all. This may be illus-
trated best by Meyer's rhetorical predicates that are "primarily responsible for giving

prose its overall organization" (Meyer 1975: 31). That rhetorical predicates are not
identical to coherence relations, becomes clear from the fact that rhetorical predicates
can also relate propositions within a simple clause, cf. (39), in which the attribute of
'having a color' is connected through the rhetorical predicate att,ibution with the sub-
ject 'parakeets' (Meyer 1975: 224).

(39) Parakeets or budgerigars are vividly colored birds [...]

5.2  Linkage relations

Another type of relation frequently found in other proposals is Background (cf.
Grimes' and Meyer's Setting location and Mann & Thompson's Circumstance and
Background). The clearest criterion for distinguishing this type of relation is formula-
ted by Hobbs (1983: 46) who states that linkage relations "arise out of the need to link
what the Speaker says that is new and remarkable with what is known to the Listener".

According to Hobbs the sentences in (40) cohere because the background relation
L -1 3 ..ven the two sentences. However, it seems far more in accordance with a co-
herence perspective to consider (40) coherent because events cohering in the world
are described.

(40) And one Sunday morning about five o'clock I sat down in the Penn Station.
r  , 18And while I was sitting there a young cat came up to me, [...1.

Hobbs' foreground-background principle of information distribution is of course es-
sential for the functioning of language. The linkage criterion appears to be a systematic
property of all types of information presented in a context. Why is this important dis-
tinction not included in the proposed taxonomy? The reason is that principles like the
foreground/background distinction cut across the primitives in the taxonomy. We take
the four primitives in the taxonomy to be part of the conceptual meaning (semantics)
of the coherence relations themselves. Apart from its semantic properties, each co-
herence relation has properties concerning information-distribution in the discourse,
such as: Which segment presents the foregrounded information, which segment pres-
ents the topic, and which segment gives the new information? In a Cause-Consequence
relation, for instance, the first as well as the second segment can denote the topic, and
the same goes for a Consequence-Cause relation. This example demonstrates the dif-
ference between the foreground/background distinction and the primitive 'Order of
the Segments'.

In conclusion, the foreground/background distinction is an important context-depen-
dent property of information-distribution, but it should be discussed in terms of other
discourse principles than the primitives of the presented taxonomy. Probably, there are
interesting interactions between the order of the segments and principles of informa-
tion-distribution like foreground/background. (In fact, Mann & Thompson's (1988)
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nucleus-satellite distinctions may be taken as such.) But these interactions fall beyond
the scope of this thesis.

5.3   Temporal relations

In comparing the presented taxonomy with other taxonomic proposals like Hobbs
(1983) and Longacre (1983), there is one group obviously absent from our proposal:
the temporal relations. Hobbs' proposal includes Strong temporal relations, and Lon-
gacre mentions Temporal as a class, next to e.g. Altemation and Implication. In other
proposals temporal relations are also included, cf. Mann & Thompson's Sequence. All
these relations concern cases like (41):

(41) John picked up the phone. He dialled a number.

It is perhaps needless to say that we do not claim that temporal relations do not occur
in natural discourse. What we do claim, however, is that temporal relations belong to
the classes of additive relations and that the properties distinguishing temporal rela-
tions from other additive relations concern the referential meaning of the individual
segments.

There are two reasons why we do not propose temporality as a basic categorizing prin-
ciple. The first is that the temporal meaning aspect is to a large degree determined by
the referential content of the segments, more than for instance the causal meaning as-
pect. Given the tense and the aspect of the segments, the temporal properties of two
related segments are more or less fixed. A first consequence is that in an unmarked se-
quence of two segments, the reader does not have the freedom to ignore the temporal
meaning aspect. A second consequence is that the order of the segments in a temporal
sequence cannot be reversed freely without disturbing the coherence relation. In a lin-
guistically marked temporal sequence reversal is at best marginal, in an unmarked
sequence it is impossible (cf. (41)a).19

In both respects temporal relations differ from causal relations: Causality is not 'read
off from the related segments, and hence it is possible to ignore the causal meaning
aspect: In (42) a relation Consequence-Cause is most plausible, but contexts can easily
be imagined in which a relation Contrastive Consefence-Cause ("It has been a policy
of the DA to prosecute only severe violations of the law") or Enumeration («John has
had a bad day") is intended. Furthermore, the segments can be reversed, as in (42)b.

(41)a     * John dialled a number. He picked up the phone.
(42)a John has to stand trial. He got a parking ticket.

(42)b John got a parking ticket. He has to stand trial.

The second reason for not including temporality as a basic categorizing principle is
that it is not productive like causality and additivity are. Causal and additive relations
can be both semantic and pragmatic. Temporal relations are only semantic: Only seg-
ments with specific properties (viz. states of affairs or events) can be involved in a
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temporal relationship. If a segment does not have those properties it is not a candidate
for being par f a temporal sequence. No such restrictions hold for causal and addi-
tive relations.

As temporal relations establish coherence for «describing a coherent set of states
or events in the 'world' [...]" (Hobbs 1983: 40), it seems plausible to treat the temporal
meaning aspect as pertinent to only a subset of the relations in the taxonomy. Tempo-
ral relations are very similar to all the relations we have characterized as semantic.

5.4  Altemation relation

Another difference with related accounts is  that  in our proposal the relation  of Alter-
nation is missing. The main reason for not adopting this as a separate class is the
unclear status of Altemation. For instance, Longacre (1983) considers it a separate
class of relations on a par with Conjoining, Temporal and Implication, whereas Halli-
day & Hasan (1976) discuss it under the heading of Additive relations (p. 246). There
is also confusion about the nature of the A/temation relation. Longacre (1983: 91) con-
siders or primarily exclusive. By contrast, Gamut (1982, I, pp. 227-230) and Levinson
(1983: 138-140) consider the inclusive use of or as basic.

In the absence of a more elaborate analysis of alternation relations, we suggest that Al-
temation relations can be analyzed as contrastive additive relations. Such a standpoint
matches the logical properties of disjunction: An (inclusive) alternation relation can
readily be reformulated in terms of logical conjunction and negation (P or Q is equival-
ent  with   - ( -P  &

-
Q)). This proposal is supported by the observation of several

authors that alternation and contrastive relations are related. For example, Longacre
(1983: 91) states: "While contrast turns on two points of difference, alternation turns
on one point of difference."21 In the same vein Liberman (1973) suggests that disjunc-
tion and conjunction are semantically closely related. He argues that depending on the
content of the related segments, the conjunction but either displays the filtering
properties of and or those of or.

6  Conclusions and outlook

A list of coherence relations such as the one proposed by Mann & Thompson (1986),
does not present natural classes of coherence relations. Although Mann & Thompson
(1988) have recently presented some groupings within their list, a systematic categori-
zation organizing the whole set of coherence relations is not provided, as they
primarily aim at descriptive adequacy. By contrast, the taxonomy presented here pos-
tulates systematic categorizations, which has empirical consequences. As these
categorizations and the relations are of a cognitive nature, the taxonomy can be given a

psychological interpretation.

In this chapter we have presented some evidence for the plausibility of the proposed

categorizations. It appears that our distinctions are agreed upon by other judges. How-

ever, more evidence is needed. In the following, we will discuss three areas of research
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in which the proposed taxonomy and its plausibility can be further investigated and ex-
tended.

A first area is the study of language acquisition. Children acquire connectives and
coherence relations in a more or less fixed order (see Bloom et al. 1980; Wing &
Scholnick 1981; and for a review Kail & Weissenborn 1985). We expect the system that
underlies this order to correspond to the taxonomy of coherence relations.

A second area is text analysis. The taxonomy of coherence relations must produce
categories of relations that can be used in the analysis of texts, and lead to intersub-
jectively reliable judgments about text structure (see Van Wijk 1992). However, before
such a descriptive goal can be achieved it is imperative that the classes of coherence
relations are described in extenso. In this way, our proposal may prove to be com-
plementary to the work of Mann & Thompson (1988), whose results in this field are
encouraging.

A final area is psycholinguistic research. We conceive of the taxonomy as a psycholo-
gical model for the interpretation of coherence relations. That illfrpretation is
considered to be a process of checking the primitives of the taxonomy. The result of
this checking is that a certain coherence relation is or is not inferred. For the moment,
we see three possible ways in which the proposed taxonomy can be used in psycholin-
guistic research.

First, adopting coherence relations as the basis of an account of discourse repre-
sentation creates a framework to explain experimental findings in discourse
understanding, like those of Haberlandt (1982) and Meyer, Brandt & Bluth (1980). As
mentioned before, both studies found that explicit marking of relations influences pro-
cessing. Since we consider the coherence relations as conceptual relations that may be
marked linguistically, these findings are interpreted as evidence for the role of co-
herence relations in discourse understanding: Linguistic markers function to guide the
selection of the correct coherence relation. The theory of coherence relations might
also provide a framework for the findings of research on discourse analysis and dis-
course understanding at a more global level (cf. Hoey 1983 and Meyer 1985).

Second, and more specific, the taxonomy offers a fruitful account of the
phenomenon of implicit coherence relations. It is well known that coherence relations
can remain implicit, i.e. that another relation can be intended than the one explicitly
expressed. An example is (43).

(43)D Jane is jarig en Robin heeft al haar vrienden uitgenodigd.
(43)E It is Jane's birthday and Robin has invited all her friends.

A causal relation can exist between the two segments in (43), e.g. when (43) appears in
a context like: "Robin wants to surprise Jane". Alternatively, an additive relation may
be intended, as in a context like: "Both our neighbors have visitors tonight". In cases
like (43), a reader has to decide which interpretation is meant in a certain context. In
his or her choice a reader is guided by certain restrictions: It is possible to express a
Cause-Consequence relation by means of an explicitly stated List relation, but not, for
example, by means of an explicitly stated Concession relation. Restrictions of this type
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can be expressed using the primitives of the proposed taxonomy: The Cause-Conse-
quence relation differs from the List relation in only one respect, viz. the basic
operation. It differs in two respects from the Concession relation, viz. the source of co-
herence and polarity.

Third, it is a well-known result in psycholinguistics that negative utterances are
processed more slowly than their positive counterparts. For example, in general it
takes longer to verify denials than affirmatives (see Wason & Johnson-Laird 1972),
and it takes longer to judge the truth or falsity of unless sentences than that of the equi-
valent if sentences (Clark & Lucy 1975; Noordman 1979), although these effects are
context-sensitive (Wason 1965; Noordman 1985). Our experiments show that these

findings can be extended to the level of coherence relations. The polarity primitive in
the taxonomy- which refers to the same kind of positive-negative relations- appeared
to be dominant. Thus the taxonomy may present a framework to discuss these and
other findings in the literature along the same lines.

In conclusion, the proposed taxonomy offers an a p ori plausible categorization of co-

herence relations. Some evidence for the categorization has been presented in this
chapter. The taxonomy is an explicit theory of coherence that can generate predictions
about discourse understanding. Although more precise descriptions of the classes that
figure in the taxonomy are needed in order to answer questions like 'What relation
exists in this particular context?', it seems a suitable starting point for a psychologically
plausible theory of coherence relations.
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Notes to Chapter 2

1.   In our view there are no principled differences between spoken and written discourse with respect to
the phenomena we address in this chapter. Therefore, whenever we use the terms reader and writer,
we also intend the speaker and listener.

2.  In a way, our aim resembles Longacre's when he states that his goal is to find underlying categories
that are part of 'our cognitive/notational apparatus as human beings" (Longacre 1976: 20).

3.   Mann & Thompson (1986) do present a systematic classification for a small subset of relations: Evi-
dence, Justification, Reason  and Motivation.

4.  In Mann & Thompson (1988) descriptive adequacy seems more central than theoretical cIaims, cf.
their thoughts on a further categorization of the list they have proposed(p. 256):

Several people have suggested that we create a taxonomy of the relations in order to
present the important differences among them. However, no single taxonomy seems
suitable. Depending on one's interests, any of several features and dimensions of the
relations could be made the basis for grouping them.

5.  For the moment we assume that coherence relations are binaty, that is that they exist between two
discourse segments. Clearly, our proposal can be extended to relations between more than two dis-
course segments (n-ag relations), without principled difficulties, since the extension to more than
one segment docs not affect the meaning of the relation.

6.  Example (2)E is ambiguous between a pragmatic and semantic reading (cf. Rutherford 1970). The
ambiguity will be discussed extensively below.

7.  In the context of another discussion, Rutherford (1970) presents several tests for the distinction se-
mantic-pragmatic.

8. In many Goal-Instrument and Instrument-Goal relations two causal basic operations can be identi-
fled, namely one in which P is a volitional action ("presenting the Portuguese names") and Q is a
state-of-affairs that is positively evaluated ("making the questioning easier"); the second is an oper-
ation in which P is the wish for a state-of-affairs to be achieved ("making the questioning easier")
and Q is the action bringing that state about ("presenting the Portuguese names"). We think that the
first is more essential for characterizing the Goal-Instrument relation, among other things because
the second operation is not as close to the literal information in the discourse (it concerns the wish
for a state-of-affairs to be achieved) as the first.

9.   K was calculated following Hubert (1977:  29D, who presents a K-type index for comparing categori-
zations to a standard. The interpretation of the K-coefficient is based on the suggestions by Landis &
Koch (1977: 165).

10.   There were 8 items with perfect agreement scores.
11.  Such an analysis would result in a Goathls#wnent discourse pattern, which resembles the analysis

Hoey (1983) presents of what he calls Problem-Solution patterns. In this way the analysis would also
account for similarities between Goal-Instrument and Problem-Solution structures (sce note 8).

12. Redeker (forthcoming) found that confusion of the source of coherence was reduced when more in-
formation concerning the context of the related sentences was given.

13.    There is one connective for which  it is difficult to relate the subject's choice to the original. The con-
nective    maar    (but)    can    express    several    relations-Opposition,   Exception, Contrastive Cause-
Consequence, Contrastive Alsument-Claim and Concession -which in terms of the taxonomy belong
to different classes. There is no way to decide which relation a choice maar was intended to mark.
Consequently we have analyzed the data in two ways: In the first, all the subjects' choices for maar
and the original connectives maar were treated as belonging to one, arbitrarily chosen, class (class 2,
that of Contrastive Cause-Consequence). The other way was to treat the subjects' choices for maar as
maximally opposed to the original connective. Note that this latter analysis is extremely conservative:
If the original connective is maar-Class 4 (causal, semantic, non-basic order, negative), and the sub-
ject's choice is maar, this choice is categorized as Class 11 (additive, pragmatic, positive), the Class of
Enumeration.

14. Class 6 contains the relation Contrastive Argument-Claim relation. Class 12 contains the relation
Concession. Both are prototypically marked by maar and therefore they were classified as belonging
to Class 2.
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15.   On one item all subjects agreed on all four features with the assumed category.

16.   Three classes behave differently, but systematically. Class 2 (containing the Contrastive Cause-Consc-

quence relation) is confused with Class 4 (containing the Contrastive Consequence-Cause relation)
and with Class 10 (containing the Opposition and Erception relations). Conversely, Classes 4 and  10
are mostly confused with Class 2. It is no surprise that there is much confusion concerning Class 2,
since all maar-replies were attributed to this class.

17. Another group consists of relations that look vety similar to ours, but any different names. Exam-
ples arc Evidence (cf. pragmatic causals: argumentative relations), Eflanation (semantic causals)
and Collection (semantic additives).

18. This example is a slight modification of Hobbs' example (1990: 12)
19.  Reversal is only possible if the temporality is implied by another relation, such as Consequence-

Cause in (i).

(i)             He hit his head. He didn't watch out.

20. The non-productivity of additive relations on the primitive order of segments is an exception to this
rule. As explained earlier, the non-productivity of additivc relations is caused by the logically symme-
tric character of the additive basic operation. However, unlike the non-productivity of temporal rela-
tions, the non-productivity of additive relations disappears if symmetry is regarded with respect to
context (see the account of the difference between OpposWon and Erception in Section 2.6).

21.   Compare also the following quote from Halliday & Hasan (1976: 246), which demonstrates the inter-
pretive relationships between an alternative marker such as 0, and some of the contrastive markers:
"If it is associated with statements, or takes on the internal sense of 'an alternative interpretation',
'another possible opinion, explanation, etc. in place of the onejustgiven' [..4'.

22.   Resembling the procedures for accessing the lexicon; sce Levelt (1989, section 6.3) for an overview.
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Appendix to Chapter 2

List of prototypical markers (Experiment 2)

Class Coherence relation

1           Cause-Consequence
D       Si, zodat $2 | Omdat/Doordat Sl, S2
E          Si, so that S2  1 Because/In consequence of (the fact that) Si, S2

2 Contrastive Cause-Consequence
D       Hoewel Sl, S2 1 Si, maar S2
E        Although/Despite the fact that Si, $2 1 Si, but $2

3          Consequence-Cause
D       Si, omdat/doordat S2
E           Sl, because/in consequence of S2

4 Contrastive Consequence-Cause
D       Sl, hoewel S2
E       Si, although/despite the fact that S2

5         Argument-Claim
D       Sl, dus/daarom S2 1 Aangezien Si, S,
E        Si, so/therefore S2 1 Since Si, S2

5            Instrument-Goal
D       Si, om te/daarmee S2 1 St, Opdat S2
E        Si, (in order) to S2 | Sl, so aS to S2

5          Condition-Consequence
D        Mits Sl, S2
E       Provided that Sl, S2

6 Contrastive Argument-Claim
D       Al Sl, S2 1 Sl, maar S2
E        Although Sl, S2 1 Sl, but S2

7          Claim-Argument
D       St, want S2
E       St, for/because S2

7             Goal-Instrument
D       Sl, daartoe S2 1 Opdat Sl, S2
E        (In order) to Sl, S2 1 Sl. To that end S2. 1 SO as to Sl, S2
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7          Consequence-Condition
D        Si, mitS S2
E         Si, provided that S2

8 Contrastive Claim-Argument
D       Si, al S2
E        Si, although S2

9             List
D       Si, en/ook S2
E         Sl, and/also S2

10         Exception
D       St, maar 32
E        Si, but S2

10         Opposition
D       Sl, maar S2 | Sl, daarentegen S2
E        Si, but/however S2 1 Si. By contrast S2

11           Enumeration
D       Si, bovendien S2
E       Sl, moreover S2

12          Concession
D       Sl, maar S2
E        True, Si. But S2 1 Si. Yet, S2.



Chapter

Coherence Relations in a Cognitive Theory
of Discourse Representation

1   Coherence and coherence relations

Discoursel is more than a random set of sentences, because it coheres, or rather be-
cause people  make a coherent representation  of it. Discourse coheres- among other
things- because coherence relations hold between the segments (see, among others,
Hobbs 1990). A coherence relation is a means of combining elementary discourse seg-
ments-which,   for  the  sake of simplicity, we assume  to be minimally  clauses - into
more complex ones. Consequently, a coherence relation is an aspect of the meaning of
two or more discourse segments which cannot be described in terms of the meaning of
the segments in isolation. In other words: it is because of this coherence relation that
the meaning of two discourse segments is more than the sum of its parts (see Hobbs
1979: 73, and Mann & Thompson 1986: 58, for a similar view).

Hence, coherence relations are conceptual relations that establish the link between
two discourse segments. For example, the relation between the two sentences in (1) is
that of Claim-Argument: The second sentence functions as an argument for the claim
that is expressed in the first sentence.

(1)            Maggie must be eager for a promotion. She's been working late three days
in a row.

Coherence is not a property of the discourse itself but of the representation people
have or make of it.2 Writers and speakers link their ideas while producing a coherent
discourse and readers and listeners construct a coherent representation of the infor-
mation in the discourse. Therefore, when we say that discourse is coherent in the
context of this chapter, this phrase is shorthand for the idea that the discourse repre-
sentation is coherent. We take coherence relations as cognitive entities that play a
central role in both discourse understanding and discourse production. For the time
being, our argument will be stated from a discourse understanding perspective. Under-
standing a discourse means constructing a coherent representation of that discourse
and a discourse representation is coherent if coherence relations like Argument-Claim
and Cause-Consequence can be inferred between the discourse segments.
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Note that this view is complementary to that of Halliday & Hasan (1976), who ascribe
the texture solely to cohesive ties, that is, explicit linguistic links like connectives. Un-
like cohesion, coherence does not depend on the presence or absence of linguistic
cues. Coherence relations may be either marked or unmarked. For instance, the
Claim-Aigument relation that exists in example (1) does not depend on the presence or
absence of the connective because between the segments. Nevertheless, connectives
certainly play a role in guiding the interpretation of the relation: The coherence rela-
tion that is assumed between the segments must be compatible with the meaning of the
connective and with the meaning of the segments.

2 Coherence relations in a theory of discourse representation

In this chapter we want to investigate the role of coherence relations in a theory of dis-
course structure that aims at describing the link between the structure of a discourse as
a linguistic object and its cognitive representation. In our view, coherence relations are
an attractive basis for such a theory. Yet, there is no satisfying theoretical account of
coherence relations, although these relations (or very similar concepts) play a key role
in interdisciplinary research on discourse.

We will illustrate both of these claims in a concise review of the pertinent lit-
erature on the role of coherence relations in three different fields: text understanding,

text analysis and computational linguistics.

2.1   Coherence relations in text understanding

In research on the effect of text structure on text understanding, coherence relations
play an important role. There are two relevant experimental findings.

The first is that the meaning of the relation between the segments affects the pro-
cessing of the segments. For expository text, Van Dijk and Kintsch (1983), Meyer &
Freedle (1984) and Horowitz (1987) have claimed that differences in text structures
cause differences in recall and understanding of the text. A good example is the work
by Meyer & Freedle (1984), who assume that differences exist in the amount of organ-
ization of different text types. One of the better organizing types is Causation; a less

organizing one is Collection. In an experiment, subjects listened to text passages that
differed only in the way in which (groups of) sentences in the text were related to one
another. In a free recall task, subjects were required to write down everything they
could remember. One of the results was that the recall of the Causation passage was
superior to the recall of the CoHection  passage.3

The various text structures can be defined in terms of coherence relations. For
example, 'Causation', 'Collection' and 'Problem-Solution' all resemble the rhetorical
relations proposed by Mann & Thompson (1988) and the coherence relations
presented by Hobbs (1990) and in Chapter 2 of this thesis: Cause-Consequence, List,
Problem-Solution:

Despite the fact that some authors have explained these findings somewhat dif-
ferently (cf. Meyer 1985: 28), the interpretation of these studies as providing evidence
for the role of coherence relations in text understanding is obvious. Understanding a
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discourse means constructing a coherent representation. As coherence relations play a
crucial role in this representation, different relations will result in different repre-
sentations. We have conducted reading experiments from which it can be concluded
that the processing of a particular discourse segment depends on the kind of co-
herence relation between the segment and the preceding discourse. This was
demonstrated both in terms of the on-line understanding process and in off-line repro-
duction (see Chapter 4 of this thesis).

If the structure of a discourse affects its processing, one may expect that the linguistic
marking of the structure influences the processing as well. This constitutes the second
set of experimental evidence. For instance, Haberlandt (1982) showed that readers
make use of the linguistic markers of coherence relations during processing. He used a
reading time paradigm, where he presented sentence pairs to readers in two condi-
tions: The relation between the sentences was either explicitly marked or unmarked.
Linguistic marking led to faster processing of the following discourse segment. This is
just what one might expect if coherence relations are cognitively real.

2.2  Coherence relations in text analysis

Text analytic studies aim at descriptive adequacy in analyzing the structure of different
kinds of natural texts. In recent years, Mann & Thompson have developed a theory of
text structure that is closely related to the notion of coherence relations as defined
above, cf. Mann & Thompson (1986, 1988). Their Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST)
is a descriptive framework for the organization of text. Among the relations incorpor-
ated in RST  are Solutionhood, Sequence, Contrast  and (Non-)  Volitional  Result. Mann
& Thompson's success in analyzing different text types indicates that there is intuitive
agreement among analysts concerning the relations that can be identified between the
segments in a text.

Although this is a positive indication for the validity of coherence relations in a theory
of discourse structure, analytic studies do not aim at making explicit claims concerning
the role of coherence relations in discourse understanding. The relations are con-
sidered as an analytic tool rather than as cognitive entities (see Grosz & Sidner 1986).

Nevertheless, as we have just seen, coherence relations play a role in discourse
understanding and therefore can be considered as cognitive entities. If coherence rela-
tions are taken as cognitive entities, they can provide a basis for a psychologically
plausible theory of discourse representation. However, such a theory should at least
generate plausible hypotheses on the role of discourse structure in the construction of
the cognitive representation. The basic problem with existing analytic proposals is that
they do not allow for plausible hypotheses about how a reader arrives at the interpreta-
tion of a particular coherence relation. The reason is that it is unclear to what extent
the analytic categories reflect human knowledge: Should the categories postulated by
analysts be considered as cognitive primitives? For example, it might be assumed that
readers understand a discourse in which clauses are linked by a Claim-Argument rela-

tion because notions like Claim and Argument are cognitive primitives. This is
problematic because the lists of coherence relations presented in the literature are
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often unorganized and have no principled end, as can be concluded from the work by
Hovy (1990a), who collected more than 350 relations proposed in the literature. Con-
sequently,  it  is not clear  how many primitives  must be assumed - if there  is a limit  to
this number at all.

In our view, these problems can be overcome by the use of an organized set of
coherence relations. Such an organization will be worked out in this chapter.

2.3   Coherence relations in Computational Linguistics

For computational linguistics, coherence relations seem a suitable tool to construct or
interpret coherent discourse (see e.g. Hovy 1988; Mann & Thompson 1988). However,
there is a good deal of discussion about the character and the number of relations
needed (see also Hovy (1990a) and Section 5 of this chapter).

Some proposals (like Mann & Thompson 1988) present sets of 23 or so relations,
others propose only two relations (Grosz & Sidner 1986). Although it has become
clear that text planners need more than for example two very general intentional rela-
tions (Hovy 1988), it is still not clear what is needed. Like Hovy (1990a), we claim that
coherence relations are crucial for an adequate treatment of coherence in natural lan-
guage generation and understanding and that the only way out of the existing state of
misunderstanding, confusion and disagreement is to organize the set of possible rela-
tions. Hovy's (199Oa) taxonomy lacks a theoretically founded organization, as he states
himself. Alternatively, we will present a taxonomy in this chapter that is theoretically
founded and empirically tested.

2.4    Conclusion:  organizing the set of coherence relations

The conclusion from this overview is that coherence relations are an attractive starting
point for a cognitively plausible theory of discourse representation provided that such
a theory leads to
a)       an organized set of coherence relations and
b) explicit hypotheses about the way in which a reader understands a coherence re-
lation.

The result should be a parsimonious theory of coherence relations, with a limited num-
ber of cognitively basic concepts. We claim that readers use their knowledge of these
basic concepts to infer the coherence relations. A relation like Claim-Argument is
taken to be composite: It can be analyzed in terms of a limited set of more elementary
concepts, such as causality. These concepts, from now on called the cognitive primi-
tives, are taken to be cognitively basic and apply also to other coherence relations. The
interpretation of a coherence relation is considered to be a process of checking the
primitives. The result of this checking is the interpretation of the relation between the
discourse segments.
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3    A taxonomy of coherence relations

Our taxonomy of coherence relations (which is described more extensively in Chapter
2 of this thesis) is based upon four primitives. These primitives are properties of the
coherence relations and consequently they are the criteria for identifying the co-
herence relations. What distinguishes these primitives from other possible candidates
is that they concern the relational meaning of the relations. That is, they concern the in-
formational surplus that the coherence relation adds to the interpretation of the
discourse segments in isolation.

3.1      Four cognitive  primitives

In the following, the primitives will be considered and illustrated by examples. The
examples stem from different types of naturally occuring (Dutch) texts: newspaper ar-
ticles, advertisements, brochures and non-specialist books. In each example, the
context is given between parentheses. The examples are in Dutch (D) followed by an
English translation (E). Some relations are marked linguistically, e.g. by a connective,
others are not. This shows that coherence relations can be either implicit or explicit.

Basic Operation: additive and causal relations
The first primitive concerns the operation that is to be carried out on the discourse
segments. Two basic operations underly the coherence relations: the additive and the
causal basic operation. These two operations were postulated because they justify the
intuition that discourse segments are either weakly connected (addition) or strongly
connected (causality) (Chapter 2 of this thesis).

An additive operation exists if the relation between the two discourse segments is sim-
ply that of logical conjunction (P & Q). A causal operation exists if an implication
relation OP + Q) can be deduced between the two discourse segments.

(2) is an example of an additive relationship, (3) is an example of a causal relationship.

(2)D (Centraal Beheer is een cooperatie die zich vooral met verzekeringen bezig
houdt.)
De omzet bedraagt ongeveer 2,4 miljard gulden. In 1988 steeg de winst van
75 miljoen naar 103 miljoen gulden.

(2)E (Centraal Beheer is a cooperation especially dealing in insurance.)
The turnover is about 2.4 billion guilders. In 1988 the profits increased from
75 million to 103 million guilders.

(3)D (De hele middag en een groot decl van de avond waren de toegangsweg
naar de vertrekhal en een van de grote parkeerterreinen afgesloten.)
Het laatste half uur werd ook de voorrijweg naar de aankomsthal
afgesloten, zodat er in die tijd niemand via de gewone toegang het
aankomst- en vertrekgebouw in of uit kon.
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(3)E (The whole afternoon and a large part of the evening, the access roads
leading to the departure hall and one of the large parking lots were closed.)
The last half hour the drive to arrivals hall was closed, so that during that
period nobody could leave or enter the terminal.

In (2) several aspects of an insurance company are listed. In (3) the consequence of
the fact that the road to the terminal was closed is mentioned in the second segment:
Nobody was able to enter or leave the building.

Source of Coherence: semantic and pragmatic relations
The second primitive is called the Source of Coherence. The two values of this primi-
tive are semantic and pragmatic. A relation is semantic if the discourse segments are
related because of their propositional content, i.e. the locutionary meaning of the seg-
ments. For example, the sequence in (4) is coherent because it is part of our world
knowledge that running causes fatigue. ((4) and (5) are constructed examples.)

(4)            Theo was exhausted because he had run to the university.
(5)            Theo was exhausted, because he was gasping for breath.

A relation is pragmatic if the discourse segments are related because of the illocution-
ary meaning of one or both of the segments. In pragmatic relations the coherence
relation concerns the speech act status of the segments. In the pragmatic relation (5)
the state of affairs in the second segment is not the cause of the state of affairs in the
first segment, but the justification for making that utterance.

Note that the pragmatic relation in (5) is based on a «real world link" between a
cause (being exhausted) and a consequence (gasping for breath). This does not mean,
however, that dependency on a real world causal link between the clauses is a general
prerequisite of pragmatic causal relations. See example (6), in which such a link is ab-
sent.

(6)            Theo was exhausted, because he told me so.

Applying the semantic-pragmatic distinction to the examples (2) and (3), it can be con-
cluded that the sequence in (3) is coherent because it is part of our world knowledge
that when a road is closed, it cannot be used to get somewhere. In other words, (3) is a
semantic relation: the writer describes something in the world that is coherent. The
same goes for (2).

In the pragmatic relation expressed in (7) the state of affairs in the second seg-
ment is not the cause of the state of affairs in the first segment. The fact that none of
Dylan's notes sounded good is not the cause of the fact that Dylan could not find his
way up. Rather, the finding that there was not a note that sounded all right causes the
saying of the first segment. In other words: the second segment presents evidence for
the claim expressed in the first. The Source of Coherence is in the writer's communica-
tive acts.

(7)D (De grote Dylan bestaat al lang niet meer. Spijtig genoeg is die opmerking
niet nieuw; De Meester heeft zijn hoogtepunt lang en breed gehad.)
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Dylan kon ook nu de weg bergopwaarts weer niet vinden. Geen noot uit
gitaar of mondharmonica klonk fatsoentijk.

('DE (The great Dylan has ceased to exist for quite some time now. Regrettably
enough, this remark is not new; the Master is definitely passed his prime.)
Once again, Dylan could not find his way up. Not a note from guitar or
mouth-organ sounded good.

Order Of the Segments: basic and non-basic order of the segments
The third primitive is the Order of the Segments. Given the two basic operations, two
discourse segments can be connected in the basic or the non-basic order. In (3) the
first segment refers to the antecedent of the causal basic operation and the second seg-
ment refers to the consequent. This coherence relation is said to display the basic
order. The basic operation underlying the relation in (8) links the antecedent "having
feathers" with the consequent «being assigned to the Aves class". In (8) the second
segment refers to the antecedent in the basic operation, so the relation displays the
non-basic order.

(8)D (De principes van de indeling zoals die hierboven is geschetst kunnen het
best worden geillustreerd aan de hand van een voorbeeld, zoals de
Kokmeeuw.)
De Kokmeeuw is ingedeeld in de klasse van de Aves, omdat hij net als alle
andere vogels veren heeft.

(8)E (The principles of the classification as sketched above, can be illustrated
best by means of an example, such as the black-headed gull.)
The black-headed gull is assigned to the Aves class, because, like all other
birds, it has feathers.

As far as the linguistic marking of different relations is concerned, it is clear that, be-
cause of their syntactic valency, connectives put specific constraints on the order in
which segments can be realized. For instance, a subordinate conjunction like omdat
("because") can be used to realize both basic and non-basic order, whereas the use of
the coordinate conjunction want ("for") demands non-basic order: first the claim, then
the argument.

As additive relations are logically symmetric, the primitive Order of the Segments
does not discriminate between different additive relations. Additive relations in which
differences exist in the temporal order of the connected segments and which therefore
turn out asymmetric, are left aside (see Chapter 2, section 5.3.)

Polarity: positive and negative relations
The last primitive with respect to which coherence relations can differ is Polarity,
which can be positive or negative. A relation is positive if the two discourse segments
function directly in the basic operation. A relation is negative if not the discourse seg-
ments themselves, but their negative counterparts function in the basic operation. The
coherence relations in (2)-(8) are of a positive nature. (9) is a negative counterpart of
(8) ((9) is a constructed example).

(9)          An ostrich is classified as a bird, although it cannot fly.
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(9) refers to the instantiation of the basic operation linking the antecedent "not being
able to fly" with the consequent "not being classified as a bird". The first discourse

segment expresses the negation of the consequent in the basic operation.
In (10) a negative relation exists, apparently the instantiation of a causal basic

operation  etween the antecedent "being very beautiful" and the consequent "being
married".

(10)D (Zij was al een legende tijdens haar leven en haar mythe groeide door haar
volstrekt geisoleerde bestaan in een flat te New York. In 1951 werd zij
Amerikaanse staatsburger, drie jaar later kreeg zij een ere-Oscar.)
Hoewel Greta Garbo de maatstaf werd genoemd van schoonheid, is zij
nooit getrouwd geweest.

(10)E (She was already a legend during her life and her myth grew by her
completely isolated existence in a New York apartment. In 1951 she became
an American citizen, three years later she received an Oscar of honour.)
Although Greta Garbo was called the yardstick of beauty, she never
married.

The second segment expresses the negation of the consequent in the basic operation.
Positive relations are typically expressed by conjunctions like and and because, nega-
tive relations are typically expressed by conjunctions like but and although.

The four cognitive primitives are combined to generate classes of coherence relations.
The combination of the four primitives results in a taxonomy in which 12 classes of co-
herence relations are characterized. An overview of the taxonomy is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Overview of the taxonomy and prototypical relations

Basic Source of Order Polarity Class Relation

Operation Coherence

Causal Semantic Basic Positive 1.a Cause-Consequence
1.b Condition-Consequence

Causal Semantic Basic Negative 2. Contrastive Cause-Consequence
Causal Semantic Non-basic Positwe 3.a Consequence-Cause

3.b Consequence-Condition
Causal Semantic Non-basic Negative 4. Contrastive Consequence-Cause
Causal Pragmatic Basic Positive 5.a Argument-Claim

5.b Condition-Claim

Causal Pragmatic Basic Negative 6. Contrastivc Argument-Claim
Causal Pragmatic Non-basic Positive 7.a Claim-Argument

7.b Claim-Condition

Causal Pragmatic Non-basic Negative 8. Contrastive Claim-Argument
Additive Semantic - Positive 9.       List

Additive Semantic - Negative 10.a Opposition
10.b Exception

Additive Pragmatic - Positive 11. Enumeration

Additive Pragmatic - Negative 12. Concession
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The relations given for each class in the taxonomy are taken to be prototypical exam-
ples of the classes they represent. When more than one relation is presented for a
class, the relations within a class differ with regard to a segment-specific criterion.

It is important to stress here that we do not aim at descriptive adequacy for the
moment, but at the identification of the primitives in terms of which the set of relations
can be ordered; our goal is the systematic classification of coherence relations. The
taxonomy is intended as a contribution to a psychologically plausible theory of dis-
course representation, rather than as a descriptively satisfying analytical instrument.
The classification of the relations will be discussed further in section 5, in which the
taxonomy is presented as an outline of a flow chart for coherence relation under-
standing.

Our central claim is that the coherence relations can indeed be classified systemati-
cally in terms of the primitives that produce classes 1-12. This hypothesis is tested in
the rest of this chapter. As we do not primarily aim at descriptive adequacy, we do not
pretend the list of relations in Table 1 to be complete.6 We do claim, however, that the
classes of relations can be the basis for a descriptively adequate set of relations
comparable to that of Mann & Thompson (1988). To arrive at such a set, the classes
can be further specified using segment-specific properties. One of the candidate
properties for further specification of the classes is 'hypotheticality', referring to the
hypothetical status of one of the segments in a conditional relation as opposed to a
non-hypothetical causal relation (see Longacre 1983, section 3.4. for the same distinc-
tion between Causal and Conditional relations). In fact, it is the segment-specific
property of hypotheticality that distinguishes between, for example, Cause-Conse-
quence and Condition-Consequence as relations la and lb. The two relations belong to
the same class because they do not differ with regard to the four primitives in the taxo-
nomy.

The relations in class 10 are another example. Exception differs from the proto-
typical Opposition relation in the segment-specific property of 'specificity': One of the
segments gives a general statement and the other a specific statement.

The examples presented above can be classified as follows in the classes of the taxo-
nomy: (2), a List relation, in Class 9, (3), a Cause-Consequence relation, in Class 1, (4)
and (8), Consequence-Cause relations, in Class 3, (5), (6) and (7), Claim-A,gument re-
lations, in Class 7, (9), a Contrastive Consequence-Cause relation, in Class 4 and (10), a
Contrastive Cause-Consequence relation, in Class 2.

The taxonomy presented here differs somewhat from the original proposal in Chapter
2. First, the conditional relations are classified as examples of both semantic and prag-
matic coherence relations, whereas originally they were only classified as pragmatic.

The fact that conditional relations appear as semantic relations is illustrated by
example (11), taken from a bank brochure. In (11) a Consequence-Condition relation
(Class 3) is expressed. This is a semantic relation: Having a credit balance (second seg-
ment) is the condition for the possibility that the owner of the card can take out 500
guilders (first segment). The writer describes a possible relationship between two
events in the world and the segments are linked because of their propositional
meaning.
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(11)D (De giromaat biedt rekeninghouders die in het bezit zijn van een
giromaatpas de mogelijkheid om langs electronische weg geld op te nemen.
Het grote voordeel is dat de giromaatpasbezitter in het algemeen terecht
kan buiten de openingstijden van postkantoor of postagentschap.)
De giromaatpasbezitter kan per dag via de giromaat een bedrag van
maximaal f 500,- opnemen, mits het saldo op de rekening voldoende is.

(11)E (The automatic teller offers account holders the opportunity to take out
money electronically. The big advantage is that the Girocard owner can be
served outside the opening hours of the post office or post agency.)
The Girocard owner can take out up to a maximum of 500 guilders a day,

provided that there is a credit balance.

A second modification of our original proposal concerns Goal-Instrument and Prob-
tem-Solution structures, which do not figure in the current version of the taxonomy. In
a classification experiment (reported in Chapter 2) we found that Goal-Instmment re-
lations were often confused with other causal coherence relations like
Argument-Claim, although these relations differ in the Basic Operation. This led us to
the conclusion that Goal-Instmment relations have to be analyzed as more complex
structures than the other coherence relations, because two basic operations underlie
them. Because of this property, specific to Goal-histmment and Problem-Solution
structures, they are considered to be 'discourse patterns' (cf. Hoey 1983) that are more
complex than the coherence relations in the taxonomy (see Sanders, in preparation, for
a more detailed analysis). Examples (12) and (13) (from a magazine and from an ad-
vertisement) show that Goal-Instmment and Problem-Solution should indeed be
considered as having two causal basic operations.

(12)D (Er komen steeds meer voedingsmiddelen op de markt waarin suiker is
vervangen door zoetstoffen. [...])
Veel mensen willen meer weten over at die zoetstoffen. Daarom is er nu een
Zoetmiddelen Informatiecentrum opgericht.

(12)E (In an increasing number of food stuffs sugar has been replaced by
sweeteners. [... ])
Many people want to know more about all these sweeteners. That is why a
Sweetener Information centre has been founded.

The first causal basic operation underlying the Goal-Instrument pattern expressed in
(12) links the the state-of-affairs ("the wish to know more about sweeteners") as the
antecedent and the action undertaken to bring that state about ("an Information
Centre has been founded") as the consequent. The second basic operation is that be-
tween the action ("an Information Centre has been founded") and the state-of-affairs
that results from that action and that is positively evaluated ("to know more about
sweeteners").

Problem-Solution patterns are very similar to Goal-Instnmient patterns. The main dif-
ference is in the linguistic realization of the 'Problem' segment as opposed to the
'Goal' segment: In the first case the state-of-affairs is evaluated negatively, in the sec-
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ond case it is evaluated positively (Sanders, in preparation). (13) is a typical example
of a Problem-Solution pattern.

(13)D Een griepje hebben ze zo. Zorg daarom dat je een doosje Sinaspril in huis
hebt.
(Dat helpt meteen bij hoofdpijn, kiespijn en pijn bij verkoudheid en griep.)

(13)E The flu is caught easily. Therefore, make sure to have a box of Sinaspril.
(It helps immediately in case of headaches, tooth aches and pains caused by
a cold and flu.)

The first basic operation is between the negatively evaluated state-of-affairs ("The flu
is caught easily") -which is taken as negative because flu is a disease - and the writer's
proposal for an action that should counteract this state-of-affairs ("Make sure to have
a box of Sinaspril"). The second basic operation can be identified between the pro-
posed action ("having a box of Sinaspril") and its intended result ("cures the flu").

The appendix gives an illustration of all the relations in the current version of the taxo-
nomy (the examples in the appendix were used in Experiment 1, see Section 4).

3.2   Why this taxonomy?

The four primitives in the taxonomy concern a property that we think crucial for a
viable account of coherence relations: the relational meaning. That is, the relations are
classified on the basis of meaning aspects that are attached to the meaning of the rela-
tion rather than to the meaning of the segments that are connected.

A remaining question may still be: Why this taxonomy? Three answers to this question
are presented below.

1.    It is well-founded. All four primitives are important cognitive categories, promi-
nent in research on language and language behavior.

As far as the Basic Operation is concerned, there is a lot of evidence for the spe-
cial status of causal relations in discourse processing. For instance, Black & Bern
(1981), Trabasso & Van den Broek (1985) and Van den Broek & Trabasso (1986)
have shown that the number of causal connections determines the importance of a dis-
course segment in a story.

Next, distinctions similar to our primitive Source of Coherence have often been
proposed in discourse studies and (text) linguistics, see for example Van Dijk  1979b),
Mann & Thompson (1988), Redeker (1990), Sweetser (1990), Takahara (1990).

The relevance of the order in which information is presented has been the sub-
ject of psycholinguistic studies, from which it has become clear that the iconic order in
language- in which the order of events corresponds  to the order of mention- facili-
tates discourse production and understanding more than non-iconic order (see Smith
& McMahon 1970; E. Clark 1971; Clark & Clark 1968). It should be noted that iconic
order-which is investigated   in the studies mentioned - is only synonymous   to   our
basic order as far as semantic relations are concerned. Iconicity is irrelevant for prag-
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matic relations, whereas Order of the Segments is relevant for both semantic and prag-
matic relations. Linguistic evidence for the relevance of the primitive Order of the
Segments comes from MI)ya Guaranf, a South American Indian language. According
to Dooley (1990), who analyzes the coherence relations in this language, the difference

between a pre- and postposed subordinate clause determines the type of coherence re-
lation expressed by the speaker.9

The last primitive, Polarity, is a well-known factor in psycholinguistic literature:
Negative utterances are processed more slowly than their positive counterparts

(Wason & Johnson-Laird 1972; H. Clark 1974).

2.     Not only did it prove possible to identify four primitives that fulfill the relational
criterion - the primitives are meaning aspects attached  to the relation rather  than  to
the segments - but the combination of these primitives also results in a productive  sys-

tem. After all, the combination of the primitives generates 12 classes that make sense,
i.e. that correspond to our intuitions about coherence relations.

3.      There is experimental evidence in favor of the taxonomy. In our original proposal
(see Chapter 2 of this thesis) we reported two experiments in which the predictions of
the taxonomy were tested. It was shown that relations that are related in terms of the

taxonomy were confused more often than relations that are not related. This was found
both in a classification task in which experts labeled the coherence relation connecting
two discourse segments and in a task in which naive subjects chose connectives to com-
plete the segments. In the classification experiment, it was shown that the 12 classes

are intuitively plausible and applicable. Text analysts were asked to label the relations
between sentence pairs. Judges agreed with our classifications to a considerable ex-
tent. For instance, of all the instances of what we took to be causal relations, 83.5 % of
the subjects identified the relations as causal relations. This agreement was even
higher for the values of the other primitives, except for Source of Coherence: Subjects
agreed with our classification in 65.2 % on semantic relations and in 86.1 % on prag-
matic relations. A possible explanation for the relatively low agreement scores on this
primitive was that some of the items in the experiment were not the clear repre-
sentatives of the relations that we took them to be.

In general, the results of the experiment confirmed the hypothesis that in case of
disagreements the subjects' choices concern relations from related classes rather than
unrelated classes and therefore follow the groupings of the taxonomy.

In both experiments, subjects made very few misclassifications. This small
amount of confusion is a problem if one wants to find data on relations between ob-
jects. It may be seen as a consequence of the task used in the experiments: The

subjects were not explictly asked to make comparisons between coherence relations. In
the next section an experiment is reported in which subjects were explicitly asked to
make such direct comparisons. In a second experiment the question is addressed why
the primitive Source of Coherence was not as manifest as was expected.
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4 Experimental evidence: relations between coherence relations

4.1   Experiment t. Similarities between coherence relations

In Experiment 1 subjects compared the coherence relations connecting discourse seg-
ments. The experimental items were presented in a large context. The subjects in the
experiment had to sort pairs of discourse segments on the basis of the similarity of the
coherence relations.

4.1.1 Method

The material for the present experiment consisted of two sets of 17 pairs of discourse
segments, embedded in a longer stretch of discourse. Each pair was taken to be a clear
representative of one of the coherence relations mentioned in Table 1. All items were
in Dutch.

The first set is given in the appendix. In the second set the context was based on a
newspaper article on cases of alleged corruption in the Chicago local government.
Where necessary the context was changed minimally in order to highlight the intended
coherence relation. An example of a context and a discourse segment pair (expressing
a Consequence-Condition relation) is given in (14).

(14) Context

In the second largest city of America, Chicago, the tradition of giving gifts
to voters in return for their vote is still very much alive. At this moment a
Democrat council member is on trial on the accusation of having given
electrician licences and jobs to voters.
Discourse segment 1
He can count on a long time in prison,
Discourse segment 2
if he is found guilty.

The experimental technique of card sorting (Miller 1969) was used. The context and
both discourse segments were presented to the subjects on cardboard cards. The dis-
course segments that were the target of the experiment were indicated by letters and
were printed in italics. Each subject saw Set 1 first and Set 2 second. The order of the
items in each set was randomized, but did not vary between subjects. The subjects
were instructed to read each card carefully and to base their similarity judgments on
the coherence relation connecting the two discourse segments and not on the content
of the discourse segments. The instruction contained examples that had similar dis-
course segments but different coherence relations and examples that had different
discourse segments but similar coherence relations. If the subjects judged two cards as
similar with respect to the coherence relation connecting the discourse segments, they
were to put the two cards on the same pile and to write down a short motivation for
this choice. This motivation made it possible to check whether a choice had been
based on the content of the segments or on the coherence relation connecting the seg-
ments. The subjects were free to correct previous classifications. They were also free in
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the selection of the number of piles. After the subjects completed the classification of
the first set, the experimenter wrote down the classification and handed over the sec-
ond set.

The subjects in the experiment were ten advanced students of discourse studies. The
reason for this choice is that the experimental task is of a meta-linguistic nature. It re-
quires that subjects are used to giving judgments about texts and are more or less
acquainted with an "analytic" view on text fragments, so that they can actually distin-
guish between the content of the segments on the one hand and the coherence relation
on the other hand. Subjects did not receive any specific instruction of how to conceive
of the "similarity between the coherence relations". Subjects received payment for
their participation.

4.1.2  Results and Discussion

The data for each set were collected in a 17 by 17 similarity matrix. The rows and col-
umns in the matrix correspond to the experimental items. Each cell in the matrix gives
the number of subjects that put a particular item on the same pile as the other item
(minimum 0, maximum 10). Following Shepard (1972) a combined hierarchical cluster
analysis (using Ward's method) and a multidimensional scaling analysis (Gemscal)
were carried out for each set. Both analyses give indications concerning the relation-
ships among objects. In a cluster analysis objects that are closely related are clustered
at an early stage, whereas loosely related objects are clustered at a later stage. In a
multidimensional scaling analysis the objects are plotted in a geometrical space in such
a manner that the distances between the objects indicate the degree of relatedness:
The more related the objects, the shorter the distance between them.

The MDS-analysis of Set  1 resulted in a two-dimensional solution with a Kruskal stress

of 0.17 (/  =  0.85).10 The result of the combined analyses for Set 1 is plotted in Figure
1.

There are four distinct clusters in Figure 111: positive causal relations (A, D, G, J),
positive additive relations (M, P), negative relations (C, F, I, L, N, 0, Q) and condi-
tional relations (B, E, H, K). The two axes in Figure 1 correspond with two primitives
in the taxonomy. The horizontal axis clearly corresponds with the Polarity primitive.

The vertical axis corresponds to the Basic Operation of the relation, although this
interpretation is somewhat less clear. Following the hypotheses, the axis would corre-
spond to the Basic Operation if it distinguishes between causal and additive relations.
This can indeed be observed both for the positive and for the negative relations (see
Figure 1). The vertical dimension divides the negative relations into additive and cau-
sal relations. As far as the positive relations are concerned, the conditional relations
are on the one end of the dimension and the additive relations on the other. Since con-
ditional relations belong to the causal relations in the taxonomy, this is in accordance
with the prediction. Yet, it must also be concluded that the non-conditional causal re-
lations behave more neutrally than expected.
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The MDS-analysis of Set 2 resulted in a two-dimensional solution with a Kruskal stress
... 12coefficient of 0.17 (2 = 0.58).   The result of the combined analyses for Set 2 is

plotted in Figure 2.

The same four clusters that were distinguished in the analysis of Set 1 show up in Fig-
ure 2: the first contains the negative relations (C, F, I, L, N, 0, Q); the second contains
the positive additive relations (P, M) plus Claim-Argument (J); the third cluster con-
tains the positive causal relations (A, D, G); the fourth cluster contains the conditional
relations (B, E, H, K). Again, the two dimensions in figure 2 correspond with the
primitives Polarity (horizontal) and Basic Operation (vertical).

Hence, Experiment 1 gives very similar results for the two sets of items: The
groupings of the items in the two sets are almost identical. This provides evidence for
the existence of two primitives in the taxonomy, viz. Polarity and Basic Operation.
However, there are also three unpredicted findings.

1.    There is no evidence whatsoever for distinctions on the basis of the primitive
Order of the Segments. In view of the fact that the role of this primitive was very evi-
dent in our previous experiments (see Chapter 2) we assume that this negative finding
does not argue against this primitive as a categorizing property. A rather speculative
explanation might be that the present task, in which both segments are simultaneously
available and have to be compared with other pairs of segments, detracts subjects from
a left-to-right processing of the relations.

2.   The conditional items B, E, H, and K behave somewhat anomalously in both
figures. In Figure 1 conditional relations cluster with additive relations before they
cluster with causal relations. In Figure 2 causal relations cluster with additive relations
before they cluster with conditional relations. This deviant clustering is contrary to the
prediction, since the taxonomy places conditional relations in the same class as causal
relations. Note, however, that conditional relations are on the same pole of the Basic
Operation-dimension as the causal relations, indicating that they are causal rather than
additive in nature.

3.      There is only little evidence for distinctions on the basis of the primitive Source
of Coherence. If a distinction is made between semantic and pragmatic relations then
it is invariably the weakest distinction that turns up. For instance, in both sets there is a
cluster of semantic positive causal relations A and D; in Set 1 there is a cluster H, K of
pragmatic conditional relations and in Set 2 there is a cluster E, B of semantic condi-
tional relations. But separations on the basis of a difference in Source of Coherence
are not found at all for negative relations.

It is remarkable that of the four primitives in the taxonomy, the primitive Source of Co-
herence is least agreed upon by the analysts. This appears both from the first
experiment reported here and from the experiments reported in Chapter 2. Therefore,
this primitive is further investigated in the next section.
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4.2   Experiment 2: the Source Of Coherence

The lack of clear results for Source of Coherence in different experimental studies sug-
gests a systematic confusion regarding this primitive. A possible explanation for this
confusion is that this primitive depends more strongly on the context than the others.
The items that were judged in the experiments may not have been presented with
enough linguistic context to enable judges to make clear distinctions between semantic
and pragmatic relations. This explanation is supported by Redeker's (forthcoming)
finding that semantic and pragmatic relations are differentiated when more informa-
tion concerning the context of the related sentences is given.

To find out whether the semantic-pragmatic distinction is made in the presence of a
communicatively clear context, an experiment was carried out in which expert dis-
course analysts labelled coherence relations between discourse segments. The aim was
to find out whether other analysts agree with our classification of coherence relations
in terms of the primitive Source of Coherence. This experimental task was used before
(Chapter 2, experiment 1), but this time the discourse segments were embedded in
complete texts. In every text, there were two experimental items: One coherence rela-
tion that was semantic and one that was pragmatic. Of each text two versions were
constructed: a clearly argumentative version and a clearly descriptive version. The ex-
perimental items were fully identical in both versions.

In this way the target segments were embedded in a large and communicatively
clear context. Furthermore, each context had a bias for either a semantic or a prag-
matic relation: Semantic relations fit best into a descriptive context, whereas pragmatic
relations fit best into an argumentative context.

Two hypotheses were tested:
1.    As Source of Coherence is a feature of coherence relations the difference be-

tween the semantic and pragmatic relations will be recognized by the analysts.
2.      As the primitive Source of Coherence is recognized best by judges in a context

that corresponds to the character of the relation, the confusion with regard to the

Source of Coherence will be greater when the intended relation differs from the
context in which it is embedded. That is, confusion will be greatest when a se-
mantic relation occurs in an argumentative context or a pragmatic relation occurs
in a descriptive context.

Hence, the first hypothesis is that there is a main effect of the primitive Source of Co-
herence. The second hypothesis states that there is an interaction effect of Source of
Coherence with context.

4.2.1 Method

The material for the experiment consisted of four texts. Two versions were made of
each text: an argumentative and a descriptive version. Each version contained four
sentence pairs between which the coherence relation was to be judged. Two target
pairs were identical in both versions. The two other pairs were fillers that varied with
text versions.
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The target relations in the experiment were positive additive relations (semantic: List;
pragmatic: Enumeration) and positive causal relations (semantic: Cause-Consequence,
Consequence-Cause; pragmatic: Claim-Aqument, Aigument-Claim). The texts were
based on non-specialist articles and on articles and essays in newspapers and maga-
zines. Examples of target sentence pairs from experimental texts are given in (15) and
(16), from a text about a migratory bird: the (European) crane. The descriptive version
of this text was titled 'Crane Migration'. In this version information is given about the
life of cranes, especially about their behavior during and directly after their voyage
from the North to the South of Europe. The context directly preceding (15) is that the
birds arrive in the area where they will stay for the winter after a long journey through
Europe. The title of the argumentative version of this text, which was written from the
perspective of an ornithologist who has conducted research on the behavior of cranes,
is 'Misunderstanding about Crane Migration'. The author argues that others are wrong
in claiming that it is still unclear how migration birds orient themselves and he presents
conclusive evidence for his own claims, namely that cranes orient themselves on the
sun and the stars.

In (15) a semantic relation is expressed: Cause-Consequence. In (16) the pragmatic re-
lationA,Eument-Claim is expressed.

(15)D   1. Doordat ze in korte tijd grote afstanden moeten afleggen,
2. verkeren de kraanvogels bij aankomst in slechte conditie.

(16)D   1. Kraanvogels vliegen nooit als het mistig is.
2. Dus orienteren ze zich op de zon en de sterren.

(15)E    1. Because they have to fly big distances in a short period of time,
2. the cranes are in bad condition when they arrive.

(16)E    1. Cranes never fly when it is foggy.
2. So they orient themselves on the sun and the stars.

The other three texts were constructed in a similar manner.

There were four experimental conditions, constituted by two experimental factors,
each with two levels: type of context (argumentative-descriptive) and type of co-
herence relation (semantic-pragmatic). Two sets of experimental texts were
constructed. Each set consisted of four texts, two descriptive versions and two ar-
gumentative versions. Each set contained only one version of each text. In each of the
four conditions in a set there was one experimental text. Each set was presented to ten
subjects.

The texts were presented to the subjects twice. First, subjects were asked to read the
texts thoroughly. When they had finished reading the texts, a two-page paper was
handed to them, containing the names and (short) definitions of 17 relations in the tax-
onomy, as well as an example of each relation. Subjects were asked to read carefully

13
through this paper.
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Then, the texts were presented to the subjects anew, in a different lay-out: The target
sentence pairs were numbered and printed in bold type. Subjects read the text and
judged each sentence pair printed in bold type. To that end they were to look through
the list of relations and to choose an appropriate label for the relation connecting the
sentence pair. The subjects were instructed to choose the most specific label fitting the
example. For instance, if they hesitated between List and Opposition relations, they
were to choose Opposition. After they had chosen a label, the subjects wrote down the
number and label of each item on an answering sheet.

Twenty subjects took part in the experiment. They were paid for their participation.
Like in Experiment 1, subjects were advanced students of Discourse Studies at Tilburg
University.

4.2.2  Results and Discussion

The replies were classified as corresponding or not corresponding with our classifca-
tion. In general, there was a good deal of agreement: of 160 subject's choices, 10 were
not in agreement with the original choice (6.25 %). Twelve subjects agreed on all eight
items with our classification, six subjects disagreed on one item and two subjects dis-
agreed on two items. The prediction following from the first hypothesis is that the
observed number of responses corresponding to the original classification on this
primitive is significantly higher than chance.

The data were analyzed in two ways: subject-wise and item-wise. In both cases the ana-
lysis concerned the amount of agreement on the primitive Source of Coherence. The
chance proportion was based on the binomial distribution. According to this distribu-
tion, the probability of at least 7 out of 8 subjects correctly classifying the items and of
at least 15 out of 20 items correctly classified, is less than 5 percent. In the subject-wise2
analysis 18 subjects agreed more often than chance with the original classification d
=  12.8, df  =  1, p  <   .001). In the item-wise analysis all 8 items had agreement scores
higher than expected (binomial test: p <  .01).

The  results  show  that  with an experiment especially designed  for that purpose - the
items were more clearly embedded in a suitable communicative context- analysts are
sensitive to the difference between semantic and pragmatic relations.

Therefore, the results of this experiment very clearly support the first hypothesis:
Subjects agree with our classification of coherence relations with respect to the primi-
tive Source of Coherence.14

There was too much agreement to find an interaction in line with the second hy-
pothesis. Therefore, the second hypothesis is not supported.

4.3 Summary

The two experiments reported in this section support the taxonomy. Experiment 1 pro-
vided evidence for the primitives Basic Operation and Polarity. Conditional relations
take a somewhat special position. A possible explanation is that in general conditional
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relations are marked in a linguistically very specific way (with connectives like als
("if'), mits ("provided that") etc.). It may well be the case that the subjects have used
this rather superficial clue to make their categorizations. An interesting question is
whether experimental conditions can be found in which subjects are triggered to base
their decisions more systematically on the semantic properties of the experimental
items. This question is left for further research.

Experiment 2 showed that in an appropriate context the Source of Coherence of
a coherence relation is recognized.

The primitive Order of the Segments did not show up in the experiments. As explained
earlier (Section 4.1.3) we assume that this finding is a consequence of the task that was
used and does not argue against the validity of the primitive as such.

5  The contribution of the taxonomy to a process model

Recent work in computational linguistics suggests that there is a direct link between
the taxonomy presented earlier and the analysis of coherence relations in natural lan-
guage generation and understanding.

Hovy (1990a) also reaches the conclusion that for a fruitful account of coherence
relations an organized set is needed. He presents an insightful state-of-the-art discus-
sion of computational research on discourse with regard to what he calls "discourse
structure relations". He outlines the dilemma of having to choose between long lists of
relations (e.g. Mann & Thompson 1988) and the extremely short lists of two inten-
tional relations (e.g. Grosz & Sidner 1986). The problem with the first position is that
the lists are often unmotivated, unconstrained, and that they may lead to analytic prob-
lems. The second position is inadequate from the point of view of text generation  (o.c.:
129), because text generators need more than only two intentional relations to produce
a coherent text.

Hovy concludes that an approach is needed in which a descriptively adequate set
of relations is presented that is neither unbounded nor ad hoc. He then presents a
hierarchical taxonomy of relations, in which 16 relations figure at the second level (of
three possible levels). Hovy makes a disclaimer by calling his taxonomy unsatisfactory:

I have not found any highly compelling top-level organization. Ideally, the top level
should partition the relations into a few (say, three or four) major groups that share
some rhetorical or semantic property. In the absence of a more compelling sugges-
tion (for which I continue to search), I use here the top-level trifurcation of [Halliday
1985] [...]. (Hovy 1990a: 130).

It would seem to us that our taxonomy may play a role in filling the gap between
Hovy's ideal and his present proposal.

Wu & Lytinen (1990), working along the lines of Hovy (1988), present an algorithm for
the interpretation of the coherence relations presented by Mann & Thompson (1988).
Their proposal contains several interesting ideas about the implementation of a text
understanding system. Yet, the major flaw is that the relations are treated in an ad hoc
way: The prime classification of relations into classes of Make adequate, Clarify and
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Remind is arbitrary and the relation between these classes is left un- or underspeci-
fied. This leads to computational problems: The system can only work if it knows in
advance what class of relations is appropriate. Another problem is that each relation is
specified by an ideosyncratic set of properties/elements.

We want to suggest that much is to be gained by the use of a systematically or-
ganized set like the taxonomy that we have presented. The criteria for distinguishing
between different relations can be standardized using the primitives in the taxonomy
and the procedure for coherence relation interpretation can be made explicit. In addi-
tion, the number of tests needed to arrive at the correct interpretation can be radically
reduced. This will be shown by a detailed comment on Wu & Lytinen's analysis of the
Evidence relation, which is given in (17).

(17) Evidence P Q
If

1        (Men S P) and
2         (Bel S Q) and
3         (MB (Imp P Q)) and
4         [(Men S (P . Q) or (Men S (P because Q))]
Then

5         (Evidence S Q P)
6         (Ack H (Bel H P'))

Glossary
(Men S P): speech action performed by the speaker S who states P.

(Bel S P): P is the content of the belief held by speaker S.
(MB S H P):  S is the holder of the mutual belief P and H is the other partner who

shares this belief. [By default S and H are omitted.]
(Ack H P):     H has an attitude towards a belief or command P.
P':                     the declarative counterpart of P

1.      It is unclear whether mentioning P (line 1) follows from mentioning (P . Q). If so,
line 1 is superfluous. If not, it is unclear why there is no rule (Men S Q).
2.     The appeal to because in line 4 is inelegant, as there are Evidence relations that
are marked by connectives other than because  (such  as as, for, since etc.). Moreover it
is unnecessary, since (P because Q) can be considered as an instantiation of the more
general case (P. 0).
3.    The implication relation in 3 relates the antecedent P to the consequent Q. It is
unclear what is meant by this line. If line 3 is correct, one runs into problems in view of
such examples as (18).

(18) He will not be prepared to do it, because he didn't do it last week.

In this case "not being prepared to do something" is not the cause of"not having done
something last week". Alternatively the authors may have intended to relate the
antecedent Q to the consequent P. This would be inadequate in view of Evidence-
examples like (5), (repeated here) in which "gasping for breath" does not cause "being
exhausted", but the saying of"being exhausted".
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(5)            Theo was exhausted, because he was gasping for breath.

An emendation of the Evidence algorithm might look as follows:

(19) Evidence P Q
If

1         (Men S (P-X-Q))
2        (MB (Imp 0 P'))
3          (Bel S Q)
Then
4         (Evidence SOP)

Glossary:
X: Optional connective.
P':                 Uttering P

This procedure incorporates the four primitives of the taxonomy:
1. Basic Operation. The implication relation mentioned in line 2 indicates that the
basic operation is of a causal nature.
2.      Source of Coherence. The appeal to P'in stead of P indicates that the relation is
of a pragmatic nature.
3.      Polarity. The segments that are mentioned (line 1) appear directly in the implica-
tion relation (line 2), indicating that the relation is of a positive nature.
4.      Order of the Segments. The linear order of the segments mentioned is specified
in line 1. In view of the basic operation in line 2, this order is non-basic.
5.    The one property that is not determined by the four primitives and hence sup-
posedly is specific to the Evidence-relation is given in line 3: S believes that Q is a firm-
ly established fact.

In a similar vein Wu & Lytinen's analysis of the Contrast-relation (20) can be reana-
lyzed as the Opposition-relation in (21).

(20) Contrast P Q

If

1         (Men S P)
2         (Men S Q)
3         (Men S P Q)
4          (MB S (Assoc P Q: type OPP))
Then
5         (Men S (Contrast P Q))

Glossary:
OPP: Wu & Lytinen distinguish between three types of Association relations,

Part-Whole, Class-Inclusion and Opposite.
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(21) Contrast P Q

If

1         (Men S (P-X-Q)) and
2          (MB S (And P not-Q))
Then

3          (Opposition S P Q)

Glossary
And: Our alternative to the Association relation of Wu & Lytinen. Contrary to

their proposal we see the Polarity of a coherence relation as a property
that is independent of the nature of the operation underlying the
coherence relation.

In our reanalysis we have decomposed the Opp-Association relation as a logical con-
junction. The basic operation is therefore additive. The Source of Coherence is
semantic, since the segments mentioned correspond to P and Q in the basic operation
and not the uttering of P and Q. The Polarity is negative (the segments that are men-
tioned, line 1, do not occur directly in the basic operation, line 2). The Order of the
Segments is irrelevant since it is an additive relation. This means that it does not mat-
ter whether P and Q figure in the basic operation as they do now, or in reverse order:
(MB S (And not-Q P)).

Tentatively, we reformulate the taxonomy as a process model for coherence relation
understanding, in order to arrive at a systematic proposal. This process model is ex-
pressed by the flow chart in Figure 3. The claim of the model is not to give a complete
description of coherence relation understanding. It is an outline of a process model in-
corporating only the primitives discussed in this chapter. The four primitives in the
taxonomy are presented as decision procedures and in this sense the model expresses

hypotheses concerning the way in which readers understand coherence relations.

The product of the flow chart is a filled in register, which consists of the four primitives
with their corresponding values. The values uniquely identify one class of coherence
relations.

In the flow chart, the system makes minimally two and maximally six decisions to
arrive at the correct class of coherence relations. Depending on the size of the class, a
number of additional decisions may be necessary for the identification of one among
several relations within a class. It follows from the diagram that it takes two steps to ar-
rive at a positive semantic additive relation, whereas it takes six steps to arrive at a
negative pragmatic causal relation.

By way of illustration, the interpretation of a Contrastive Claim-Argument relation is
demonstrated. The initial assumption expressed in the diagram is that the relation be-
tween the two segments is positive. So the segments Si and S2 are considered as the
propositions P and Q in the basic operation. They serve as the input for the subsequent
tests. The first test carried out is whether the relation is semantic, that is, whether there
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Figure 3. The taxonomy as a flow chart

(Oper  +/- : causal / additive basic operation; Sou  + /- : semantic / pragmatic source of coherence; Ord
+ »: basic / non-basic order;  Pol  + /- : positive / negative polarity).
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is a relation between P and Q. This is not the case (there is no positive semantic rela-
tion between P and Q) and the next test is whether the relation is pragmatic. Again the
test fails, because there is no relation between P and Q in terms of their illocutions
(there is not apositive, but a negative pragmatic relation between the segments).15 It is
concluded that the relation between the two segments is negative, and the process is

rerun, now with the assumption that the relation between the segments is negative.
Therefore the input for the subsequent tests is a negative relation between Si and $2
(i.e. a relation between Sl and not-$2 or S2 and not-Sl). The test for a semantic rela-
tion fails, and the Pragmatic test hits. The next test, for Causality, hits again, and the
test for Basic Order (does Si correspond to P and does S2 correspond to Q?) fails.

Hence, in six steps the correct (class of) relation(s) is arrived at.

There can be short-cut in the route through the tree if there is a connective marking
the coherence relation. For instance, if the relation is marked by because it is no longer
necessary to test the Polarity and the Basic Operation of the relation, but it is still
necessary to check whether Si and S2 Or their pragmatic counterparts are involved in
the relation. Note that other languages have more explicit counterparts of because, ct.
Dutch want (pragmatic), omdat (semantic) (see Spooren and Jaspers 1990), French
car (pragmatic), parce que (semantic) (Bentolila 1986), Japanese kara (pragmatic),
node (semantic) (Takahara 1990).

The process model implied by the flow chart incorporates several assumptions con-
cerning the processing of coherence relations. All of these are empirical claims that
are open to falsification. For instance, the model predicts that negative relations take
more decisions than positive ones, and hence are more complex. Similarly, additive re-
lations are less complex than causal ones.

Another type of claim is made by presenting the model as a flow chart rather
than, say, as a decision matrix. This choice reflects the intuition that the primitives may
differ in their "weight" in the decision process. A different order of the primitives in
the model would yield different predictions with respect to the number of steps
needed to identify a particular relation and, consequently, may yield different predicti-
ons with respect to possible confusions between relations. In terms of the number of
decisions to be made according to the model in Figure 3, the greatest difference be-
tween (classes 00 relations, is that between positive and negative relations, the
smallest is that between basic and non-basic ordered relations.

It should be stressed that, while the flow chart is a systematic overall proposal, it is at
the same time still rather sketchy as a process model. The different tests incorporated
in it are in fact complete programmes that need further specification.

6 Discussion

We have argued that coherence relations are an attractive starting point for a cogni-
tively plausible theory of discourse representation provided that such a theory
generates plausible hypotheses about the construction of a coherent discourse repre-
sentation. By presenting an organization for the set of coherence relations, this
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condition seems to be fulfilled. The proposed taxonomy offers a plausible categoriza-
tion of coherence relations that accounts for the relationships among coherence
relations. We have presented arguments from different fields for the primitives in the
taxonomy and we have given empirical evidence for their cognitive plausibility.

In its form of a process model the taxonomy can be tested for its adequacy: It should
provide a systematic basis for an algorithm for coherence relation understanding.
Clearly, such an algorithm cannot be implemented on the basis of the current propo-
sal. If we consider this algorithm as an ultimate research tenet, then it becomes clear
that there are many questions left unanswered.

First, in order to arrive at a working algorithm for coherence relation interpretation,
the decisions representing the primitives will have to be specified and operationalized
further. Therefore, the taxonomy is in need of additional linguistic work on the further
definition of the properties of the primitives. In addition, a crucial issue for any algo-
rithm for discourse production or understanding is the problem of knowledge
representation. Obviously, work has to be done on the amount of knowledge an inter-
pretation system needs in making the decisions. Furthermore, our proposal could
benefit greatly from linguistic work on central problems like the different realizations
of the primitives in different languages- compare the remarks in the preceding section
on the linguistic markers of positive causal relations in other languages than English.

Second, the end nodes in the flow chart are classes rather than individual relations.
Additional criteria (which we claim to be segment-specific) are needed to arrive at the
individual relations. Candidates for such criteria are Temporal specificity (distinguish-
ing Sequences and Overlaps from mere Lists in Class 9), Hypotheticality (distinguishing
conditionals from other causal relations), Volitionality (distinguishing between Reason
and Explanation (Class 3), Specificity (distinguishing between Specification, Generali-
zation and Restatement within Class 9 and Exception and Opposition in Class 10) etc.
Further elaboration of such criteria is needed.

Other important remaining questions concern research on the cognitive claims in the
process model. In our view, empirical evidence in favor of such claims must come from
psycholinguistic research in areas like discourse processing and language acquisition.
Some of these claims seem more than plausible. Consider for instance the results of
psycholinguistic studies concerning the salience of such classes as additive versus cau-
sal and negative versus positive relations (see Section 3.2). The literature on language
acquisition also seems promising: It is a well established fact that children acquire ne-
gative relations later than positive relations and that causal relations emerge later than
additive relations (cf. Bloom, Lahey, Hood, Lifter & Fiess 1980).

16

A last remark concerns phenomena that a cognitive theory of discourse representation
should account for but that are missing in this chapter. One of the most important
themes in discourse studies is the hierarchical structure of discourse (See Polanyi and
Scha 1983; Polanyi 1988). Obviously, there are interesting interactions between the 're-
lational meaning' properties of coherence relations and their hierarchical properties.
For example, causal relations all seem to be subordinating, whereas most additive rela-
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tions are coordinating. The relational and the hierarchical aspects of coherence should
be regarded as complementary topics in research on coherence, that both need to be
explored further.

In our view, interdisciplinary research from fields like Text and Discourse Analysis,
Linguistics, Computational Linguistics and Cognitive Psychology leads to an exchange
of results and a fruitful interaction of theoretical insights and methodologies. It forms a
suitable starting point for further work in the direction of a cognitively plausible theory
of the coherence and structure of discourse.
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Notes to Chapter 3

1.  In our view, there are no principled differences between spoken and written (monologic) discourse
with respect to most phenomena we address in this chapter. Therefore, we prefer the neutral term
discowse to the term tal, because the latter is explicitly restricted to written language. However, the
term tai will be used with respect to research that is specific for written language, also for conven-
tional reasons (the field often addressed as 'discourse analysis' is different from the one called 'text
analysis'). In addition, we will refer to experimental materials as 'texts', to prevent misunderstanding
about the character of the stimuli.

2.    This idea has been put forward by many others, among which Charolles (1984).
3.    In Chapter 4 of this thesis a critical  review is given of these and other experimental findings.
4.  Thc fact that Meyer, like Mann & Thompson, is often more concerned with relations on a more glo-

bat level of course is not a fundamental difference. Coherence relations exist both on a local (bc-
tween clauses) and on a global level (between paragraphs or between chapters of a book).

5.  The many angry reactions to this sentence, which appeared in an obituary of Greta Garbo [Volksk-
rant, April, 17, 1990], clearly illustrate that the coherence relation expressed is based on a causal
operation.

6.  l'he completeness-issue is discussed more extensively in our earlier proposal (Chapter 2) where ar-
guments are given for the absence of relations like E/aboration, Tempora/ overlap and Temporal se-
quence and Background.

7.   See Chapter 2, section 3.4. and notes 8 and 11.

8.  Although the distinctions made in the literature are similar to our semantic-pragmatic distinction,
there are also clear differences. It goes beyond the scope of this chapter to elaborate on these dif-
ferences.

9.  'The decision to prepose or postpose a given subordinate clause is made largely on the basis of the
coherence relation (although [...] discourse-pragmatic factors can change the typical order). There-
fore, in the case of switch-reference constructions, the relative order of clauses can provide a clue as
to the relation." (Dooley 1990: 23)

10. The stress for the one-dimensional solution was 0.41 (2 = 031, the stress for the three-dimensional
solution was 0.13 (2 = 0.91). Following Kruskal (1964: 16) we chose the two-dimensional solution,
because the difference in stress between the one- and two-dimensional solution is much greater than
the difference between the two- and three-dimensional solution. It is however possible to interpret
the three-dimensional solution. The first dimension seperates three groups of relations. The positive
causal relations are at the one extreme, the negative relations are at the other extreme and the posi-
tive additive and conditional relations are in the middle. This dimension would then reflect the dis-
tinction between negative and positive relations. At the one extreme of the second dimension are
conditional relations and positive causal relations are at the other extreme, negative and positive
causal relations are in the middle. l'his dimension reflects the conditional-non-conditional distinc-
tion. Tile third dimension has positive additive relations at one extreme and positive causal relations
at the other; the conditional and negative relations are in the middle. This dimension reflects the
causal-additive distinction, albeit that the negative additive relations are in the middle.

11.   The four clusters indicated in Figure 1 and in Figure 2 were found at cuts at distances 2, 12, 18 and 24
in the dendogram resulting from the analysis (the larger the distance, the later the level of cluster-
ing). These levels were chosen not so much for their mathematical regularity as for the informative-
ness of the resulting clusters. Following the suggestion by Shepard (1972: 85) these cuts were
selected in order to obtain more or less stable clusterings.

12. l'he stress for the one-dimensional solution was 0.42 (/ = 035), the stress for the three-dimensional
solution was 0.08 (r   =  0.97). 1lte three-dimensional solution is almost identical to that for Set 1. See
note 10.

13.   Note that analysts were not instructed with regard to the organization of the relations, nor with re-
gard to the primitives underlying the taxonomy. ·I'hey were only trained in the exact meaning of the
relations under consideration.

14. This interpretation still leaves open the possibility that the recognition of less clear cases is strongly
influenced by the  type of context they occur in.
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15.  Note that a no decision on the semantic test means that the relation is pragmatic or negative. A no
decision on the pragmatic test implies that the relation is negative.

16. Sec Visser (1991) for a reanalysis of the pertinent literature in terms of the taxonomy of coherence
relations.
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Appendix to Chapter 3

Below the relations in Table 1 are illustrated in a context (between brackets), in Dutch
and in English. The context and the examples have been used in Experiment 1, re-
ported in section 4.2.

[Elk najaar vertrekken veel vogels uit hun broedgebied in Noord-Europa naar het
zuiden. Dat doen ze om de winter, waarin het zoeken naar voedsel moeilijk wordt,
voor te blijven. Een typische trekvogel is de kraanvogel (Grus Grus), die broedt in
Noord-Scandinavie en overwintert in Spanje en Noord-Afrika.

Er wordt veel onderzoek gedaan naar de vogeltrek. Jaarlijks worden enkele
kraanvogels vlak voor het vertrek uit hun broedgebieden uitgebreid onderzocht door
biologen. Vaak hebben de onderzoekers de grootste moeite de dieren te vangen. In
Noord-Spanje doet een Nederlandse 'Kraanvogelplo« elk najaar onderzoek naar de
conditie van de vogels als ze in hun overwinteringsgebied zijn aangekomen. Direct na
aankomst worden enkele exemplaren gevangen, gewogen en nader onderzocht. De reis
dwars door Europa, die gemiddeld twee tot drie weken duurt, blijkt de vogels erg veel
energie te kosten.]

1)a Cause-Consequence
Doordat ze in korte tijd grote afstanden moeten afleggen, verkeren de
kraanvogels bij aankomst in slechte conditie.

1)b Condition-Consequence
Als ze binnen twee weken in Spanje zijn, verkeren de kraanvogels bij
aankomst in slechte conditie.

2)          Contrastive Cause-Consequence
Hoewel de kraanvogels uitstekende vliegers zijn, verkeren ze bij aankomst in
slechte conditie.

3)a Consequence-Cause
De kraanvogels verkeren bij aankomst in slechte conditie, doordat ze net
daarvoor de Pyreneedn zijn overgestoken.

3)b Consequence-Condition
De kraanvogels verkeren bij aankomst in slechte conditie, als ze de
Pyreneeen over komen.
(Sommigen overleven de tocht over die bergketen niet.)

4)           Contrastive Consequence-Cause
De kraanvogels verkeren bij aankomst in slechte conditie, hoewel ze
onderweg toch vaak en veel uitrusten.

Sa Argument-Claim
De kraanvogels kunnen in Noord-Spanje gemakkelijk worden gevangen,
dus verkeren ze bij aankomst in slechte conditie.

Sb Condition-Claim
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Mits ervan mag worden uitgegaan dat de onderzoeksgegevens betrouwbaar
zijn, verkeren de kraanvogels bij aankomst in slechte conditie.

6)                  Contrastive Argument-Claim
Al wijzen niet alle onderzoeksgegevens in dezelfde richting, de kraanvogels
verkeren bij aankomst in slechte conditie.

T)a Claim-Argument
Ze verkeren bij aankomst in slechte conditie, want ze wegen soms nog maar
de helft van wat ze wogen bij het vertrek uit Scandinavie.

7)b Claim-Condition
Ze verkeren bij aankomst in slechte conditie, als er tenminste van mag
worden uitgegaan dat gewicht een goede indicator is voor hun conditie.
(Bij aankomst wegen ze soms nog maar de helft van wat ze wogen bij hun
vertrek.)

8)            Contrastive Claim-Argument
De kraanvogels blijken bij aankomst in slechte conditie, al wegen ze
ongeveer even veel als bij hun vertrek.

9)         List
In groepen van gemiddeld 100 tot 300 exemplaren trekken de kraanvogels
Spanje binnen. Ze verkeren bij aankomst in slechte conditie.

10)a Erception
De kraanvogels verkeren bij aankomst in slechte conditie. Dat geldt niet
voor de tweedejaars vogels.
(Die blijken het sterkst).

10)b Opposition
De kraanvogels verkeren bij aankomst in slechte conditie. Bij hun vertrek
zijn ze daarentegen in optimale conditie.

11) Enumeration
De kraanvogels verkeren bij aankomst in slechte conditie. Bovendien
overleeft twintig procent van hen de tocht niet.

(12) Concession

De kraanvogels verkeren bij aankomst in slechte conditie, maar de meeste
herstellen zich snel.

[Every autumn many birds leave their breeding areas in Northern Europe, to travel
south. They do that to avoid the winter, which makes it difficult for them to find food.
A typical migration bird is the crane (Grus Grus), which breeds in North-Scandinavia
and stays in Spain and Northern Africa during the winter.

Much research is done on bird migration. Every year some cranes are examined
by biologists immediately before their departure from the breeding territories. Often,
the researchers have trouble catching the animals. In the Northern part of Spain, a
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Dutch 'crane team' examines the condition of the birds every year on arrival in their
winter territories. Directly after their arrival some birds are caught and examined fur-
ther. The journey across Europe, which lasts two to three weeks on average, appears to
cost the birds a lot of energy.]

1)a Cause-Consequence
Because they have to fly big distances in a short period of time, the cranes
are in bad condition on arrival.

1® Condition-Consequence
If they make it to Spain in two weeks, the cranes are in a bad condition on
arrival.

2)            Contrastive Cause-Consequence
Although the cranes are good flyers, they are in a bad condition on arrival.

3)a Consequence-Cause
The cranes are in a bad condition on arrival, because they have just crossed
the Pyrenees.

3)b Consequence-Condition
The cranes are in a bad condition on arrival, if they make it across the
Pyrenees.
(Some do not survive the journey over these mountains.)

4)           Contrastive Consequence-Cause
The cranes are in a bad condition on arrival, although they take long and
frequent rests during their journey.

5)a Aigument-Claim
The cranes can be caught easily in Northern Spain, so they are in a bad
condition on arrival.

Sb Condition-Claim
Provided that it maybe assumed that the research data can be trusted, the
cranes are in a bad condition on arrival.

6)            Contrastive argument-Claim
Although not all research data point in the same direction, the cranes are in
a bad condition on arrival.

T)a Claim-Argument
They are in a bad condition on arrival, for they have sometimes lost half of
the weight they had when they left Scandinavia.

T)b Claim-Condition
They are in a bad condition on arrival, at least if it may be assumed that
weight is a good indicator for their condition.
(Upon arrival they have sometimes lost half the weight they had when they
left.)
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8) Contrastive claim-Agument
The cranes appear to be in a bad condition, although they weigh about as
much as when they left.

9)         List
In groups of 100 to 300 birds on average, the cranes enter Spain. They are in
a bad condition on arrival.

10)a Erception
The cranes are in a bad condition on arrival. 771is does not hold for the
two-year-old birds.
(They appear to be the strongest.)

10)b Opposition
The cranes are in a bad condition on arrival. By contrast, they are in a very
good condition when they leave.

11) Enumeration
The cranes are in a bad condition on arrival. Moreover, more than twenty
percent of them does not survive the journey.

(12) Concession

The cranes are in a bad condition on arrival, but most of them recover
quickly.

Note

*  Spooren (1989) has argued that causality is involved in Concasion relations, but that causality does
not involve the link between Si and S2 but only the link between the explicit information in the dis-
course segments Sl and SZ and their inferences. This is why Concasion was classified as an additive
relation rather than as a causal relation. To illustrate that there is a clear causal link in the causal
contrastive relations in the taxonomy, but that this link does not exist in Concession relations, com-
pare fragments (4) and (12), examples of a Contrastive Consequence-Cause relation and a Concession
relation. (4) does survive a test in which negative causal relations are paraphrased as positive causal
relations by means of the connective doordat ("because"), cf. (4)i. By contrast, the positive para-
phrase of (12), (12)i results in a phrase that is very peculiar in the given context.

(4)i  D   De kraanvogets verkeren bij aankomst in goede conditie, doordat ze onderweg vaak en
veel uitrusten.

(4)i   E The cranes are in a good condition on arrival, because they take long and frequent rests

during their journey.

(12)i D ?Doordat de meeste kraanvogels zich snel herstellen, verkeren ze bij aankomst in goede
conditic.

(12)i  E  ?Because most of the cranes recover quickly. they are in a good condition upon arrival.



Chapter 4
The Role of Coherence Relations and their Linguistic Markers

in Understanding Expository Text

1 Introduction

In most theories of coherence relations the question of the cognitive status of co-
herence relations  is not addressed explicitly, although  in some proposals-Hobbs
(1979,  1983,  1990)  and Mann & Thompson (1986) - it is hypothesized that coherence
relations should be considered as cognitive entities. As stated in previous chapters, we
want to take the cognitive status of coherence relations seriously, especially because
they are an attractive basis for a cognitive theory of text representation. The goal of
such a theory is to describe the link between the structure of a text as a linguistic object
on the one hand, and its mental representation on the other hand.

A cognitive theory of text representation based on coherence relations starts from the
idea that understanding a text means constructing a coherent representation of that
text. Constructing a coherent representation requires that coherence relations like
Consequence-Cause and Claim-Agriment can be established between the text seg-
ments, or rather between the representations readers have of text segments.

In order to investigate the cognitive status of coherence relations, their role in
text understanding is examined in this chapter.

It can be hypothesized that if coherence relations play a crucial role in text under-
standing, different relations must lead to different representations. And indeed,
experimental research exists from which such conclusions can be drawn. Most of this
research has not aimed explicitly at the role of coherence relations in text under-
standing. In general, the experiments concern the effect of text structure on text
understanding. However, the construct defined as 'text structure' is closely related to
our notions 'coherence relations' and 'relational text structure' (see chapter 1).

In the experimental literature on the relation between text structure and text under-
standing, two findings can be distinguished that are relevant for the relational text
structure.

The first is that the organization of a text affects its processing. For expository
text, Van Dijk & Kintsch (1983), Meyer & Freedle (1984) and Horowitz (1987) have
done research on the idea that differences in text structures cause differences in recall
and understanding of the text. These different text structures can be defined in terms

.
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of coherence relations. For example, Meyer & Freedle (1984) distinguish between text
types like Causation, CoUection and Problem-Solution, all of which resemble the rhe-
torical relations proposed by Mann & Thompson (1988) and the coherence relations
presented by Hobbs (1990) and in Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis, such as Cause-
Consequence,  List, Problem-Solution.1  We will return to these findings in section  2
below.

If the structure of a text affects its processing, one may expect that the linguistic mark-
ing of the structure influences the processing as well. This constitutes the second set of
experimental evidence. For instance, Haberlandt (1982) showed that readers make use
of the linguistic markers of coherence relations during processing. Using a reading
time paradigm, he presented sentence pairs to readers under two conditions: The rela-
tion between the sentences was either explicitly marked or unmarked. Linguistic
marking lead to faster processing of the subsequent text segment. This is just what one
might expect if coherence relations are cognitively real.

In sum, two experimental findings are relevant for the purpose of this chapter: 1) dif-
ferent text structures lead to differences in text understanding and 2) linguistic
marking of text structure influences text processing. We will go deeper into both find-
ings in the next section.

2 Text structure, text understanding and coherence relations

In this section an annotated review is given of the pertinent literature on the two find-
ings mentioned above, which both concern the relational structure, i.e. the meaning
aspects of the relations between text segments. Much research on the relation between
text structure and text understanding concerns narratives (see chapter 1). In this chap-
ter we will confine ourselves to expository text.

2.1   Text structure in text understanding

For expository text, Kintsch & Yarbrough (1982), Van Dijk & Kintsch (1983), Meyer
& Freedle (1984), Meyer (1985) have done work supporting the idea that some text
structures cause a better recall or understanding of the information in the text than
others.

Van Dijk & Kintsch (1983) present an experiment by Kintsch & Yarbrough
(1982) to illustrate the role of superstructures in text comprehension. Superstructures
are conventional text schemes that provide "a kind of overall functional syntax for the
semantic macro-structures" (Van Dijk & Kintsch 1983: 242). They generate top-down
expectations with regard to the global semantic content of episodes in a text.

Four types of rhetorical structure are manipulated to make them "less scheme
conforming". This is especially done by changing the order of paragraphs and by leav-
ing out rhetorical cues like "Next" and "Finally we find". The subjects' task was to
answer topic questions and main point questions after they had read the text. The re-
sults showed that subjects that read the good version answered these questions better
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than subjects that read the bad version of a text. The conclusion is: «Good rhetorical
form can significantly enhance the comprehension of descriptive passages at the macro
level" (Van Dijk & Kintsch 1983: 259).

In our view, however, these results can hardly be interpreted as valuable informa-
tion concerning the important role of text structure in the construction of a text
representation. The manipulation of rhetorical cues affects explicit markers of text
structure rather than the structure itself. As far as the manipulation does concern the
structure itself, it is not based on an analysis of the structure. As a result, it is rather
unclear which features of the text structure determine the good- or badness of the
structure. Closer study of the materials shows that in fact, the comparison is between a
good and a bad text, because readers were simply unable to interpret the 'bad' text
properly (cf. Colley 1987: 126).

Meyer & Freedle (1984) claim that differences exist in the amount of organizational
components of different text types. The better organized types are Comparison, Causa-
Non     and    Problem-Solution.     In an experiment they test the prediction that the
information in these better organized text types will be better reproduced than the
same information presented in the less organized one: Collection. Four passages were
written with identical information and structure except for the overall text structure. In
a pretest, subjects were asked to judge the passages on how easy they thought the ver-
sions would be for students to learn and remember. It appeared that they recognized
the differences in structure, but they did not agree about how these differences would

affect learning and memory. Then, in the experiment, (other) subjects listened to a rec-
ording of one of the four passages, and afterward they were asked to write down
everything they could remember. This free recall task was repeated one week later.

The results show that recall of the Causation and Compa,ison passages was in-
deed superior to the recall of the Collection passage. The difference between the
Problem-Solution structure and the collection structure was far less striking. Meyer &
Freedle present two explanations for this, both boiling down to the comment that the
content of the passage did not match the Problem-Solution structure. This is supported
by the result that only a few subjects who listened to the Problem-Solution passage
used this structure to organize their reproductions.

From the results of this and other related studies, Meyer (1985: 28) concludes
that  "(...) skilled readers approach  text with knowledge about how texts are conven-
tionally organized and a strategy to seek and use the top-level structure in a particular
text as an organizational framework to facilitate encoding and retrieval (...)".

A first, minor problem with the Meyer & Freedle study is the question whether the re-
suits of these listening experiments can be generalized to the understanding of written
text.

A major problem concerns the manipulation of the experimental material. Like
Van Dijk & Kintsch, Meyer & Freedle's manipulation is based on the dichotomy of
content versus form. In terms of this dichotomy, the goal behind all text manipulations
is to change the form separately from the content. There is always a large risk that this
results in the comparison of good and bad texts or of clearly marked and less clearly
marked texts. These differences between text versions will obviously lead to differences
in understanding, but it can hardly be defended that these differences are caused by
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differences in text structure alone. Meyer & Freedle note that the content was not fully
identical over the four passages (Meyer & Freedle 1984: 127), but closer study of the
experimental texts shows it almost impossible to manipulate the structure without va-
rying the content. The result of such an attempt for the "Body Water text", is an
ill-formed text, especially in the Problem-Solution structure.

Horowitz (1987) replicated the Meyer & Freedle study with written text. She added a
control text (with no higher-order rhetorical predicate), and in addition to the "Body
Water" text from the Meyer & Freedle study, another text's rhetorical structure was
manipulated. No main effect for rhetorical structure was found. However, an interac-
tion between rhetorical predicate and passage was found. Again, the Problem-Solution
structure resulted in the lowest mean recall for «Body Water". For the other text, Ho-
rowitz found that the Problem-Solution structure resulted in the highest mean recall.
She suggests two explanations: the familiarity of the topic (Body water was more famil-
iar than the topic of the other text) or the mismatch of the Problem-Solution structure
and the text (Horowitz 1987: 142).

The above summary suggests that the results are empirically unclear and unreliable.
Colley (1987: 126) rightly concludes from this research, in which it is assumed that the
reader's knowledge of certain conventional forms of text structure cause differences in
comprehension: "There is as yet insufficient evidence for the use of such conven-
tions- conventional text structures,  T.S. - in providing a framework  for the encoding
of text."

Another general problem with these studies concerns the theoretical explanation for
the organization effect: Readers are said to have expectations about conventional text
structures. There are several reasons why this explanation is not very attractive. It
should be noted in the first place that the explanation also concerns the process of un-
derstanding (encoding) whereas the experimental results are restricted to memory for
the information in text. This implicates that alternative explanations exist, such as out-
put editing: Selection of information during reproduction. There are of course ways to
investigate whether the organizaiton effect is affects the encoding. For example: it is
hypothesized that one type of text structure leads to a better reproduction and there-
fore it is also hypothesized that readers will process the information in this structure
faster because they have expectations about this text structure.2 Since this hypothesis
could still be part of future research within the same "text scheme" framework of dis-
course understanding (cf. Singer 1990: 202-204 for an overview), this is not an
insuperable problem.

A second objection is that Meyer's explanation is exclusively top-down. In her view,
readers use expectations to interpret a text. It is left implicit that text-structural expec-
tations have to be activated by properties of the text. Such a top-down account runs the
risk of remaining vague. It lacks a concrete operationalization in terms of textual
properties: How can these expectations be translated in terms of text structure? Which
textual signal triggers certain expectations?
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A coherence relation approach could account for these problems. It would state that
since coherence relations play a crucial role in the construction of the text repre-
sentation, different relations will result in differences in the representation. This would
be compatible with both top-down (knowledge driven) processing models like that of
Meyer (1985)1 and bottom-up (text driven) processing models like that of Reiser &
Black (1982).'In a bottom-up model coherence relations come in from the moment
that clauses are connected. In a top-down model conventional schemes can be formu-
lated in terms of coherence relations. As mentioned earlier, the different structures
are quite similar to the coherence relations proposed by e.g. Hobbs (1979,1983,1990),
Mann & Thompson (1986) and in Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis.

Provided that such an approach would also specify the text linguistic properties of the
relations under consideration, this can lead to a theoretically more economic explana-
tion; coherence relations are general cognitive entities that account for text
understanding at different levels    of the representation - from relations between
clauses and paragraphs,  up to chapters and books - for all kinds  of text structures.  By
contrast, conventional text schemes are especially needed to account for this one ef-
fect, and they are limited to a global level of conventionalized text types.

Nevertheless, due to the problems mentioned, the experiments summarized so far can
at best be interpreted as suggestive for the role of coherence relations in text under-
standing. In sections 3 and following, we will take these problems into account in
investigating the role of coherence relations in text understanding.

2.2     Linguistic  markers  of text  structure  in text  understanding

The relational text structure is marked linguistically when the relation between two text
segments is made explicit. This can be done, for instance, by means of a conjunction
(because, and) or by means of organizing clauses ("First  ...  will be considered"). Often
the somewhat broader term "signaling" is used, following Meyer (1975), who defines
signaling as "a non-content aspect of prose which gives emphasis to certain aspects of
the semantic content or points out aspects of the structure of the content" (Meyer
1975: 77). An important type of signaling consists in making the relation (in Meyer's
terms: the rhetorical predicate) explicit. A Problem-Solution relation can be made
explicit by adding signaling cues like "the problem is", "a solution to this problem
is...".

For example, Meyer, Brandt & Bluth (1980) constructed a signaled and a non-
signaled version of a text about oil spillage by supertankers. The relation organizing
the whole text (the so-called "top level rhetorical structure") was identified as a
Problem-solution relation. The signaling of this relation was manipulated in the first
place. The signaled version began with "A problem of vital concern is the prevention
of oil spills from supertankers", while the non-signaled version did not include the
words problem and solution and began with the sentence "Prevention is needed of oil
spills from supertankers". Moreover, in the signaled version of the text a list of solu-
tions was made explicit by means of phrases Fint, Second, 77:ird. It is this type of
signaling that is identical to our notion of linguistic marking of coherence relations.
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Contrary to her predictions, Meyer (1975) found that different kinds of signaling (i.e.

connectives as explained above, "pointer words"  like More importantly·..)  did not  af-
fect the free immediate and delayed recall.

Meyer, Brandt & Bluth (1980) asked ninth-grade students to write down all they
could recall from two passages of expository texts they had read. For one of the two ex-
perimental texts (the one described above) it was found that subjects that had read the
signaled version recalled more information than subjects that had received the non-sig-
naled version. Also, the use of the author's text structure in the reproduced texts was

greater for subjects who read the signaled version. Use of the author's structure was
measured by comparing the so-called «top level rhetorical structure" of the subject's
reproduction with that of the original text. So, in the example of the supertanker text it
was investigated whether the reproductions, similar to the original texts, were written
in a Problem-Solution structure. It appeared that readers of the signaled version wrote
their recall texts more often in the Problem-Solution structure than readers of the non-

signaled text.
For several reasons these experimental findings should be interpreted with cau-

tion. An effect of signaling is only found for one of two texts. More importantly, the
finding that readers of the signaled text used the structure of the original text may very
well have to be interpreted as only a literal reproduction effect of the signals in the

original text. The analysis of the structure of the reproduction protocols focused on the
literal mention of the signals. The effect was found in an immediate recall task, directly
after the reading of the passage. In a delayed recall task, a week after the reading of

the text, both effects had partly disappeared.

Britton, Glynn, Meyer & Penland (1982) used a secondary-task technique to investi-
gate the role of the same type of signals during the reading of expository text. The
following four 'Top level' structures were signaled (connectives typically used for the

signalling are in parentheses): Antecedent-Consequent (therefore), Comparison-Contrast
Uikewise), Collection (in addition to), Description  Uor example).

No effect of signaling was found on the amount of information subjects recalled
in a free recall task. However, the average secondary task reaction time was faster
when signaling was present than when signaling was absent. It is concluded from this
that the signaled version of the text requires less cognitive processing capacity than the
version without signals. Readers are thought to have less trouble in inferring the reta-
tions between ideas when the signals are present. When there are no signals in a text,
readers have to infer the relations between idea units to construct an adequate repre-
sentation. As these inferences use cognitive capacity, subjects need more time to react

to a secondary task.

Clearly, this latter finding fits in with the expectation that follows from the coherence
relation point-of-view we have taken: relation markers provide explicit information
about the relation that holds between segments and therefore guide the construction of
the text representation. A more direct method to investigate this same idea was used

by Haberlandt (1982).

In a reading time paradigm he investigated whether connectives like therefore, so, and
however influence text comprehension. Texts like (1) were constructed, in which the
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presence of a connective (in this case however) was manipulated. The connective was
always the first word of the target sentence.

(1)                The jet had just taken off. The left engine caught fire. The passengers were
terrified. They thought the plane would crash.
However the pilot made a safe landing.

Sentences were divided into phrases, except for the target sentence, in which the con-
nective was treated as a separate phrase. The texts were presented to subjects in
phrases in a self-paced reading paradigm. For example, the target sentence of (1) was
presented in three successive phrases as marked by the slashes:

However / the pilot / made a safe landing.

Sentence reading times of target sentences were computed by adding up the phrase
reading times, excluding the reading time for the connective. The results showed that
target sentences with connectives were read faster than than those without connec-
tives:

According to Haberlandt these data suggest that reading comprehension is facili-
tated when the reader's expectations are guided by the presence of a 'surface marker'
which makes the semantic relationship between adjacent sentences explicit. When
markers are absent the reader has to infer the relation and that takes time.

However, Haberlandt's example text points to a difficulty to be overcome in further re-
search: One may wonder whether the slower reading time in the implicit version is
caused by a bad connection between sentences. It should be stressed that such an ex-
planation is not what is intended with the effect of relational markers on text
understanding. This effect states that in both the marked and the unmarked version of
a text, a reader is able to make the same representation, i.e. to connect text segments
by means of the same coherence relation. The only difference should be that in the one
case a marker is added that makes the relation explicit. This linguistic marker should
not be  anecessary condition for the interpretation of the text.

In addition, Haberlandt's experiments raise the question whether the information that
is processed faster is understood less well. In other words: Is the information repre-
sented less completely when it is processed faster, or does faster processing not affect
the representation of the information?

We have investigated this question by combining a reading time paradigm with
recognition and recall tasks (Sanders 1986). Subjects read an expository text (520
words) that dealt with the decision whether or not a highway should be constructed in
a certain area. Pros and cons of the highway are discussed. Eleven target-sentences
were distributed over the whole text. The text was designed in three versions: An im-
plicit version, an explicit structure version and an explicit content version. The main
difference between the three versions was in the linguistic marking of the coherence
relations of the 11 target sentences with the preceding context. In the implicit version
this relation was unmarked. In the other two versions extra information was provided
in the 'marking sentence' directly preceding the target sentence. In the explicit struc-
ture version this was done by the use of linguistic markers of the relation. In the
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explicit content version the marking consisted in the very same linguistic marker, and
in addition extra information was given concerning the content of the following target
sentence. All versions were controlled on their 'naturalness' by independent judges.

The difference between the three versions is illustrated in the three passages
below, taken from the experimental texts. The target-sentence (T) and a preceding
sentence, the context-sentence (C) were identical in all three versions. In the context-
sentences (C), a disadvantage of the highway is mentioned. In the implicit version, (2),
the context-sentence expressing this disadvantage is directly followed by the target-
sentence.

(2)D (C)     De verkeerslichten zullen de verkeersafwikkeling belemmeren en
bovendien zullen ze de verkeersveiligheid niet of nauwelijks
bevorderen.

(T)      De aanleg van deze weg zal slechts beperkte gevolgen hebben voor
het woon- en leefmilieu.

(2)E (C)      The traffic lights will obstruct the flow of traffic and furthermore
they will hardly or not improve road safety.

(T)      The construction of this road will only have limited consequences for
living conditions and for the natural environment.

In the explicit structure version, (3), the Concession relation between context and tar-
get-sentences is made explicit by the marking sentence (1).

(3)D (C)     De verkeerslichten zullen de verkeersafwikkeling belemmeren en
bovendien zullen ze de verkeersveiligheid niet of nauwelijks
bevorderen.

(1)      Tegenover dit nadeel staat echter ook een voordeel.
(T)      De aanleg van deze weg zal slechts beperkte gevolgen hebben voor

het woon- en leefmilieu.
(3)E (C)      The traffic lights will obstruct the flow of traffic and furthermore

they will hardly or not improve road safety.
(1)      There is an advantage as well as a disadvantage to this.
(T)      The construction of this road will only have limited consequences for

living and for the natural environment.

In the explicit content version (4), there is some extra information concerning the con-
tent of the target-sentence added to this same structure marking sentence. This results
in the content and structure marking sentence (2).

(4)            (C)     De verkeerslichten zullen de verkeersafwikkeling belemmeren en
bovendien zullen ze de verkeersveiligheid niet of nauwelijks
bevorderen.

(2)      Tegenover dit nadeel staat echter ook een voordeel voor de
natuurlijke omgeving.

(T)      De aanleg van deze weg zal slechts beperkte gevolgen hebben voor
het woon- en leefmilieu.
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(4)E (C)       The traffic lights will obstruct the flow of traffic and furthermore
they will hardly or not improve road safety.

(1)       For the natural surroundings there is an advantage as well as a
disadvantage.

(T)      The construction of this road will only have limited consequences for
living conditions and for the natural environment.

Note that an effect of literal repetition is avoided by using synonyms in stead of the
same words, cf. natuurl#ke omgeving ("natural surroundings") instead of woon-en leef-
milieu ("natural environment").

One of the hypotheses was that the target-sentences would be processed faster in the
explicit content version than in the other two versions, because some of the informa-
tion in the target-sentence is already triggered in the marking sentence.

The results clearly indicated that readers make use of information concerning the
subsequent sentences when they are reading: The mean reading times per sentence
differed significantly between the three versions. The explicit content version was pro-
cessed faster than the explicit structure version, which was processed faster than the
implicit version. No differences between the conditions were found in the amount of
information reproduced in a free recall task.

This suggests that linguistic markers of the coherence relation between a particu-
lar text segment and the preceding one leads to faster processing without affecting the
representations. However, this finding is not so straightforward, because the marking
sentences pointed at above were not the only factors that differed between the condi-
tions. Other properties were also manipulated to make versions differ with regard to
the explicitness of the structure and the content: The title and the introductory para-
graph (the 'structural organizer'). Therefore, the effect that was found cannot be
assigned to the marking sentences solely.

Spyridakis & Standal (1987) manipulated texts in a similar way. They used headings,
previews and "logical" connectives to signal four expository passages. They found ef-
fects of these signaling types on multiple choice tasks in many cases, but they did not
find an overall effect of signaling on multiple choice questions. From a post-hoc ana-
lysis the authors conclude that the effect of signaling differs with passage length and
difficulty. The passage that was most appropriately challenging for readers, that is
neither too easy nor too difficult, produced the clearest effect of signals.

It should be noted that unintended differences have arisen between Spyridakis &
Standal's text versions. For example, a text with previews not only contains more sig-
naling information than a non-signaled version, but some aspects of the content are
also repeated in a preview sentence, possibly affecting the results.

Lorch & Lorch (1986) investigated how readers respond to importance and summary
signals indicating that certain information is relevant. (5) is an example of a summary
signal, (6) is an example of an importance signal.

(5)          The situation can be summed up as follows.
(6)            One argument is particularly notable.
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In a reading time paradigms, they showed that subjects took longer reading a summary
sentence if the preceding sentence signaled it as a summary then if no preceding signal
was provided. There was no corresponding effect of signaling on reading times for sen-
tences marked as important statements. In a second experiment they demonstrated
that recall of information is enhanced if the information is signaled rather than unsig-
nated.

Three conclusions can be drawn from this study. First, it appears again that (a certain
type of) signals influence disourse understanding during the reading process.

Second, the signals Lorch & Lorch used, give rise to a text-analytical distinction
between different types of markers: Relational markers and relevance markers (see
Van Dijk 1979a, for the same term). Relational markers make the 'underlying' co-
herence relation explicit, whereas importance and summary markers, as defined by
Lorch & Lorch, both indicate the relevance of the following text segment. These two

types of markers lead to different predictions.
The relational marker leads the interpretation of the relation of the next segment

with the preceding one, saying «what follows is related to what you have read before in
relation X". Because the reader does not have to infer the coherence relation between
the segments, the next segment will be processed faster than if there is no relational
marker.

The relevance signal draws the attention of the reader to the next segment, saying

"what follows is relevant, don't forget!". The subsequent segment will therefore be
processed more slowly than when there is no signal. It has been shown that it takes
more time to process important information in a text (cf. Cirilo & Foss 1980; Just &
Carpenter 1980; see the discussion of the levels effect in Chapter 1).

Evidence for both predictions has been discussed above: Lorch & Lorch (1986)
for the relevance signals (although the lack of effect of importance signals must be left
unexplained for the time being), Britton et al. (1982), Haberlandt (1982), Sanders

(1986) for the relational markers.

Third, experimental research into text understanding is far more informative when
methods providing information on different stages of the understanding process are
combined. Lorch & Lorch's case for the longer reading times on the segments signaled
as providing a summary would have been much stronger if it had appeared that the
same segments were also recalled better when their relevance was signalled. This
would have suggested that longer processing of text segments leads to better repre-
sentation of the information expressed in the segments6.

In conclusion, in none of the experimental work discussed so far, the manipulation of
the markers and signals was restricted to the linguistic marking of the coherence rela-
tion. In Sanders (1986) and Spyridakis & Standal (1987) other factors, such as titles or
headings, were also manipulated. In Meyer et al. (1980) and Britton et al. (1982), the
non-signaled text version was "almost identical" to the signaled version. Moreover, sig-
naling is not confined to the marking of coherence relations, 'previews' (by means of a
title or heading), 'summarizing sentences' and signals that identify the most important
ideas in the text (e.g. "an essential point is...")  are also considered as signaling.  In the
light of the preceding discussion it becomes clear that this conception of signaling,
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figuring in the literature, must result in different predictions and lead to unclear em-
pirical findings.

3 Different coherence relations, marked or unmarked

The experimental findings discussed in the previous sections can be interpreted as sug-
gesting that coherence relations play a role in text understanding. More specifically, it
is plausible to hypothesize that differences in meaning of coherence relations and the
presence or absence of linguistic markers lead to differences in text understanding.

In order to further investigate the role of coherence relations in text under-
standing, we have conducted a reading experiment, which is reported in section 4. In
this section we will explore the exact properties of the two aspects of coherence rela-
tions to be manipulated in the experiment: Different relations and their linguistic
markers.

3.1   DijIerent coherence relations: Problem-Solution versus List

In previous research on this subject, the text manipulation was often problematic, see
section 2.1. The manipulation consisted in formulating the same content in different
text structures. This appeared problematic because it is almost impossible not to vary
the content of the text together with the structure. Another important danger is that
manipulation results in a comparison of good and bad texts instead of a comparison of
different structures.

To avoid these problems, we have operationalized the different coherence rela-
tions in another way: one text segment, i.e. a sentence, is embedded in two different
texts. This results in two different coherence relations that exist between the sentence
and its preceding context. The two different coherence relations are Problem-Solution
and List.

Problem-Solution (from now on referred to as Problem-Solution structure) and List
have been chosen because they have very different properties. Problem-Solution struc-
tures are often mentioned as 'strong organizing' (Meyer & Freedle 1984; Horowitz
1987) relations, whereas List relations are often regarded as one of the 'weakest' con-
nections between two segments (Meyer & Freedle 1984; Horowitz 1987; Polanyi 1988).

These intuitions can be made explicit in terms of the text-analytic properties of
Problem-Solution and List. Consider a prototypical examples of Problem-Solution in
(7) and List in (8).

(7)            The spoonbill is now threatened in its continued existence in the
Netherlands. The Society for the Protection of birds has taken protective
measures.

(8)            A robin is a singing-bird. Robins live in woods. They usually have 3 to 4 eggs.

Problem-Solution is a rather complex structure (Hoey 1983, 1986; Hoey & Winter
1986; Chapter 3 of this thesis). It can be analyzed as a pattern consisting of a negatively
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evaluated situation (the Problem) that leads to an action undertaken to take away this
negatively evaluated situation. This action results in a new situation that is evaluated

positively. In example (7) the spoonbill (a kind of bird) being threatened in its exist-
ence is the problem, the measures of the society for the protection of birds is the action
and the disappearance of the threat is the positively evaluated situation.

Problem-Solution is a typical causal structure. In fact, two causal relations can be in-
ferred in every Problem-Solution structure: that between the negatively evaluated
situation and the Action and that between the Action and the new situation. The first
causal relation in (7) can be made explicit by means of a paraphrase with "Because

sentence 1, sentence 2" or: " Sentence 1. Therefore, sentence 2." The second causal re-
lation can be made explicit by means of a paraphrase test too, although it cannot be
said to hold between the elements that are mentioned explicitly in the text: "Because of
the measures proposed by the society for the protection of birds, the threat will be
removed". Note that not all elements of this pattern are realized explicitly in the text,
but that it is only when all elements mentioned above can be inferred that the pattern
is of a Problem-Solution type.

List is a typical additive relation. In (8) different aspects of the life of the robin are
listed. The relation could be made explicit making use of the connective and.

The following fragments are experimental texts taken from the experiment reported in
Section 4. An identical target-sentence is embedded in different texts. In the case of
(9) this results in a Problem-Solution structure between this sentence and the prece-
ding context; in the case of (10) this results in a List relation. Examples are in Dutch
(D) and translated into English (E). The target-sentence is indicated as such.

(9)D Een verkeersongeval heeft gisteren opnieuw het leven gekost aan een
inwoner van Veendam. De man stak de weg over en werd aangereden door
een vrachtauto. In Veendam wordt door buurtbewoners al jarenlang actie

gevoerd om de verkeersoverlast in hun stad te verminderen. Die overlast
betreft vooral doorgaand vrachtverkeer dat dwars door de stad rijdt. Door
de verkeersdrukte brengt oversteken grote gevaren met zich mee.
(Target-sentence:)
In het centrum van Veendam wordt volgend jaar begonnen met de aanleg
van een tunnel.
Dit werd besloten op een vergadering van de gemeenteraad.
Wanneer de tunnel klaar is, kunnen voetgangers en fietsers veilig onder de
straat door.

(9)E Another inhabitant of Veendam was killed in a traffic accident yesterday.
The man crossed the street and was hit by a truck. For years the people of
Veendam have now been campaigning to reduce the annoyance caused by
the traffic in their town. This annoyance is caused especially by
freight-traffic that passes through the heart of the town. Because of the

heavy traffic, crossing the street has become very dangerous.
(Target-sentence:)
The construction of a subway in the centre of Veendam will begin next year.
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This was decided at a meeting of the city council. When the subway is
finished, pedestrians and cyclists will be able to cross the road safely.

(10)D Het verkeer in de regio Oost-Groningen zal het komend jaar last
ondervinden van de aanleg van nieuwe verkeersverbindingen. Vooral in
Veendam en omstreken zullen werkzaamheden plaats gaan vinden. Er
wordt een nieuwe provinciale weg aangelegd tussen Stadskanaal en
Veendam. De afrit van de autosnelweg Groningen-Duitse grens, aan de
oostzijde van Veendam, wordt in het voorjaar opnieuw geasfalteerd.
(Target-sentence:)
In het centrum van Veendam wordt volgend jaar begonnen met de aanleg
van een tunnel.
Dit werd besloten op een vergadering van de gemeenteraad.
Wanneer de tunnel klaar is, kunnen voetgangers en fietsers veilig onder de
straat door.

(10)E The traffic in the region of East-Groningen will be having trouble the next
year because of road construction. Especially in Veendam and its
surroundings road construction will be going on. A new local road will be
constructed between the towns of Stadskanaal and Veendam. The exit of
the highway between Groningen and the German border, on the east of
Veendam, will be re-asphalted in spring.
(Target-sentence:)
The construction of a subway in the centre of Veendam will begin next year.
This was decided at a meeting of the city council. When the subway is
finished, pedestrians and cyclists will be able to cross the road safely.

3.2   Linguistic markers of Problem-Solution and List

Linguistic markers may be used to explicitly indicate the coherence relation that holds
between the segments.

For Problem-Solution the markers are connectives like because, therefore, and lex-
ical signaling devices  like 77:e problem  is...,  77:e  solution  is...,  to prevent  that...    (see
also Hoey 1979, 1983; Meyer 1975).

For List they are connectives like and, also, next, jiuthennore and lexical signaling
devices like In  addition,...  Another aspect is..., Tliat is  not all, Other things can be added
to  this.

In (11) and (12) the Problem-Solution and List relations in (7) and (8) are made ex-
plicit by means of a linguistic marker.

(11) The spoonbill is now threatened in its continued existence in the

Netherlands. Therefore, the Society for the Protection of birds has taken
protective measures.

(12) A robin is a singing-bird. Robins live in woods, and they usually have 3 to 4

eggs.
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In (13) and (14) the markers for texts (9) (Problem-Solution) and (10) (List) are
presented. Note that this time the marking has the form of a complete sentence. In the
experimental texts these marking sentences were directly followed by the target-sen-
tence.

(13)D Nu is er een oplossing in zicht.
(13)E A solution is in sight now.

(14)D Een tweede project ligt daar dicht in de buurt.
(14)E A second project is situated nearby.

4 Experiment

4.1     Introduction

In this section an experiment is reported that aims at testing the hypotheses that dif-
ferences in meaning of coherence relations and the presence or absence of linguistic
markers of these relations lead to differences in text understanding.

The two coherence relations used to specify the general expectations are Problem-Sol-
ution and List. Unlike most of the experiments discussed in section 2, this experiment
formulates and test hypotheses concerning different stages of the process of text un-
derstanding. It is expected that coherence relations play an important role during text
processing. At the same time it is expected that coherence relations affect the text rep-
resentation readers have after they have read the text.

It is the combination of empirical data that must lead to more conclusive infor-
mation with regard to the role of different coherence relations and their markers in
text processing. For example, if a sentence connected with the preceding context in a
Problem-Solution structure is processed faster than the same sentence embedded in a
List relation, it becomes quite interesting to know whether there is a difference in the
way this similar information is represented aBer the text has been read: Do different
relations lead to differences in reproduction?

For these reasons three different methods were used in the present experiment. First,
reading times per sentence were collected. Second, as soon as subjects had read the
text they were asked to verify statements regarding the text. Third, after they had read
the text, subjects were given a free recall task.

4.2 Hypotheses

For both manipulated factors- Coherence relation and linguistic marking- there were
several hypotheses to be tested.
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DijIerent coherence relations
Because coherence relations play an important role during the construction of a text
representation, and because they are an important aspect of the text representation,
the different coherence relations Problem-Solution and List by which a target sentence
is connected with the preceding context will result in differences in reading time per
target sentence, the verification of the target sentence and in the reproduction of the
target sentence.

Note that the target-sentence, which is similar in both the Problem-Solution and
the List version, represents the Solution in the first, and a part of a List in the second
case.

As far as the direction of94 difference between Problem-Solution and List is con-
cerned, it is expected thbdil*oblem-Solution structures cause a stronger link in the
representation. Therefore, after having read the target sentence connected with its
preceding context by a Problem-Solution structure, subjects will verify statements fas-
ter and make fewer mistakes than when they have read the same sentence in a List
relation. Also, the target sentence will be reproduced more oftenyhen subjects have

i     - 1read it in a Problem-Solution structure rather than in a List relation. c i

The direction of the difference is not so clear for the reading times.
It may take more time to process the Problem-Solution relation in comparison

with a List relation, because Problem-Solution is a causal relation that leads to a strong
link in the representation, whereas List is an additive relation that results in a weaker
link in the representation. If the process model of coherence relation understanding
presented in chapter 3 is valid in terms of on-line text processing, then it must be pre-
dicted that the target-sentence is read faster when it is connected to the preceding text
by an additive List relation than when it is connected by a causal Problem-Solution re-
lation.

On the other hand, it might be expected that the Problem-Solution relation leads
to faster processing because stronger relations are easier to process, or because ele-
ments in the first segment have lead the reader to expect a Problem-Solution structure.

Linguistic marking
Linguistic marking makes the coherence relation between the text segments explicit.
Readers will make use of the marking during the construction of the text repre-
sentation; it facilitates the interpretation of the coherence relation intended by the
writer. Therefore the target sentence will be processed faster when it is preceded by a
linguistic marker than when the relation is left implicit.

It is expected that the relational markers influence the construction of the repre-  f
sentation, but not that they play a role once the representation has been built up.

  Relational  arkers lead
to faster processing, but they do not result in a different rep- e

fi' resentation.

The hypothesis that the influence of the relational markers is restricted to the process
of text understanding also affects the predictions for verification: The presence or ab-
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sence of the linguistic marking will neither affect the number of correctly verified state-

ments, nor the reaction time.

In addition to the main effects expected of coherence relations and marking,  aint.CI:
_action-eff»£Lis-nipt:cted_for coheren -relation-withUinguistic_markiug - It_is

hypothesized that the ligyistic marking of Problem-Solution will have.more..effect
 vES flfiRRiking.Q£ Listrelations, because the linguistic.marking of Psoblgm--SPlution
  structures is gore informative than the List markers. After all, the typical markers of
thEListrdfition are not specific. For example, a connective like and can also express
other relations, such as causal or contrastive ones (see e.g. Spooren 1989; Chapter 2,
section 1.2).

4.3 Method

4.3.1 Material

Twenty-four expository texts were constructed. The texts were in Dutch. Of each text
four versions were constructed by manipulating the coherence relation and the linguis-
tic marker. In all four versions the target sentence was identical. This sentence
expressed the Solution in the Problem-Solution texts, and was part of a List in the other
texts. The linguistic markers were expressed as a full sentence, directly preceding the
target sentence. In the Problem-Solution texts the marking sentences contained a con-
nective or a lexical signaling element expressing the causal relation between the
Problem and the Solution.

The linguistic markers were all full sentences. Information in the marking senten-
ces was limited to marking of the coherence relation as much as possible, see example
(13). When content information could not be avoided, the marking sentences con-
tained either content information repeated from the preceding context, see example

(14), or content information that was,:ot relevant to the target sentence.
Although unmarked, the implicit versions of the text versions had to be clear

examples of the manipulated relations, e.g. Problem-Solution structures had to state a
clear problem, which was often described in several sentences.

In all cases the manipulated relations were embedded in a full text, varying in length
from 5 to 15 sentences. All texts started with an introduction and ended with a "closing
sentence". The target sentence was also used as a statement to be verified after sub-
jects had read the text.

Texts (9) and (10) are full examples of experimental texts in the unmarked version (see
Section 3). The marked versions are identical, except for a marking sentence that
precedes the target-sentence. The marking sentences (13) and (14) for texts (9) and
(10)  are also presented in Section  3.

The Problem-Solution structures were based on or inspired by newspaper ar-
ticles. The Solution segment was expressed in one sentence. To arrive at a List relation,

this segment was embedded in a List relation. The segments connected in the List rela-

tion were also expressed in one sentence.
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The texts dealt with topics that did not require specific knowledge. Topics were
avoided that could be controversial or emotional for the student population.

The material was constructed by a team of advanced students of Discourse
Studies and researchers, who critized and revised each other's texts in different stages
of the text construction process. The quality of the (pre)final versions of the texts was
judged by a panel of three experienced text analysts unaware of the aim of the experi-
ment.

All target-sentences of the four text versions had approximately the same linear posi-
tion in the text. Both the number of words and the number of sentences were taken
into consideration to determine this position. Differences in length between versions
were not to exceed one sentence. The average length of the Problem-Solution texts was
135 words, that of the List texts 148 words.

Furthermore, special care was taken to prevent other properties of the text from va-
rying systematically with the factors manipulated in the experiment. Since the
processing of a word is speeded up if it is preceded by the same word earlier in the text
(Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth 1977), or by a semantically related word (McKoon & Rat-
cliff 1989), differences in lexical overlap and semantic overlap between the conditions
were avoided. For all words in the target-sentence it was investigated whether these
words, or semantically closely related words, were mentioned earlier in the text. All ex-
perimental texts were designed in such a way that information in the target-sentences
were equally "given" across the four versions of a text. To illustrate this text construc-
tion on the basis of "given-new" analysis (Chafe 1976; Clark & Haviland 1977),
consider the target-sentence of text (9), which was divided into five information ele-
ments that roughly corresponded to major constituents. In (15) they are separated by
slashes. (15)E is a literal translation, following Dutch word order.

(15)D In het centrum / van Veendam / wordt begonnen / volgend jaar / met de
aanleg van een tunnel.

(15)E In the centre / of Veendam / will begin / next year / the construction of a
subway.

In both the Problem-Solution and the List version "Veendam" is given, and mentioned
twice in the preceding context. As a rule, these kinds of topic-related words were
counted and distributed equally over the versions. In other cases it was hardly possible
to do that and texts were designed in such a way that there was a "trade-off" in new in-
formation between the versions. In the case of (9) and (10) the elements "the centre
of' is preceded by a synomym "through the city" in the Problem-Solution text and the
elements "next year" and (to a much lesser extent) "subway" are preceded by the se-
mantically related words "the coming year" and "traffic connections" in the List text.

The given-new analysis of all texts showed that the number of concepts of the tar-
get-sentence that was mentioned earlier in the preceding text was almost similar over
the conditions. In Problem-Solution texts 32.2 % of the concepts in the target-sentence
was mentioned before. For the List texts 34.4 % of the concepts was given.
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One of three statements subjects had to verify after they had read a text was the target-
statement. This was identical to the target-sentence. All target statements were
correct.

The other two statements concerned information from the rest of the text. These
context statements were either correct or incorrect. Overall, one half of the context
statements was correct. The correct statements were distributed over the conditions at
random.

4.3.2 Procedure

Subjects were run individually in a session that lasted approximately 45 minutes. The
session consisted of four parts. After being instructed, subjects first read three practice
texts, followed by twelve experimental texts. Each text was directly followed by the
three verification statements. In the second part subjects were asked to write down
everything they could remember of one of twelve texts. This text was identified by a few
cue words. In the case of text (9) these were the words verkeersoverlast ("annoyance
caused by traffic") and Veendam. In the case of (10) these were verkeersverbindingen

("road connections") and de omgeving van Veendam ("the surroundings of Veen-
dam"). Subjects wrote down what they recalled.

After that there was a short break. In the third part, subjects read the other twelve
texts and verified the accompanying statements. In the fourth part they were asked to
write down everything they could recall from three texts they had read. Again, the texts

were identified by cue words.
The texts were presented one sentence at the time on a computer controlled dis-

play. Each new sentence was presented on the display at the moment the subject
pressed a button on a response panel. Each time a new sentence was presented on the

screen, the previous sentence was immediately erased. The sentences were presented
at the same place on the screen. The reading time per sentence was measured. The
reading time was defined as the time from the onset of the sentence on the screen until
the subject pressed the button.

Each text was preceded by the word NIEUWE TEKST ("NEW TEXT") that was
displayed for 1.5 s. This was then automatically replaced by an asterisk, displayed at
the place on the screen were the sentences of the text were to appear. When subjects
were ready to start reading, they pressed the response button and the asterisk was re-
placed by the first sentence of a text. After the last sentence of a text was read, the
word BEWERINGEN ("STATEMENTS") was displayed for 2 s. followed by the first
statement. Subjects were instructed to indicate whether the statements were correct or
incorrect according to the text by pressing the corresponding button on the response
panel. When they pressed a button, the next statement appeared on the screen. The
verification time was measured from the onset of the statement until the subject
pressed the button. Three statements followed each text. The target-statement was al-

ways presented as the second one.

The experiment was run on an Olivetti M24 PC. Subjects were seated at a distance of
approximately 50 centimeters of the screen. The texts were displayed in green charac-
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ters against a dark background. There was a maximum of 80 characters on one line of
the screen.

Subjects were instructed to read the texts carefully, but at the same time as fast as
they could. They were told that when they had finished reading a text, they had to ver-
ify statements with respect to the text. They were also told that they had to do another
comprehension task on a number of texts after they had finished reading.

The experimental material was presented to the subjects in four lists. Each list con-
sisted of 24 texts, 12 Proble,n-Solution  and  12 List; of each group six were marked and
six were unmarked. Across the lists, each experimental text occurred once in each ver-
sion. In each of the four conditions within a list there were six experimental texts. Four
clearly identifiable texts were selected for the recall procedure. Each list was
presented to ten subjects.

Subjects
Subjects were 51 students of Tilburg University. They were paid for their participation.
Eleven subjects were not included in the data analysis. Eight of them made more than
30% errors on the verification task. The other three were removed to obtain equal cell
sizes for each condition. A reading time per sentence was dropped from the analysis
when it exceeded 1,5 SD from the mean computed both over subjects and over items.

These scores were replaced by estimations based on the grand mean of subjects
and items.

4.4 Results

Two analyses of variance were carried out on the reading times and the verification
latencies, with subjects (Fi) and texts (F2) as the random factors. In both analyses Co-
herence relation and Linguistic marking were repeated with respect to both subjects
and texts. The factors Subject group and Text group were between subjects and be-
tween text factors respectively.

The experimental results are summarized in Table 1.

Reading times
In table 1, the average reading times for the target-sentences are presented for the four
conditions.

There was an effect of Coherence relation. When segments were connected with the
preceding context in a Problen:-Solution structure they were read 357 ms faster than
when they were connected with the preceding context in a List relation  (Fi(1,36)  =
25.80,p < .001; F2(1,20) = 16.27,p <  .001; Mit: F'(1,44)  = 9.97,p <  .01)).

An effect of linguistic marking was found too: the mean reading time in the unmarked
condition was 177 ms longer than in the marked condition (Fl (1,36) = 7.48, p  <   .01;
F2(1,20)  =  5.87,p <  .05; Mit: F'(1,47)  = 3.29,p <  .05 (one-tailed test)).
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Table 1. Mean reading times (ms), mean number of correctly verified statements, verification
latencies (ms), mean proportion of recalled information, mean score for linguistic
markers appropriately indicating the relation in the original text and mean score for
coherence relations identical to original text, with factors Coherence relation and
Linguistic marking

Problem-Solution List

marked unmarked marked unmarked

Reading times 3865 4091 4271 4399

Verification
Number correct (max. = 12) 11.3 11.2 10.4 10.9

Verification latencies 3929 3882 4015 3952

Recall
Reproduced information 37 .66 .37            .35

Appropriate marking            19                   14                             13                  18
Identical relation                  40                  37                             32                  30

No interaction was found between coherence relation and linguistic marking, although
differences were in the right direction: In Problem-Solution texts the difference be-
tween implicit and explicit versions was 226 ms, versus 128 ms in the List versions (Fi
< 1).

Verification of statements
The mean verification latencies and the mean percentage of correctly verified state-
ments are presented in table 1. The overall score for correctly verified statements of
the subjects included in the analysis was 91.25 %.

There was an effect of the factor Coherence relation on the number of correctly veri-
fied statements. Of 12 target-statements per subject, an average of 11.25 were verified
correctly in the Problem-Solution texts, against 10.65 in the List texts,  (Fl(1,36)   =
14.16,p  < .001; F2(1,23)  =  7.26,p  <  .05).

No effect of coherence relation was found on the verification latencies, although
Problem-Solution structures lead to faster verification latencies on the whole (Fi (1,36)
= 1.44, n.s.).

Linguistic marking does not influence verification; neither the number of correct veri-
fications (Fi  <  1, n.s.; 172 <  1, n.s.), nor the verifation latencies (Fl(1,36)  =  1.30, n.s.)
showed differences between the conditions.

There were no interaction effects for Coherence relation with Linguistic marking.

Recall
Recall protocols were analyzed with respect to the quantity and the quality of informa-
tion from the target-sentence reproduced by the subjects. By way of illustration con-
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sider (16), the recall protocol of a subject that had read a marked Problem-Solution
version of text (9).

(16)D Gisteren is er in Veendam een man verongelukt in het verkeer. De man stak
een straat over en kwam onder een vrachtwagen. Inwoners van Veendam
klagen al jaren over de verkeersoverlast die zij hebben van voornamelijk het
vrachtverkeer dat door het centrum van Veendam komt. Het
gemeentebestuur heeft nu besloten dat er volgend jaar in het centrum van
Veendam een tunnel gebouwd zal worden, zodat fietsers en voetgangers
rustig door de tunnel kunnen.

(16)E Yesterday a man was killed in a traffic accident in Veendam. The man
crossed the street and was hit by a truck. Inhabitants of Veendam have been
complaining for years about the annoyance caused primarily by freight
traffic that passes through the centre of Veendam. The city council has
decided that a subway will be built next year in the centre of Veendam, so
that cyclists and pedestrians can cross through the subway undisturbed.

Amount of information recalled
In subjects' recall protocols, the amount of information reproduced from the target-
sentence was scored. All target-sentences were divided into information elements, as
illustrated in (15) above.

The analysis was confined to the sentence or sentences in which the target-sen-
tence information was reproduced. First, the target-sentence information was located
in the reproduction. Then, analysts scored for each element of the target-sentence
whether it was present. Two points were assigned to reproductions when information
elements were fully and literally reproduced. One point was given for reproductions in
which an element was mentioned that approximately corresponded to the original ele-
ment.

In (16) the fourth sentence is the one identified as corresponding to the target-
sentence in the original text, see (15). All elements in the target-sentence are present
and all but one element are reproduced completely. The recall of the information ele-
ment wordt begonnen ("will begin")  as zal gebouwd worden  («will be built") received a
score of 1 point as the reproduction does not have exactly the same meaning. For this
subject the quantitative recall score for this text was 9 points.

Recall protocols were scored by five analysts. Each reproduction was judged by
two analysts. Analysts agreed in 96.4 % of the cases.

The maximum score in the recall task differed for each of the four texts.
Proportional scores were computed by relating the realized scores for all subjects

in one condition to the maximum score. Mean proportions were computed for every
text, see Table 1. Those means were the input for the statistical analysis of variance.

When target-sentences occurred in a Problem-Solution structure, more information
was recalled than when they appeared in a List relation: The overall mean proportion
is .62 for Problen:-Solution, versus .37 for List OF(1,39)  =  45.11, p  < .001). Table 2
shows that this higher amount of reproduced information for Problem-Solution was
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found for each text separately. Except for text 10, differences per text were significant
too.

Table 2. Mean proportion of recalled information from target-sentence  for four texts with
factors Coherence relation and Linguistic marking

Problem-Solution List

marked unmarked marked unmarked

Text
13 0.50 0.75 OA6 OA5

10 0.41 0.45 0.39 0.36

19 0.64 0.64 0.40 0.31

2 0.73 0.79 0.25 0.29

The recall protocol represented in (16) is quite representative of the Problem-Solution

reproductions. (17) is a good example of a reproduction written by a subject who had
read the List text (10) in an unmarked version.

(17)D Provinciale Staten heeft besluiten genomen om bepaalde
verkeersverbindingen tussen Stadskanaal en Veendam en in Veendam te
verbeteren. Wegeh moeten geasfalteerd worden, en enkele wegen worden

afgesloten; een tunnel wordt gebouwd. Ook komt er een betere verbinding
met Duitsland.

(1'DE The provincial government has taken decisions to improve certain traffic
connections between Stadskanaal and Veendam. Roads must be asphalted,
and some roads will be closed; a subway will be constructed. Also, a better
connection will be established with Germany.

Although more information is reproduced from unmarked relations than from marked

relations, linguistic marking appears not to affect the amount of information repro-

duced (F(1,39) = 1.25, n.s.). Note that the difference between the marked and
unmarked conditions was caused by Problem-Solution structures only. The interaction
found between Coherence relation and Linguistic marking was significant (F(1,39)  =
4.21,p < .05).

Relations and Linguistic markers in recall protocols
Subjects' recall protocols were also analyzed to identify the relations of the target-in-
formation with the context and the linguistic marking of these relations. Analysts cate-
gorized the relation of the reproduced target-information with the preceding context
in three categories: Problem-Solution, List or other relation. In the first two cases, they
also scored whether the relation was marked or not.

A score of one point was assigned when the relation was similar to the one in the

original text. Also, one point was assigned for the linguistic marking of a relation.

To illustrate this qualitative analysis, consider (16) again. A negatively evaluated situ-

ation (Problen:) is described, followed by an action that remedies that situation
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(Solution). The relation between Problem and Solution segment can be paraphrased
with the conjunction therefore. Also, the second causal relation (between the action
and the positively evaluated situation) is explicitly realized in the final clause of the re-
call protocol, and marked by the conjunction zodat. From all this it is concluded that a
Problem-Solution structure can be identified in the reproduction. This corresponds to
the structure of the original text, which is why one point was given for the relation. As
the linguistic marking of the causal relation between Problem and Solution8 is absent in
the reproduction, the score for linguistic marking is zero. (18) and (19) are recall
examples with more linguistic markers: Er komt nu een oplossing ("Now a solution is at
hand") and Bovendien ("Moreover"). The first was written by a subject who read the
Problem-Solution text in the marked version; the second subject read the unmarked
List version. Both subjects had a score of one point for the linguistic marking and one
for the coherence relation in recall.

(18)D In Veendam is gisteren een man overleden naar aanleiding van een

verkeersongeluk. De man werd aangereden door een vrachtauto teen hij
wilde oversteken. Veel bewoners hebben bezwaren tegen het
verkeer- vooral het vrachtverkeer- dat dwars door het dorp rijdt. Er komt
een oplossing: Er zal een tunnel worden gebouwd wat de verkeersveiligheid
zal bevorderen.

(18)E In Veendam a man died yesterday because of a traffic accident. The man
was hit by a truck when he wanted to cross the street. Many inhabitants
object to the traffic- especially the freight traffic-which passes through
the heart of the village. A solution is at hand. A subway will be constructed
that will improve the traffic safety.

(19)D In Oost-Groningen zijn voor Veendam en omgeving een aantal plannen
opgesteld en goedgekeurd door de gemeenteraad van Veendam. Ten eerste
zal er een provinciale weg van Veendam naar een plaats daar in de buurt
aangelegd worden. Ook komt er een afslag van de snelweg die over de
Duits-Nederlandse grens loopt. Bovendien is besloten dat er een tunnel in
Veendam zelf aangelegd wordt.

(19)E In East-Groningen a number of plans for Veendam and surroundings have
been proposed and approved by the city council. First, a local road will be
constructed between Veendam and a city nearby. Also, an exit will be built
off the highway crossing the Dutch-German border. Moreover, it has been
decided that a subway will be constructed in Veendam.

In general, clear judgments could be given: Analysts agreed in 96.8 % of the cases.

The results of both analyses are presented in the rows "Identical coherence relation"
and "Appropriate marking" of Table 1. Note that the maximum scores for each text
per condition was one point, so that the maximum score for one condition was 40. This
holds both for the data concerning coherence relation and for linguistic marking.
These data were the input for the analysis.
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It appears that subjects' use of markers is influenced neither by coherence relations 0/
= 0.31, df = 1, n.s.) nor by linguistic marking (Means are identical for both condi-
tions).

By contrast, the type of Coherence relation in the original text does influence the rela-
tion in which subjects reproduce the target-information: A Problem-Solution relation
leads to more reproductions with that identical relation, than the List relation (F(1,39)
=  12.6, p  <   .001). The coherence relation in the reproduction appears not to depend
on the use of a linguistic marker in the original text.

5 Discussion

The most important finding of the experiment reported here is that a text segment is
processed faster when it is connected by a Problem-Solution structure than when it is
connected by a List relation. At the same time this segment is verified more accurately.
In addition, it is recalled more often and subjects more often use the same coherence
relation to relate the information from the target-sentence to the rest of the recall.
These findings lead to the conclusion that different coherence relations are processed
differently and result in different representations. It is remarkable that readers use less
time to process a segment connected in a Problem-Solution structure, but that they are
nevertheless able to make an adequate representation of it.

Verification latencies did not appear to depend on the type of coherence rela-
tion. This lack of difference between conditions does not fit in with the conclusion
above, since it was expected that verification latencies would also indicate that Prob-

tem-Solution structures result in a better representation and hence that they would be
verified faster.

The experimental results are not only informative about the role of coherence relations
in text understanding, but also about linguistic markers. It appeared that markers ex-
pressing the relation between a text segment and the preceding context lead to the
faster processing of that segment. The results indicate that the influence of markers is
limited to text processing and that they do not play a role in the representation a
reader has made once the text has been read. Subjects that read the marked text ver-
sion did not use more linguistic markers in their reproductions than subjects that read
the unmarked version. Neither did readers of the marked texts organize their repro-
ductions more often in a relation identical to the original text than subjects who read
the unmarked version.

This finding differs from experimental findings of Loman & Mayer (1983), Lorch
& Lorch (1986) and Meyer, Brandt & Bluth (1980) (section 2.2.). A possible explana-
tion for the findings in the first two studies is that two different types of "signals", i.e.
importance signals and relational signals, are mixed up. It is plausible that each of
these two types of signals influences text processing in a different way (see section 2.2).
The effect of signalling that was found in these earlier studies may very well be caused

by importance signals: Information following importance signals is processed slower
and (therefore) reproduced better. The effect found in the Meyer et al. (1980) study
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seems a literal reproduction effect of the text markers. Such an effect is hardly possible
in our experiment, as subjects read 24 texts.

Our experimental findings are consistent with other studies. Britton et al. (1982),
Haberlandt (1982) and Sanders (1986) found that the relational markers lead to faster
processing. The present experiment has ascertained that this faster processing does
not negatively affect the representation after the text has been read, i.e. although the
target-information is processed in a shorter period of time, it is not reproduced less
often or connected in another coherence relation with the rest of the text in subjects'
recall.

There is one experimental result that may be interpreted as suggesting that this
last conclusion should still be regarded with some care. For the amount of reproduced
information, an interaction was found of coherence relation with linguistic marking.
There was an effect of linguistic marking for Problem-Solution structures, and the ef-
fect is contrary to what might be expected, because marked Problem-Solution
structures lead to less recall of information than unmarked Problem-Solution struc-
tures. This finding might suggest a more or less complex interaction of coherence
relation with linguistic markers that requires further research. An interaction with the
content of the text is also possible, because one text is mainly responsible for the inter-
action (see Table 2, text 13).

This experiment confirms earlier work on the organization effect, in which it was
claimed that some text structures, such as Problem-Solution would result in better or-
ganized texts and therefore in better reproduction of texts than others, such as List
(Meyer & Freedle 1984; Horowitz 1987; see section 2.1). Again, these results were not
confirmed by the verification latencies.

Yet, aren't there any other differences between the text versions that can account for
these experimental findings? Two alternative explanations for the experimental find-
ings have to be discussed.

One is that it is harder to integrate the information in the target-sentence in the
List text than in the Problem-Solution text, because the Problem-Solution text is necess-
arily about one and the same topic, whereas the List text is necessarily about different
topics.

A second alternative explanation is this: The fact that Problem-Solution struc-
tures lead to better reproductions than Lists is not caused by the different semantic
properties of the coherence relations, but by hierarchical differences in the text struc-
ture, that is, the target-sentence is more important in the Problem-Solution structure
than it is in the List relation.

As far as the first alternative explanation is concerned: To prevent text versions from
differing in the amount of new information in the target-sentence, a given-new analysis
was part of the text construction procedure (see the material section). The given-new
analysis was made to exclude the most straightforward and strong integration effect,
namely that differences in reading time are caused by differences in new information.
The results of the given-new analysis show that this explanation is implausible.
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The second alternative explanation seems attractive because, to a certain extent, the
hierarchical and relational (semantic) properties of the coherence relations manipu-
lated in this experiment are inseparable: In a Problem-Solution structure the
target-sentence is the one and only solution in the text, whereas in the List relation it is
one of several segments by definition.

However, this explanation cannot possibly account for the data. It predicts longer
reading times for the target-sentence in the important condition, in this case the Prob-
lem-Solution structure (cf. the levels effect, e.g. Cirilo & Foss (1980); Britton, Muth &
Glynn (1986), Just & Carpenter (1980); see chapter 1). This is contrary to what is
found in the present experiment.

It can be concluded from the experiment that the processing of a particular text seg-
ment depends on the kind of coherence relation of the segment with the preceding
text. This was demonstrated both in terms of the on-line understanding process and in
off-line recall.

A second conclusion from the experiment is that linguistic markers guide the
processing of the coherence relation between two text segments. The question whether
the role of the relational marker is restricted to text processing cannot be answered

unambigously. It seems that, contrary to the coherence relation, which is an indisso-
luble part of the representation, the linguistic marking does not affect the recall of the
information. This would imply that the faster processing of segments following a mark-
ing sentence does not lead to lesser recall of that segment. However, since this finding
is not so clear for Problent-Solution structures, this is an interesting point for further
research.

In general, these findings can be interpreted as evidence for the importance of co-
herence relations in understanding expository text and therefore for the relevance of
coherence relations in the construction of a cognitive representation of a text. Yet, a
coherence relation account of discourse understanding is far from complete. A crucial
remaining question is of course: How exactly does the processing of coherence rela-
tions take place? We have hypothesized on the answer to this question in chapters 2
and 3, starting from the observation that it is highly implausible to assume that all co-
herence relations are cognitively basic and that it is far more plausible that readers
make use of the knowledge of a very limited set of cognitive primitives to establish the
coherence relation between text segments.

The integration of these ideas with the experimental findings of this chapter is not
without problems. To a certain extent the experimental findings reported here fit the
answer. To be more precise: the two coherence relations manipulated here differ in
terms of the cognitive primitive Basic Operation: Problem-Solution structures are
(complex) causal relations and List relations are additive relations. The reading ex-
periment confirms that these two relations are processed differently. Moreover, the
causal relation Problem-Solution leads to more reproduction, supporting the intuition
that causal relations are stronger relations than additive ones. On the other hand, how-
ever, it follows from the assumption in chapters 2 and 3 that causal relations are more
complex than additive ones and that therefore they should take more time to process.
This hypothesis is not confirmed by the reading experiment presented in this chapter.
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The question how these two findings can be integrated is discussed further in chapter
6.

In conclusion, we have used on- and off-line measures to gain insight in the role of co-
herence relations and their markers in text understanding, but the question of how this
process of relating text segments by coherence relations takes place is still in need of a
more precise answer.
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Notes to Chapter 4

1.  The fact that Meyer, like Mann & Thompson, is often more concerned with relations on a more glo-
bal level of course is not a fundamental difference. Coherence relations exist both on a local (be-
tween clauses) and on a global level (between paragraphs or between chapters of a book).

2.  Compare the work of Cirilo & Foss (1980) on the levels effect for narratives. They related the dif-
ference in reading times on the same sentence, which was either high or low in the hierarchical tcxt
representation, to the amount of recall of these sentences. The "high" sentences resulted in longer
reading times and higher amount of recall.

3.   In the end it may be the case that the top-down models (like that of Meyer) are very close to our ex-
planation when they try to make their claims more explicit.

4.  Thc difference between the experimental conditions existed especially in the first two clauses. In the
third clause it was almost absent. This results indicates quite precisely at what point in the reading

process the influence of the marker appears.
5.  It should be noted that Lorch & Lorch's presentation of experimental texts may cause unnatural

reading behavior. If subjects had read a sentence and "pressed the space bar, the current sentence
was   immediately   erased   and   was   replaced   by   the   next   sentence   after   a   delay  of  approximately   1    s"

(Lorch & Lorch 1986: 492; underlining mine).
6.  Note the similarity with the levels effect as opposed to the organization effect: high level leads to

longer processing times, 'strong' organization to faster processing times.

f  -47.    In the case of importance markers, this expectation would have been very different:  Importance mar-
f kers are expected to lead to slower processing and to better representations, that is: the target infor-

mation would be reproduced more often.
8.   Of the two causal relations underlying Problem-Solution structures, only the causal relation between

the Problem and the Solution -the first causal relation in terms of section 3.1.-is marked in the lin-
guistic marking condition. Therefore, it is only this relation that is scored by the analysts.



Chapter 5

A Procedure for the  Structural Analysis of Explanatory Texts

1 Introduction

1.1    Text  analysis  and  psycholinguistic  research

In psycholinguistics, the modelling of cognitive processes owes a number of its central
premisses to descriptive studies. Through systematic and objective analysis of language
samples regularities in language behavior have been uncovered. The most impressive
results concern the sentence level. The modularization of the sentence generator is
based on the analysis of speech and language errors (Fromkin 1973; Garrett 1975,
1980; Levelt 1989). The theory of language monitoring has gained much from the ana-
lysis of syntactic and prosodic properties of self corrections (Levelt 1983; Levelt &
Cutler 1983; Van Wijk & Kempen 1987). On the text level, the possibilities of descrip-
tive research yielding insights into the way texts are mentally represented and
processed, are less well explored.

Research on text production has its classic example of a 'rule seeking' text analysis in
the study by Linde & Labov (1975) in which people were asked to describe their apart-
ments. Linde & Labov succeeded in reproducing the content and linear order of the
predominant type of description with a set of only four rules. A more recent example
comes from Levelt (1982). He had subjects give instructions how to move through a
complex figure of coloured symbols and managed to capture all of the individual
protocols under one of only two strategies.

Much of the success of these studies, however, is due to the task. Subjects were
asked to report on content that was in itself highly organized: a spatial configuration
they had to visualize. It proves much harder to identify a limited set of explicit rules for
tasks that are less constrained. Witte & Cherr  (1986) identified four strategies for de-
scriptions of a place or a landmark, but also observed that subjects never applied them
in a pure form. Several times they switched perspective within their texts. McCutchen
& Perfetti (1982) ran into similar trouble and resolved it rather labouriously: they left
out 60 percent of their sample in order to arrive at their purported characterization of
"typical writers".

In research on text understanding, well-known examples of analytic models with cogni-
tive claims come from the many experimental studies on the processing of narratives
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(Thorndyke 1977; Rumelhart 1975). The analysis of texts by means of so-called Story
Grammars, predicted aspects of their representation, e.g. which information is re-
called best. Another empirical tradition departs from a propositional analysis of text,
resulting in a so-called text base. The work of Kintsch & Van Dijk (1978) demonstrates
that such a text base provides many fruitful insights into a reader's mental repre-
sentation.

These studies, however, are all in certain respects too narrow. The text base-ap-

proach has as major drawback a very limited notion of coherence and text structure,
i.e. argument-overlap. The story-approach is concerned with (simple) narratives only.
In recent years the need has been repeatedly urged to move away from this pre-domi-
nant concern with narrative text. Especially expository text has been advocated as a
new domain of interest (Britton & Britton & Black 1985: 6; Van Dijk & Kintsch 1983:
59; Voss & Bisanz 1985: 177). As to the characterization of coherence, independent of
specific text type, proposals to attend to the conceptual relations between text seg-
ments are gaining influence (Hobbs 1990; Hovy 199Oa; Mann & Thompson 1986;
Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation; Trabasso & Van den Broek 1985).

Our research program also hinges upon descriptive analyses of text corpora. Its final
goal, a better understanding of the cognitive processes involved in reading and writing,
cannot be reached, however, by simply starting to analyze texts. First we have to de-
velop and to state explicitly a procedure to reveal, in a reliable and valid way, structure
in sets of sentences. This tool would make it possible to compare texts with each other
that on the surface have quite different forms and contents, and to extract meaning
from them. In quantitative research this is known as the step from observations to data
(Runkel & McGrath 1972: 250). This chapter is devoted entirely to the description and
underpinning of such a procedure to assign formal representations to texts. Results ob-
tained by applying this tool to our text corpora, are to be reported in separate papers

(see Section 5 for some summary statements).
The procedure applies to so-called expository texts (Mosenthal 1985). Their

communicative goal is to inform a reader on a certain topic. Proficiency in these tasks
constitutes an important language skill. Activating, selecting and organizing informa-
tion from memory make expository writing a task that "is paradigmatic for a range of
intellectual tasks in everyday life" (Bereiter & Scardamalia 1987: 251). Our objective is
to design an analytical procedure with the following properties:
1)    it does not depend on conceptual pre-structuring. It can handle texts that differ
in the selection and ordering of their content.
2)      it gives a broad interpretation of coherence. It does not stick to referential organ-
ization or argument overlap.
3)    it is flexible and robust. It can handle texts with flaws and deficits that contrast

sharply with the 'ideal delivery'.
4)    it can be applied in an objective and economical way. It should come as close as

possible to an algorithm to be run automatically.

Contents of the chapter
The chapter is organized as follows. The remainder of this first Section gives a short in-
troduction to recent theoretical developments in text analysis. Then an example is
presented of the input (a text) and the output (the text structure) of the procedure. In
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Section 2, the design principles of the procedure are discussed together with the na-
ture of its input. Section 3 presents the procedure in detail. Section 4 discusses a num-
ber of cases that are characteristic of the procedure and the premisses underlying it.
Section 5 underscores the generalizibility of the procedure by applying it to explana-
tory texts produced under three different conditions: spontaneous, elicited and artifi-
cial. Section 6 raises the question whether the procedure can or should be improved
upon by making a comparison between its output and the structure derived in the con-
ventional, interpretive way. Section 7 rounds off this chapter with conclusions and dis-
cussion.

Most examples and text fragments were originally Dutch. For ease of presenta-
tion they were translated into (more or less) correct English as literally as possible. In
some cases a distinctive Dutch flavour has remained.

1.2   Recent accounts of text structure

There are both hierarchical and relational aspects to text structure. The relational as-
pect concerns the meaning of the connections. Segments can be connected in different
relations, e.g Evidence, Result, Concession, or Specification. The iderar€dcal aspect
reflects the level of the connections (subordinative, coordinative, superordinative), the
distance between connected text segments (immediate, intermediate) and, in many
cases, their informational relevance (the higher in the hierarchy, the more important).

Although both aspects of text structure are obviously related (relations that differ
in meaning often also differ in hierarchical properties), most accounts of coherence
and text structure concentrate on one of these two aspects. For example, Hobbs (1979,
1983) atten(is mostly to relational aspects, and Kintsch & Van Dijk (1978) to hierarchi-
cal ones. Outstanding examples that consider both aspects of text structure are the
Rhetorical Stmcture 77:eoty of Mann & Thompson (1988) and the Linguistic Discouise
Model developed by Polanyi & Scha (1983, 1984; Polanyi 1988). Both proposals have
the additional advantage of being developed within a computational framework.

Rhetorical Structure Theory (abbreviated RST) approaches text structure in a rather
static way. An analysis always starts with an inspection of the entire text. The analysis
does not proceed in a fixed way; it starts bottom-up (from relations between clauses to
the level of the text), proceeds top-down (the other way around) or follows both routes
(Mann, Matthiessen & Thompson 1992). The analysis results in a hierarchical struc-
ture that encompasses the entire text and has a label attached to each of its branches.
The exact number and meaning of the different labels is still an unsettled issue, al-
though proposals seem to converge to a basic set of about thirty relations (Hovy 1990a)
that can be categorized in a taxonomy (Chapters 2 and 3).

RST defines rhetorical relations in a fairly exact way, but does not prevent the as-
signment of a label from ultimately still being based on observed 'plausibility'. The
major weakness of RST is its lack of a procedure. Four general constraints are the only
guidelines: completedness, connectedness, uniqueness, and adjacency (Mann &
Thompson 1988: 248-9). How the analysis actually proceeds is left to the intuitions of
the analyst.
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The Linguistic Discourse Model (abbreviated LDM) approaches text structure in a far
more dynamic way. An analysis proceeds incrementally; the text is processed in a
clause-by-clause, left-to-right manner. In order to start working, no overview of the en-
tire text is needed. Each (main) clause gets attached on the basis of its 'semantic
congruence' with one of the preceding clauses that has a node 'open for attachment'.
Which nodes are open depends on the make-up of the hierarchical structure at that
very moment. The eventual choice of a node depends on world knowledge and inferen-
tial procedures. How this is exactly done remains unspecified.

LDM introduces a rather detailed bottom-up procedure for building a hierarchi-
cal structure. About the meaning aspects of the relations, the model has relatively little
to say; mainly hierarchical criteria are taken into consideration to select a label from a
small and roughly conceived set. The major weakness of LDM, however, is its reliance
on world knowledge without providing a procedure for its use. It is left to the analyst to
decide what knowledge is needed, and how it figures in the construction of the formal
representation.

The procedure presented in this chapter borrows a lot from the above analytic models.
But at the same time, it tries to overcome a number of their shortcomings.

As in LDM, our procedure proceeds incrementally and keeps track of the open-
ness of attachment points. It starts working as soon as the first clause of the text
arrives, and repeatedly evaluates the coherence of the growing structure (especially
with respect to discontinuity). In contrast with LDM, we have limited the appeal to
world knowledge to the absolute minimum; as far as it is made use of, it has been re-
stricted to dictionary-like knowledge. At what cost we have done this, has been made
clear by comparing the computed structures with the ones assigned by expert analysts
on the basis of their intuitions (see Section 6). This comparison can reveal what knowl-
edge is necessary at what point to improve the analysis. It turns the inclusion of world
knowledge from an article of faith into an empirical affair.

As in RST, the procedure values a subtle labelling of relations. This requires a sophis-
ticated system that can interpret clause contents and the semantics of the relations
between clauses. At this point, our reluctance to include world knowledge pays the
least dividend. In this chapter, we only sketch the outlines of such a system on the basis
of hierarchical aspects of text structure; it must be elaborated by work on knowledge
representation and a systematic categorization of the relational aspects (see Chapter 3,
to which this proposal is complementary). Also in line with RST we accept the need of
a global, i.e. top-down, guidance of the analysis. In contrast with RST, the guiding fea-
tures are not derived from an inspection of the entire text but assumed to be part of a
priori knowledge of discourse structure.

To fill in such a guiding frame, we depart from a distinction between shallow pro-
cessing and deep processing. In everyday life, people meet many information

processing tasks with simplifying but serviceable coping strategies. This is what is
meant by shallow processing. People try to make maximum use of already acquired
cognitive stock-in-trade, and to minimize the number of novel problems that must be
solved. Information is processed in a self-propelling way with as little as possible de-
liberate, strategic control; this attitude toward work is efficient and adequate on many
occasions.
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Bereiter & Scardamalia (1987) report many experiments underlining that much
text processing is guided by only three types of cues: a few topic descriptors, several
stereotypical discourse schemas, and knowledge of the text already processed. The
first and the last cues need no explanation; a discourse schema specifies the kinds of
elements to be included in the discourse and something about their arrangement, for
example characteristics (predications) of an object presented in a list, or actions given
in their natural time order. Our procedure works with only the above-mentioned three
content and genre cues and therefore models shallow processing.

We now round off this introductory Section, with a realistic example of what the
analytic procedure is all about.

1.3   Illustration of the procedure

The text presented in Table 1 is a typical example of the kind of text the procedure ap-
plies to. This text, written by a 12-year old boy, comes from a corpus described in
Section 5.1. In this text, the writer tries to explain a telephone to someone with no prior
knowledge on this topic. Figure 1 shows the hierarchical structure assigned to the text,
whereas Table 2 specifies the meaning of the relations between the segments. This
labeled structure represents the output of the procedure. We would like to stress once

Table 1. Example of an explanatory text on the telephone (segmentation follows the rules
specified in Section 2.2)

1          With a telephone you can call someone
2          but for that you need a certain number and also an area code
2a like 01749 or 010 and 070 etc.
3          On such a telephone is a little wheel
4          and that you can turn around.
5          For on the wheel there are the digits 1-2-34-5-6-7-8-9-and 0.
6          On it is also a receiver.
7          With it you can talk and also hear.
8           So you take a telephone book.
9         It contains all numbers.
10      You then pick up the receiver
11         then you hear cueueucu
12        and then you dial the number.
13       l'hat number contacts the exchange
133 the FIT telephone exhange.

14 Then something starts turning over there
15         and then a bell starts ringing at the house of the person you are calling
16        and then you can have a conversation.
17a     When an accident has happened
17       you call the police or the fire-department
18 And
18a     when an accident has happened on the road
18b and there is a phone booth
18      you call from there.
19        A phone booth is a box with a telephone in it with all phone books of the country.
20        But you need two quarters for it.
212 When a cable breaks

21 you cannot call anymore.
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Topic = Telephone
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Figure 1. The hierarchical structure of the telephone text presented in Table 1

(Note. 'R' denotes Response-line. 'sl' denotes segment 1)

more that the procedure only clarifies the organization of the information in the text; it
does not consider the question whether the information suffices for a clear under-
standing of, in this case, the phenomenon 'telephone'.

The basic idea underlying the procedure is that there are four ways to organize an ex-

planation. Two concern the global structure of the text; two others are of a local type.
The two global ways of organization make up the continuous thread in the text. In

an explanation, a writer can enumerate properties and other characteristic features, or
report on a series of actions and events. In the first case, the writer develops a Property-
/ine and in the second case an Action-line (see also the declarative and procedural
strategies proposed by Paris & McKeown (1987)). A writer can stay on only one line,
follow both subsequently or even mix the two. The example text illustrates an orderly
development of both lines (see Figure 1, the segments 1-7 and 8-16 respectively).

The local ways of organization consist of side-lines entered to further develop a spe-

cific piece of information. A striking case are the so-called Response-lines (cf. the
Response rhetorical predicate of Grimes 1975, and Meyer 1975; the Problem-Solution
pattern of Hoey 1983). These are made up by a piece of text which begins with the
statement of a goal or a problem, and continues with a specification of how the goal is
to be achieved or the problem to be solved. Response-lines may show up in a text at any
place. The example text ends with three cases of the Problem-Solution type (See Figure
1, the segments 17, 18-19 and 21 respectively). Note that segments giving occassion to a

Response-line need not actually start such a line (see Figure 1, the segments 2,20 and
21).

All other ways for a local extension, typically on a directly preceding or following

segment, are called elaboration. They make up a rather heterogeneous set, containing
such relations as Result, Contrast, Evidence, and Concession. The structure in Figure 1
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Table 2. The relational structure of the telephone text presented in Table 1

Topic =Telephone; Initialize Action-line & Property-line

1 SPECIFICATION (Property)
2                    PROBLEM/CONDITION (1)
2a                       SPECIFICATION (2/area code)
3            LIST-Spec (Property)
4 SPECIFICATION (3/whecl)
5                      REASON/CAUSE (4)
6 LISI'-Spec (Property)
7 SPECIFICATION (6/receiver)
8 SPECIFICATION (Action)
9 SPECIFICATION (8/telephone book)
10 SEQUENCE (Action)
11 SEQUENCE (Action)
12 SEQUENCE (Action)
13            OVERLAP (12)
13a SPECIFICATION (13/telephone exchange)
14 SEQUENCE (Action)
15 SEQUENCE (Action)
16 SEQUENCE (Action)
17a CHAIN (1/call)

17                       SOLUTION (173)
18a LIST-chain (17a/accident)
18b SPECIFICATION (18a/road)

18                    SOLUTION (18a)
19 SPECIFICATION (18/phone booth)
20 CHAIN (18/call)
2la LISI'-chain (18/call)

21                           SOLUTION (213)

presents several cases of a Specilication (segments 2a, 4, 7, 9, 13a, 18b and 19) and one
of the Reason type (segment 5).

2    Foundations of the procedure

By way of introduction to the actual procedure, the features that guided its develop-
ment are outlined first. Then we shall attend more closely to the actions needed to
prepare the input for the procedure.

2.1   Design principles

Analyzing text in order to uncover regularities in the linguistic behavior of writers and
readers can only be done validly if one ensures that the output of the analysis resem-
bles the cognitive representation in an explicitly stated way. The choice of the
following four design principles is a first step towards that end:
1.      the procedure focuses on text structure;
2.      it follows a sketchy plan;
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3.      it proceeds in an incremental manner;
4.      it uses little world knowledge.

Structural emphasis
: 'he procedure produces a hierarchical structure and an account of the coherence re-

/lations that hold between the segments in the text. Text structure or text coherence is
/  the best distinguishing feature between a text and a random set of sentences (Hobbs

1979; Mann & Thompson 1986; Grosz & Sidner 1986; Polanyi 1988; Redeker 1990;
Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis). By concentrating on text structure, the procedure has

jfhe additional advantage of remaining more or less independent of the specific con-

T tents and
the topic of a text.

Both relational and hierarchical aspects of text structure influence text under-
15/ standing (see Singer 1990, for an overview). For example, the so-called 'levels effect'

/     purports that a piece of information is reproduced more often the higher it is placed in
the hierarchical structure (Meyer 1975; Kintsch & Van Dijk 1978; Just & Carpenter
1980). Studies on linguistic marking or 'signalling' indicate that connectives like be-
cause and however  and cue phrases  like Die problen: is... accelerate and improve
processing (Haberlandt 1982; Meyer, Brandt & Bluth 1980; Chapter 4 of this thesis).
In text production, both structural components also play an eminent role. For example,
a growing writing proficiency is most clearly apparent from the increase in hierarchical
depth (McCutchen & Perfetti 1982; Bereiter & Scardamalia 1987: 155-176). Also,
planning can be facilitated significantly by having writers continuously consult a list of
expressions indicating specific coherence relations (Bereiter & Scardamalia 1987:
304).

Processing guidelines
Readers derive structural expectations from the text type and the text topic. These ex-
pectations, often referred to with the term schema, influence their (top-down) text
processing (Rumelhart & Ortony 1977; Anderson & Pearson 1984; Just & Carpenter
1987). In a similar way, a writer works with a rudimental plan in mind that specifies the
kinds of information to be included in the discourse as well as their linear ordering.
The plan consists of a topic descriptor and several discourse schemes (Bereiter &
Scardamalia 1987: 7, 185). As is illustrated in section 1.3, the procedure starts from a
rather general topic descriptor (any element from the set "humans and their produc-
tions"), and three discourse schemes to organize the information: Property, Action  and
Response-line.

Incremental processing
Notwithstanding the contribution of expectations and plans, both in reading and writ-
ing a considerable amount of work proceeds bottom-up (Just & Carpenter 1987;
McCutchen & Perfetti 1982). This left-to-right, segment-by-segment operating is
known as incremental processing (Levelt 1989). This aspect was implemented by hav-
ing (almost) all segments linked to the structure made up for the preceding text, with
only two basic operations: coordination and subordination (cf. the Linguistic Dis-
course Model developed by Polanyi 1988).
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Minimal use of world knowledge
A cognitive process can be performed at different levels of effort and skill. A reader
may skim a text or process it deeply (Schank & Lebowitz 1980); during reading in-
ferences are made or not (Noordman & Vonk 1987). A writer may simply draw from
information stored in memory, or try to take rhetorical and communicative demands in
account as well (Bereiter & Scardamalia 1987). Because we want the procedure to
take only little and well-defined recourse to world knowledge, its output resembles the
representation resulting from shallow or less profound processing. It implements shal-
low performance (cf. the 'Knowledge Telling Model of Bereiter & Scardamalia 1987;
the 'Minimal Representation' of Noordman & Vonk 1987; the 'Shallow processing' of
Just & Carpenter (1987) (the last proposal differs from ours by adhering to the claim
that comprehension on the referential level is also lacking (o.c.: 218)).

This concern for shallow processing, in our opinion, is a highly needed extension
of the usual approach to mimic expert-like, deep processing. Models of minimal per-
formance "allow us to see whether we can account for performance at all within
recognized limitations of the cognitive system. If we cannot, then it is likely that our
more elaborate models, describing expert performance,  are mere metaphors - aids  to
discourse about discourse but not theories in any serious sense" (Bereiter & Scarda-
malia 1987: 153). Furthermore, the change from shallow to deep processing is not a
purely quantitative affair. It involves many qualitative changes. This makes it necessary
to treat shallow processing as an object of scientific study on its own. It would be a
serious misconception to treat shallow processing as a degraded, imperfect or partial
form of deep processing.

2.2   Input preparation

The procedure accepts as input partitioned text segments. These units are derived in
two steps: first a segmentation of the text and then a partitioning of each segment. To
this end, a simple parser working on a left-to-right, word-after-word basis, suffices

(e.g. Tomita 1986). Actually, this parsing is done as an integrated process of the in-
crementally proceeding textual analysis. It is only for ease of presentation that we treat
it here as a preparatory step.

Segments are identified on the basis of syntactic form. Basically we follow Mann &
Thompson's (1988: 248) criterion: each clause is a segment, except that restrictive
relative clauses, clausal subjects and clausal complements are considered parts of their
host clause rather than separate units. To these, however, we add as segments of their
own the following three types of subclausal structures (cf. Vander Linden, Cumming &
Martin 1992: 185):
-      the second conjunct in a coordination of clauses provided only one major consti-

tuent does not reappear (see (1); the contracted elements are indicated with
dots);

-   the non-restrictive apposition and the infinitive clause, i.e. subordinated clauses
without a tensed verb (see (2));

- major constituents that give a rephrasing or elaboration of the directly preceding
one as is evidenced by a marker of the type for  i,istance  or i.e. (see (3)).
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(1) John likes fishing / and ... hates hunting
John like fishing / and Pete . . . hunting
John likes fishing and...... hunting as well

(2)            St. Nicholas has a grey, / a white horse
St. Nicholas has many Black Peters / to help him

(3)              He likes to visit exotic countries / such as Brasil
He only drinks whisky, / i.e. Scotch
He has been almost everywhere, / e.g. Russia and China

The partitioning of a segment is based on its major constituents, i.e., the top level in
the bracketing of the syntactic surface structure. These constituents are grouped in
three columns: those preceding the verbs, the verbs themselves, and those following
the verbs (see (4)).

(4) Pre-verb Verb Post-verb

But / for that / you need a specific number

And / a bell starts to sound at that person's home
if /you want to transfer a message / to someone

It is at the point of this partitioning that we have to reckon with language differences.
Even highly related languages, such as the Indo-Germanic ones, show marked dif-
ferences in their word orders. For the procedure three phenomena are of interest:
Subject-Verb inversion occasioned by the fronting of another constituent, the splitting
of a compound verb group in main clauses, and the positioning of the entire verb
group at the end of subordinated clauses.

In Dutch and German the clauses in (4) are structured as in (5). For these lan-
guages the procedure contains an extra-rule to re-order sentences as in (5) toward the
form displayed in (4), i.e. the (more restricted) word order in English is the basic one
for the procedure. Table 3 presents the partitioned segmentation of the example text.

(5) Pre-verb Verb Post-verb

But / for that need you / a specific number
And / a bell starts at that person's home / to sound
if/you to someone / a message / want to transfer

3  Details of the procedure

In this Section the workings of the procedure are explained, in some detail. In Section
4 the ideas underlying the procedure are pointed out and illustrated.
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Table 3. The partitioned text segments of the telephone text presented in Table 1

Pre-verb Verb Post-verb

1          With a tel. / you can call someone
2         but / for that /you need a certain number and also an area code

2a         like / . . . 01749 or 010 and 070 etc.
3          On such a tel.                    is                                         a little wheel
4             and / that / you can turn around
5           For / on the wheel are the digits 1 2 345 678 9 and 0

6           On it                                        is                                               also / a receiver
7           With it / you can talk

and also hear
8 So/you take a telephone book
9 It contains all numbers
10       You / then pick up the receiver
11         then / you hear eueueueu

12       and / then /you dial the number

13 That number contacts the exchange
13a       . . .                                               . . .                                              the FIT telephone exchange
14         Then / something starts turning over there
15       and / then / a bell starts ringing at the house of the person you are calling
16         and / then / you can have a conversation
17a When / an accident has happened
17 call the police or the fire-departmentyou
18a when / an accident has happened on the road

18b and / there                         is a phone booth

18        And /you call from there
19         A phone booth                    is                                               a box with a telephone in it with

all phone books of the COUntry
20         But / you need two quarters / for it

2la When / a cable breaks

21 you can call not anymore

3.1    Architecture Of the procedure

The aim of the procedure is to connect the text segments in a labeled hierarchical text
structure. It proceeds incrementally: segments are processed one by one according to
their linear order (cf. Polanyi 1988). For each segment, four decisions have to be made.
These concern the following questions:
1. What feature of the segment underlies its connection to the text?
2.      To which other segment does the segment connect?
3.        What is the hierarchical position of the connection?
4.       What is the relational meaning of the connection?

The first decision provides the basic layer of text coherence: the argument on which a
segment can be grouped with other ones. These arguments are rather heterogeneous:
referential continuity (pronouns, word repetition), a sequence of actions (indicated by
action verbs and by temporal markers) and various (other) surface cues like connec-
tors and certain syntactic forms (subordination, contraction).
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The secondi and third decision determine the hierarchical part of the formal
representation, i.e. whether the segment is connected in a coordinative or a subordin-
ative way. The fourth decision results in the relational part of the formal
representation. The connection between the segments is labeled in terms of a coheren-
ce relation like Sequence, Cause or Specification.

The procedure takes care of the above questions one at a time in the order depicted in
Figure 2. Each decision is reached by a function which consists of a set of production
rules: SELECT, CONNECT, and LABEL. These functions are followed by a fourth
one: CHECK This function is needed when analyzing imperfect texts; a lack of expli-
citness or an awkward formulation may lead the CONNECT-functions to a very
unfavourable decision with respect to the form of the emerging structure. In that case,
the segment is returned to SELECT for a second try.

SELECT
determines ground

for connection

...0.00.0.0- 1 .0000000000A

CONNECTl CONNECT2 CONNECT3
starts from starts from starts from

syntactic form and conceptual reiteration certain content
connectves (word repetition, pronouns) items (main verb)

¥

LABEL
assigns a coherence

relation

-

CHECK
inspects connection

for structural blunders

Figure 2. Overview of the procedure for Structural Analysis

There is a fixed serial order in the information flow from SELECT to one of the CON-
NECT-functions and then to LABEL and CHECK. For every segment only one of the
CONNECT-functions is addressed; the three CONNECT-functions do not interfere
with each other's workings.

In Section 3.3 we give detailed definitions of the SELECT-function and the three
CONNECT-functions. The LABEL-function is defined in a more sketchy way; we are
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still working on its refinement on the basis of work reported in Chapters 2 and 3 of this
thesis. The CHECK-function is described in an explicit, but informal way; its workings
are too complex for a presentation in terms of a clear-cut production system.

In order to understand the workings of these functions, we first need to be more
specific about the way the analysis starts, and the ways segments are connected hierar-
chically. This is done in the following Section.

3.2    Essentials of hierarchical structures

The analysis starts by specifying the topic2 and projecting two top level lines: the Ac-
tion4ine and the Propeny-line, the first one always being placed highest (see (6)). This
initialization is characteristic of the text type and topic domain we are presently deal-
ing with: explanatory text about a person or a human production (e.g. a historical
figure, a national holiday, a piece of art, or a technical instrument).

The Action-line is organized as a sequence of actions or events; the Propeny-line
as a list of static descriptions (cf. the Sequential stmctures and the Topic chain identi-
fied by Polanyi (1988) and Polanyi & Scha (1984)).

(6)

Topic = Telephone ---------•

Action
.

Property

To explain the principles of the procedure, the possible ways to connect seg-
ments in a hierarchical structure are illustrated in (7) and (8), both constructed
examples of hierarchical representations. The actual analysis consists of connecting
segments to either the points of suspension depicted with the symbol * in (6), or to an-
other segment, somewhere lower in the hierarchical structure.

Connections of the first kind, the top level ones, come in three varieties (see (7)).
A segment is connected to a top level line (sl, s2, s4 and 55); a segment is only
associated with the topic, i.e. it has no relation to any of the other segments (56 and

s8); or a segment is unconnectable, i.e. it can in no way be seen as a coherent extension
of the text (s3 and s7). The connections to a top level line or the topic are always of the
coordinative type.

As for the meaning of these relations: Segments on the Propelty-line form a List
(they constitute a list of properties), those on the Action-line a Sequence (they con-
stitute a temporal sequence of actions) and those connected to the Topic a Chain
(which corresponds to the weakest relation possible). The relation between a top level
line and all the segments attached to it is a Speci#cation (as a cluster they specify

properties or actions of the topic).
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(7)

Topic =Telephone

Action

Property                ?                     ?

1 1 1       1
1 2 3 4-5678

Segments are not only connected to the top level lines or the topic; they can also be
connected to another segment in the text, thereby contributing to the elaboration of
segments with a top-level connection (see (8), the clusters round s3 and s9). These low
level connections are mostly subordinative, but coordinations occur as well (s6 to s4,
s12 to s10).

(8)             Topic = Telephone

Action

Property

Response

1   2  3   4   5   (   7   8   1  10  11  12  13  14  15

A hierarchical representation like (8) is built with a procedure in which restrictions on
attachment are central. Following Polanyi (1988), we treat each segment as providing a
set of attachment points.

A segment may dominate one or more other segments as indicated by the subor-
dination hooks Sl to Sn (see (9a)). Segment s3 in (8), for example, has three points
occupied. Note that these subordinated segments may be located both to the left and
right (s2 versus s4 and s'7). A segment may also stand on the same level with one or
more other segments, as indicated by the coordination hook C (55 to s4 and s6 to s5 in
(8)).

For actions or events organized on a time axis, two coordination hooks have to be
opened (see (91))). Segments referring to something following in time are connected to
Cl; the coherence relation is called Sequence (s12 to 510, s14 to s9 in (8)). Segments

referring to something occurring at the same time, are connected to (2; the relation is
called Overlap (s13 to s9).
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(9a) .C (9b) . Cl

* (2

* Sp -* Sp
-*:
-.

• Sl -• Sl

The structure in (7) illustrates two forms of textual incoherence: a loose topic associ-
ation and complete unconnectability. They are represented by a dotted line and a
question mark respectively. Of course, associative bonds occur at local levels as well
(see s5 in (10)).

There are also instances of problems with the structural organisation. We speak
of discontinuity when the connection between two segments runs through those of in-
termediate ones. These cases are marked with an x (see (10); to connect s7 to s3, one
has to cross s4 and s6). Some of these structural problems are discussed in more detail
in Section 5.

(10) Topic = Telephone

Action                                                    f

Property

-(

F l
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 10 11 12 13

3.3  The algorithm

The algorithm uses the following devices:
- six main functions: SELECr, CONNECI'l, CONNECIU, CONNECIB,

LABEL, and CHECK;
-      four auxiliary variables: $Topic, $Context, $Time, and $Line;
-  nine auxiliary functions: CONTRACT, FINAL-POSITION, CONNECTOR,

EVALUATION, MAIN-VERB, REFERENT, TIME, CLOSE-RESPONSE,
and FIND-LINK.
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The main functions (see Tables 6 to 11) consist of condition-action pairs. The condi-
tions pertain to values computed by auxiliary functions. The actions consist of calling
other main or auxiliary functions, assigning values to variables, or attaching linking in-
structions or linkage labels to the current segment. (The symbols"&" and 'Y' indicate
Boolean conjunction and disjunction respectively; the symbol ";" is a separator be-
tween successive actions.)

The auxiliary functions are somewhat more diverse. We have described their
operations in Table 5. Each of them inspects the current segment in response to a spe-
cific question. The auxiliary variables are specified in Table 4.

Table 4. Auxiliary variables

Name Definition

sropic specifies the topic of a text.

Value set: Humans and their artefacts, e.g. the telephone or Saint Nicholas

$Context specifies the current context.
Value set: Action, Property, Response

Frime signals a new action.
Value set: True, False

$Segment specifies a segment number.

Value set: all positive integers

Table 5. Auxiliary functions

Name Definition

CONTRACT(Spos) inspects a segment at a specific position in its syntactic surface structure for
cases of contraction.
Arguments take the following values:
Spos:     1 (pre-verb column), 2 (verb column)
Function returns True, if specified position contains a
- contraction (marked with '...').
Function returns False in all other cases.

FINAL-POSHION inspects the syntactic positioning of a segment with respect to the main
clause.
Function returns True, if segment is a
- syntactically subordinated structure following the finite verb of its

governing main clause.
Function returns False in all other cases.

CONNECTOR( <- >) inspects a segment for the occurrence of a connective.
The argument takes the following values:
<..>: <hypotaxis>, <parataxis>, <pop>, < {xl.in} >

< hypotaxis > : Function returns True, if segment contains a
-  marker of a semantic or pragmatic relation: a subordinating conjunctor

(because,whereas,  if, when.while..), a coordinating conjunctor (but, for),
or a conjunctive adverb (namely, that is, e.g...)
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Table 5. Auxiliary functions (continued)

Name Definition

- non-restrictive relative clause; often, but not necessarily, marked with a
relative pronoun (in which, whose, that...)

- adverbial infinitival clause; often, but not necessarily, marked with a
prcposition (after, in ord€r to...)

< parataxis > : Function returns True, if segment contains a
- marker of an additive relation: a coordinating conjunctor (and) or an

conjunctive adverb (too, as well)
<POP> : Function returns True, if segment contains a

-  pop marker (so, well)
< {xl.An}> : Function returns True, if segment contains

-   an instance of any of the clements mentioned in the list.
Function returns False in all other cases.

EVALUATION( <.. >) inspects segment for words and phrases denoting a problem, a goal or a
potency.
Thc argument takes the following values:
< . . > :      < potency > ,  < goal > , < problem >

<potency> : Function returns True, if segment contains an
- auxiliary verb denoting possibility, permissiveness, or obligation (can,

may, must...)
< goal > : Function returns True, if segment contains an

-   (auxiliary) verb denoting a desire or a need (want)

< problem > : Function returns True, if segment contains an
-  (auxiliary) verb denoting an obligation or a prerequisite (must, have to;

to need..4
-   noun  or verb expressing a negative evaluation (accident, illness...;  to

break, to hate...; negation: not (x), no (x))
Function returns False in all other cases.

MAIN-VERB(<.. >) inspects a segment for the semantics of its verb phrase.
The argument takes the followingvalues:
< . . > :     < action > , < state >

< action > : Function return True, if segment contains a
-  verb denoting an actually performed action ('John is eating an apple')

< state > : Function returns True, ifsegment contains a
-   form of have or be as main verb ('John haF hair','John is a doctor')
- verb denoting a habitually performed action ('On mondays, John takes

the early train')
-  verb denoting intensionality (think, know,  believe...)
-  verb denoting a sensory sensation (fect, see,  hear..,)
-  verb denoting an immobility (stand, lie,sit...)
-  verb denoting a circumstance (wear, live,possess...)

REFERENT($pos, <.. >) inspects the element(s) in a specified position in a segment for a requested
type of co-referentiality or lexical overlap with preceding segments.
Arguments take the following values:
Spos:    1 (pre-verb column), 2 (verb column), 3 (post-verb column),

all (any column)
< . . > :     < topic > , < deictic>,< adjacent > , < aligned > , < remote > ,

<partial >
< topic > : Function returns True, if specified position contains a

- noun or pronoun referring to the discourse topic (c.g. when it refers to
telephone)

< deictic > : Function returns True, if specified position contains a
- noun (proper name) or pronoun referring to a discourse participant

(most often /or me)
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Table 5. Auxiliary functions (continued)

Name Definition

< adjacent > : Function returns True and sets $Scgment to the number of the segment
referred to, if specified position contains
- a word that refers to or is similar to a word in the verb column or the

post-verb column of the directly preceding main clause or its
subordinated clauses.

< aligned > : Function returns True and sets $Segment to the number of the segment
referred to, if specified position contains
- a word that refers to or is similar to a word in the same column of a

preceding segment.
< remote > : Function returns True and sets $Segment to the number of the segment

referred to, if speoified position contains
-  a word that refers to or is similar to a word in any column of a preceding

segment.

< partial > : Function returns True and sets $Segment to the number of the segment
referred to, if specified position contains
- a word that shares a lexical stem with a word in any column of a

preceding segment (tophone - telephone,...-...).
Function returns False in all other cases.

TIME(<..>) inspects a segment for the occurrence of a requested type of temporal
marker.
T'he argument takes the following values:
< . . > : <sequence>,<overlap>,< frequency > , < punctual >

< sequence > : Function returns True, if segment contains
-   atime adjunct denoting scquentiality (then, afterwards,subsequently,,)
-   a verb phrase in present perfect (has amved, has dialled)
- a verb with an inchoative or telic meaning (to leave, to drive away, to

arrive)
< overlap > : Function returns True, if segment contains

- a time adjunct denoting simultaneity (at the same time, in the
meanwhile.-)

< frequency> : Function returns True, if segment contains
- an adverb denoting frequency (sometimes, often, regularly, always, every

year..)
<punctual > : Function returns True, if segment contains

- an adverb or adverbial phrase denoting punctual time (now, at night,
yesterday,  on  December  the  Sth...)  (Note.  complement  phrases  do  not
count, c.g., that is on the jijih ofDeceinber)

Function returns False in all other cases.

CLOSE-RESPONSE inspects a segment for words and phrases denoting the end of a Response
pattern
Function returns True and sets SI'ime to True. if segment contains
-   an adverb or adverbial phrase denoting punctual time:

TIME( < punctual > )  =  True
-  a pop-marker:

CONNECTOR( <pop>)=True
Function returns False and sets $Context to Action, if segment contains
-   an action verb coupled to can or be able to:

MAIN-VERB( <action > )  =  True & EVALUATION < potency>   =
True

-  a marker for sequentiality and a non-action main verb:
TIME( <sequence>)  =  True & MAIN-VERB( < action > ) = False

Function returns False in all other cases.
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Table 5. Auxiliary functions (continued)

Name Definition

FIND-LINK inspects a segment for an element that either refers to or reiterates an
element in any of the preceding segments.
If segment contains an adverb or adverbial phrase denoting punctual time,
i.c. TIME( < punctual > )  =  True,

then collocate to a segment reiterating this marker, i.e.
link to $Segment if REFERENR'marker', < remote>)  = True

In all other cases, run CONNECIP, starting with rule 3b.
If no link is made, i.e. rule 3i applies,

then run FIND-LINK again for the following segment.

Table 6. Main function SELECT

rule Condition Action

la    CONTRACT(1) =True go to CONNECIl
V  CONTACI'(2) = True

lb     CONNECI'OR(<hypotaxis >) = True go to CONNECI'l

1c         REFERENT(all, < deictic>)  = True go to CONNECr2

ld MAIN-VERB( <action > )  = True proceed with rule 1dl

le      SContext.ne. Property SContext = Response; FIND-LINK
& [        EVALUATION( < problem>)  = True initialize Response-line

V    EVALUATION( < goal > ) =  True 1

lf         TIME( < sequence > )  = True SI'ime =True; go to CONNECT'3
V    TIME( < punctual > )  =  True
V  Slime = True

1g        In all other cases go to CONNECIP

1dl      $Context = Property go to CONNECI'2
&TIME(< frequency>) = True

ld2     SContext = Property go to CONNECr2
& [  EVALUATION( < problem > )  =  True

V    EVALUATION( < goal>)  =  True 1

ld3 SContext.ne. Response go to CONNECI2
& EVALUATION( < potency > )  =  True
&TIME( < sequence > ) = False

ld4In all other cases go to CONNECIB

Note.  '.ne.' denotes 'not equal'; 'Proceed with' means to continue with the more remote rules specified and
to ignore all intermediary condition-action pairs.
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Table 7. Main Function CONNECI'l

rule Condition Action

2a    CONTRACT(1) = True subordinate to preceding segment

& CONTRACT(2) =True

2b         CONNECTOR( < hypotaxis > ) = False coordinate with preceding segment
&[   CONTRACT(1)  =True

V  CONTRACI'(2) = Truel

k    FINAL-POSITION = True subordinate to preceding segment

2d         CONNECTOR( < hypotaxis > )  = True proceed with rule 2dl

2c         In all other cases subordinate to the main clause governing
current segment, or to preceding segment

2dl      CONNECTOR( < {or}>)  = True coordinate with preceding segment

2d2     EVALUATION(<problem>) = True $Context = Response; FIND-LINK;
V    EVALUATION( < goal > )  = True initialize Response-line
V    CONNECTOR( < {in order to} > )  =  True

2d3     TIME( < sequence.>) = True SI'ime = True; subordinate      to       main

clause governing current segment

2d4 In all other cases subordinate to the main clause governing
current segment, or to preceding segment

Note.  '.ne.' denotes 'not equal'; 'Proceed with' means to continue with the more remote rules specified and

to ignore all intermediary condition-action pairs.
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Table 8. Main function CONNECI2

rUIC Condition Action

3a         REFERENT(1, < topic > )  = True $Context = Property, coordinate      with
Property-line

3b         REFERENRl, < adjacent > )  = True subordinate to $Scgment

3c         REFERENT(1, < aligned > )  = True coordinate to SSegment

3d         MAIN-VERB( < state > ) = False collocate to $Segment
& REFERENT(2, <aligned>)  =  True

3e        REFERENI'(l, < remote>)  = True collocate to (main clause o0 $Segment

3f        REFERENR3, < remote > )  = True collocate to $Segment

3g          REFERENT(all, <partial>)  = True collocate to $Segment

3h         CONNECTOR( < parataxis > )  = True collocate to preceding segment

3i         In all other cases signal unconnectability with '?'

Note. Collocate denotes an associative bond between segments (a Chain). The point of attachment is the
subordination hook of the antecedent segment. The connection is drawn with a dotted line.

Table 9. Main function CONNECB

rule Condition Action

4a           EVALUATION( < problem > )  = True $Context = Response; FIND-LINK:
V     EVALUATTON( <goal>)  = True initialize Response-line

#b        SContext = Response coordinate with Response-line
& CLOSE-RESPONSE = False

4c     STime =True $Context = Action; Frime = False;
V    TIME( < sequence>)  = True coordinate with Action-line

4d      In all othercases $Context = Action; coordinate with

preceding Action or with Action-line
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Table 10. Main function LABEL

rule Condition Action

53       23 applied label as Spec#ication
5b        2b, 2c, 2d3,2d4, or 2e applied proceed with rule 5xl
5c 2dl applied proceed with rule 571
Sd 2d2 applied proceed with rule 5zl

Se       33 applied label first attachment to Property-line as
Speci/icaNon, and following ones as List

5f      3b applied label as Specification
5g       3c applied label as List
Sh         34, 2,36 Jg, or 3h applied label as Chain

8        43 applied proceed with rule 5zl
5j        4b applied label first attachment to Response-line as

Solution (if Problem) or Instniment (if
Goal), and following ones as Sequence

Sk      4c applied label first attachment to Action-line as
Specification, and following ones as Se-
quence

51        4d applied label a direct attachment to Action-line
as SpecOication, and all other instances as
Overlap

5xl CONNECTOR(< {if, when} >) =True labc\ as Condition/Situation

5£2     CONNECTOR( < {such as, e.g.,like} >) = True label as Specification
5,0       CONNECTOR( < {while, in the meantime}>)  =  True      label as Ovalap
5x4 CONNECTOR( < {(in order) to}>)  = True label as Goal/Motivation

5,6      CONNECTOR( < {for, since, because}>)  = True labd as ReasonlCause, EvidenceIMotiva-
tion

5x6      CONNECTOR( < {but..not, except} > ) = True label as Erception
5x7      CONNECTOR( < {so (that)}>)  = True label as Resu/t

Syl      CONNECTOR( < {or}>)  = True label as Alternative

Sy2       CONNECTOR( < {but, however}>)  = True label as Contrast/Opposition/Conces-
sioniProblemICondition

Sy3       CONNECTOR( < {and, also}>)=True label as List
Sy4       In all other cases label as Specifcation

521 FIND-LINK ties by coordination label as List

5z2      FIND-LINK ties by subordination label as Goal
&[ CONNECTOR(<{in order to}>) = True

V    EVALUATION( < goal > )  =  True  j
5z3 FIND-LINK ties by subordination label as Problon/Condition

& EVALUATON( < problem>)  =  True
Sz4 FIND-LINK ties by collocation label as Chain
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The top-level function is SELECT (see Table 6). It is called once for each segment and
appoints the CONNECT-function that has to link the segment to the preceding text.

The three CONNECI'-functions base their decisions on different grounds. CON-
NECTl looks at syntactic surface form (contraction, subordination position with
respect to main clause) and connectives (sce Table 7). CONNECO looks at concep-
tual reiteration (of which argument overlap is the best known instance; see Table 8).
CONNECIB looks at specific contents (especially temporal markers; see Table 9).
Each of the CONNECT-functions contributes in a specific way to the top level lines
that dominate the global text structure. The Property-line is built by CONNECA and
theAction-line by CONNECI'3. The local Response-lines can be started by either SE-
LECT, CONNECrl, or CONNECT); but they are maintained only by the latter
function.

When the linkage of the segment is decided upon, the result is handed over to
LABEL (see Table 10). This function assigns a coherence relation to the link between
the two segments.

After the segment is connected to the text, the outcome is evaluated by CHECK.
If the emerging pattern has one of the unfavourable characteristics mentioned in Table
11, the current segment is returned to SELECT with the restriction that the decision
reached the first time has to be overlooked. If the second try results in a less proble-
matic link, this solution is preferred over the first one.

4  Explaining the procedure

The description of the algorithm in Section 3 does not evoke a clear image of its over-
all behavior. Therefore, we present an overview of the central features of this
procedural analysis of explanatory texts.

4.1  Tile niain mles

The basic idea is that writers explain something by presenting a list of properties and
characteristic features, and by next describing a sequence of actions and events. In the
case of a telephone one can describe what it looks like: that it has a wheel with digits
on it, that it has a receiver, that a line is connected to it etc. These segments constitute
the Property-line. Subsequently one may report how this device is used: first, you take
off the receiver, then you dial a number, and then you start talking. These segments
constitute the Action-line. These two top level lines determine the global structure of
the explanation, where the Action-line has primacy over the Property-line.

This primacy is reflected in the hierarchical representation by placing the Action-
line above the Property-line (see Section 3.2). It is also reflected in the order in which

the algorithm checks the rules (to be discussed in the following sections). The main
reason for this choice is that it corresponds to regularities derived from our text-ana-
lytic research. In fact, referential coherence (the basis of the Prope,trline) is treated as
the "default" form of coherence; segments constituting a sequence of actions (Action-
line) often also show referential coherence because they refer to the same concept. In
such cases, the analysis of these segments as an Action-line is more specific than as
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Table 11. Main function CHECK

rule Condition Action

68       Segment has not been attached Apply FIND-LINK to all adjoined seg-
ments, if any (in their left to right order)
If a link can be established, accept result

6b       Linking is discontinuous re-enter SELECr, and pass the first rule
firing in CONNECR
If result is less discontinuous, accept re-
suit of second try

60      Segment has an isolated linking with the Action- re-enter SELECT, and pass the first rule
line & has (almost) no other segments attached as firing in SELECT
Overlap If result is not a collocation type of link-

ing, accept result of second try

Sd  Segment has an isolated linking with the re-enter SELECT, and pass the first rule
Property-line firing in CONNECA

If result is a linking to a neighbouring
segment, accept result of second try

"only" showing referential coherence. This primacy of the Action-line is supported by
experimental studies on the understanding of narratives, indicating that readers recall
crucial events that make up the main line of a story much better than setting informa-
tion and descriptive ideas, which are off the main line (Trabasso, Secco & Van den
Brock 1984; Trabasso & Sperry 1985).3

Next to the Action- and Property-line, there are also two more local ways to develop the
text: filling in a Response-line, and elaborating on a nearby text segment. A Response-
line consists of actions presented in response to an explicitly stated goal or problem.
For example, how to act if you want to know someone's phone number, or if you have
no change for the phone booth. An elaboration may fulfil many functions, such as the
specification of an object introduced in a preceding segment, a concession or condi-
tion with respect to content of an earlier segment, evidence for it etc.

In all, there are four ways to connect a segment to the text structure: as a member
of the Action-line, the Property-line, or  a Response-line, or  as an elaboration upon a
neighbouring segment. These four ways to connect segments constitute the output of
the procedure. These four do not correspond, however, with the design of the algo-
rithm: BothAction- and Response-lines are the result of CONNECT'3, the Property-line
of CONNECI'2, and the elaborations of both CONNECTl and CONNECT2.

The success of the algorithm is the adequacy of its product: it succeeds in producing
an hierarchical structure that corresponds to intuitions on the structure of explana-
tions. The design of the algorithm is determined by the the linguistic surface features
that identify the four ways to organize an explanation.
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The main function CONNECT is determined by its input (linguistic features),
not by its output (the four ways to organize text structure). The function is partitioned
over three independent functions, each having its specific linguistic features to attend
to: CONNECTl is concerned with syntactic form (especially contraction and subordi-
nation) and connectors, CONNECT2 with all kinds of pronominal and lexical
co-referentiality, and CONNECI 3 with verb semantics and temporal markers. To
which of these three control is deferred is determined by SELECT. This function in-
spects each incoming segment in a fixed way: first for features that need to be
processed by CONNECI'l (rule la and lb), then, for those pointing toward CON-
NECI'3 (rule ld and 10. If none of these occur, the segment is handed over to
CONNECT2 (rule lg). The occurrence of a deictic referent always makes a segment
go to CONNECT2 (rule lc).

This inspection order forms the major difference between our approach and the
Kintsch & Van Dijk (1978) model. In our model, argument overlap determines textual
coherence only in the absence of other factors; certain temporal markers, connectors,
main verbs, and syntactic forms take precedence over co-referentiality. A minor dif-
ference houses in the organization of CONNECI'2, the function that takes care of
referential coherence. Our procedure not only considers plain argument-overlap; it
also attends to the position of the arguments in surface sentence structure, how far
they are apart in the text, and whether the antecedent happens to be the text-topic. To
be able to do so it has to be known where referent and antecedent figure in the surface
structure, especially whether they precede or follow the verbs. It is at this point that
the partitioning of the segments following the major constituent analysis is relevant
(see section 2.2).

In the remainder of this section we discuss the standard interpretations the pro-
cedure assigns to the above mentioned linguistic features. In Section 4.2, we discuss a
number of cases in which context characteristics overrule these interpretations.

Action-line & Response-line
Action- and Response-lines are built with the same material: segments denoting actions
or events. They only differ in what motivated their inclusion in the text. The Action-line
is most often started without any introduction. Its content is directly related to the text-
topic: it describes, for example, its history, its manufacturing process or, as in (11), its
operation. This stands in sharp contrast with Response-lines; these can only be started
by explicitly stating a problem or a goal (rules ld2, ld3, le, 2(12). The subsequent seg-
ments then present the actions to prevent or take away the problem, or to realize the
goal (see (12)). Typical signals for a Problem-Solution pattern are verbs denoting an
obligation (to need, to have to), and nouns or verbs with a negative evaluation (acci-
dent, iUness, to hate; see Hoey 1979, 1983; Jordan 1984). Typical Goal4nstmment sig-
nals are verbs denoting a desire (to want, to like, to love). The auxiliary function
EVALUATION has been included to detect these signals.

Most Response-lines occur at a rather local level, as a subsequence within the Ac-
tion-line. The point where to pop back to the main line, is looked for by
CLOSE-RESPONSE. This auxiliary function reacts, among other things, when a
modal auxiliary marks the accomplishment of the solution (see can in (12)).
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(11) (12)

First you take off the receiver. If you want to know his number,
Then you dial a number. you must pick up the phone book.
And then you start talking. And then you can look it up.

A segment only gets attached to an Action-line or Response-line when denoting an ac-
tion or event. The main criterion to decide on this is contained in the semantics of the
main verb. This inspection is done by MAIN-VERB. This auxiliary function hinges
upon a distinction between action and non-action verbs, which is derived from the no-
tions 'stative' verb and 'event' verb introduced by Vendler (1967; for more recent
accounts see Dowty 1979; Dahlgren 1988; Dahlgren, McDowell & Stabler 1989). Some
event verbs are clear cases of action verbs, such as the so-called verbs of motion: mn,
drive, ride, walk etc. (Levelt, Schreuder & Hoenkamp 1978; Schreuder 1978). Also,
there are clear cases of stative verbs: be, have,  like, love. Others are less clear. Our ca-
tegory of action verbs contains all verbs expressing a change of state. To be more
exact: the following categories of verbs are treated as states rather than as actions:
1.     Intensional verbs (think, know, believe),
2. Sensory verbs (feel, see, hear),
3. Immobility verbs (sit, smnd, lie, wear, live, possess).

Property-line and elaborations
The Proper(y-line and many elaborations are made up of segments with a similar syn-
tactic form: a simple subject-predicate connection established by a non-action verb.
They only differ in the antecedent of the subject. The Propeny-/i,te consists of all char-
acteristics attributed to the text-topic (see (13); rule 3a). Elaborations further specify a

concept or idea mentioned in the preceding text (see (14); rules 3b and 3c).
The auxiliary function REFERENT searches for antecedents and always starts

doing so for the concepts in the pre-verb position (rules 3a to 3c). For that reason the

last segment in (14) is interpreted as an elaboration of the he/pers and not as an aspect
of Saint Nicholas. When the antecedent is not the topic (rule Ja), it is sought first
among the post-verb elements of the directly preceding segment (rule 3b), then at the
same syntactic position in any of the preceding segments (rule 3c). The first option re-
sults in a subordinative link (see (14), 77,eir name to helpen); the second in a

coordinative one (see (14), 77:ey aU to Their name). Hence, the position of the antece-
dent in the sentence frame is crucial for hierarchical differences in the link to be
established.

(13) (14)

Saint Nicholas is very old. Saint Nicholas has many helpers.
His beard is white. Their name is Black Peter.
He has many helpers. They alilove Saint Nicholas.

In the case of 'neat' coherence, the first three rules of CONNECT2, together with
those in CONNECI'l and CONNECIB, would suffice. In many texts, however, one
will find instances in which these devices fail to connect a segment to the hierarchical
structure. Before deeming such a segment unconnectable, a number of possibilities are
tested for a so-called collocation, an associative bond between segments with no spe-
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cific coherence relation attached to them (rules 3d to 3h). Here we come across those
cases of argument overlap that contribute most tenuously to coherence. Traversing the
segment in question, CONNECT2 tries to find an antecedent at any place in the
preceding text (rules 3d to 30. If these attempts fail, it checks whether a word com-
pound in the segment shares a part with another word somewhere in the text (rule 3g).
In  (15), for example, the compound noun phone booth overlaps partly with telephone.
Before actually giving up, CONNECT2 tries one last possibility: the presence of an ad-
ditive connector (and, too, as well; rule 3h; see (15), the last segment). Thus, the
procedure ends with a search for connectors whose meanings are not restricted or
clear cut enough to rely on. Especially the connective and is notorious for its many dis-
course functions (e.g. Quirk & Greenbaum 1980: 257; Schiffrin 1986).

(15) A telephone is a means of communication.

It can be very useful in cases of emergency.
There are phone booths as well.
And the colour is mainly red.

The marginal role assigned to the additive connectors mentioned above, contrasts
rather sharply with the treatment of other connectors. In fact, the procedure even
starts by picking out the segments with a so-called hypotactic connector (cf. Grimes'
(1975) hypo- and paratactic rhetorical predicates; see SELECT-rule lb). This set of
connectors is not restricted to subordinative conjunctors (e.g. because, although). It
also contains coordinative conjunctors (but, for), as well as different types of adverbs
(however, namely, e.g., such as). When a segment contains such a word, it is handed
over to CONNECTl to become subordinated to a neighbouring segment. This deci-
sion accords with the often proposed idea that information in main clauses tends to be
foregrounded, and information in subordinate clauses backgrounded (Fodor, Bever &
Garrett 1974; Hopper 1979; Tomlin 1985). But as we will see in Section 4.2, matters are
a little more complicated than that.

4.2  Exceptions to the rules

Although the main rules provide a system that works well in many occasions, they
prove to be inadequate too often. The procedure needs to become more context-sensi-
tive. We discuss the most prominent cases here.

Thwarting features
Two features, a syntactic and a referential one, lead to a short-cut in the procedure.

Segments with a contraction are directly handed over to CONNECTl by SE-
LECT (rule la). When either subject or tensed verb is contracted, the segment is
coordinated with the preceding one (rule 2b; see (16a-b)). When both these elements
are contracted the segment is subordinated (rule 28; see (160)). Note that in these
cases the segment containing and is connected to the text via a connection that is not a
collocation.

(16) a.    The horn lies on top of the telephone
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and...  can be taken off.
b.  You must dial two numbers.

The subscriber number belongs to a person
and the area code...  to the city.

c. Saint Nicholas has a horse,
... ... agrey.

Segments with a deictic reference, most often pointing to the writer (I, me, we), are
sent to CONNECA by SELECT (rule lc). The occurrence of such an extra-textual
antecedent is characteristic for segments meant as text-organizer or reporting on a
personal evaluation or experience (see (17)). These segments always get connected on
the basis of an argument overlap. Thus, an eventual action-reading of the main verb is
blocked, and by that the attachment to anAction- or Response-line.

(17) a.   Right away I will explain how to use the receiver.

b.  I don't like making long calls.
c.   I have asked Saint Nicholas for a new bike.

DijIerential treatment of subordinated clauses
SELECT sends all subordinated clauses to CONNECI'l (rule lb) with the objective to
attach them as a local elaboration, i.e. in a hierarchically subordinated way, to their
main clause (rule 2e). This approach is based on the general conviction that these seg-
ments contain background information (see, for example, Tomlin 1985). In some cases,
however, this general rule is inadequate.

The function of 17/when-clauses (Haiman 1978; Ramsay 1987) and purpose
clauses (in order to; Thompson 1985; Matthiessen & Thompson 1987; Vander Linden,

Cumming & Martin 1992) depends on their placement in relation to the main clause.
In a medial or final position their role is indeed a local one, but in an initial position
their role becomes one of foregrounding information. They signal how to interpret the
directly following segment(s) and how to attach them to the preceding text.

For example, in (18a) the fronted (f-clause mentions a problem with respect to
the preceding segment and forecasts the interpretation of the following actions: they
describe its solution. Compare this with (18b) where the final 17-clause is nothing but a
specification of the circumstances leading to the consultation of a phone book. It does
not raise expectations that a solution will be presented, and rightly so because the seg-
ment is followed by a number of'non-actions', a listing of phone book properties.

An example concerning temporal sequencing is presented in (19a). The when-
clauses mark the transitions between episodes; they close off the preceding one and set
the stage for the following one. Their placement after the main clause would lead to an
awkward text (see (19b)). Like adverbial phrases such as at night, afterwards, and nert,

they cause their main clause to be attached to the Sequence-hook of an Actioit- or Re-
sponse-line.

This special attention for initial subordinated clauses has been incorporated in
the rules of CONNECI'l: If subordinated clauses are in final position they are imme-
diately subordinated to the preceding segment (rule 2c). If they are in initial position
they are inspected for other features, for example they can start a Response-line if they
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express an evaluation (rule 2d; this rule also considers main clauses with but or Ilow-

ever)

(18) a.  First you dial his number. b.  You may consult a phone book
If you  don't know  his number, if you don't know his number.
you must pick up the phone book, It lists persons alphabetically
and turn up his page. followed by their number.
Then you can find it. Each region has its own book.

(19) a. Saint Nicholas sails to Holland. b. Saint Nicholas sails to Holland.

When he has landed, He makes a tour of the town
he makes a tour of the town. when he has landed.
When the night has fallen, He delivers his presents
he delivers his presents. when the night has fallen.

Action-verbs do not always denote actions
When the main verb is of the action-type, there are still a number of features that will
prevent an attachment of the segment to an Action- or Response-line. When the auxil-
iary variable context equals Property, a segment goes to CONNECT2 instead of CON-
NECI'3 if it contains a marker denoting frequency, a goal, a problem, or a potency
(see (20); rules 1dl, ld2, and ld3). Thus, the occurrence of a modal auxiliary verb or
an adverbial may change an action into a descriptive statement to be linked on the
basis of argument overlap.

(20) a. Saint Nicholas lives in Spain. b.  A telephone has a bell.
He visits Holland eve,yyear. The bell sometimes rings.
He wants to make everyone happy. It has a receiver and dial as well.
He hates to travel alone. The receiver has to be lifted.
He can ride a horse. The dial may be turned around.

When context does not equal Property, the above cases prove to be a little more com-
plicated.

Segments stating a goal or problem eventually end in CONNECT2 but always via
CONNECIB (rule 48 transfers control to FIND-LINK). Because they take this differ-
ent route, these segments do succeed in initializing a Response-line.

Segments with a frequency marker are always coordinated with the last member
ofthe current Action- or Response-line, i.e; they are considered to overlap in time with

that member (rule 4d).
Segments with a potency-marker are treated as if this marker was absent when

the context equals Response  (rule  ld3). The occurrence of may, can and must is sim-
ply inherent to the normative and hypothetical status of the actions in a Response-line.
When context is set to Action, these segments only get an action-reading when they
contain a sequence time-marker (rule ld3). In that case, the segment normally con-
cludes the Action-line: "and then you can start talking".
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Not every problem or goal needs a response
Normally Response-lines occur only when context equals Action, or is already set to
Response by a preceding segment (see segments 18 to 21 in the example text, Table 1).
In those cases a problem or goal often needs an explicit response in order not to dis-
rupt the presentation of the ongoing course of action.

When the context is Property, a Response-line is not initialized by a segment stat-
ing either a problem or a goal (rule ld2 versus rule le; see Ola)). The only candidate
to open a Response-line within the Propeny-context is a segment processed by CON-
NECI'l, i.e., a segment with a hypotactic connector (rule 2d2; see (21b)).

(21) a. Saint Nicholas is an old bishop. b. Saint Nicholas is an old bishop.
He has to travel a lot. Because he has to travel a lot,

He wants to retire soon. he has bought his own boat.
His hair is long and grey. His hair is long and grey.

4.3  Comments on the rules

Against the procedure a number of objections can be raised. They concern especially
its dependence on the linguistic form and the exact wordings of the text-segments. We
briefly discuss three of them.

Connectors
The operations in CONNECI'l depend heavily on the presence of connectors. This
source of information about text structure figures prominently in the concept of cohe-
sion (Halliday & Hasan 1976). Such a dependence on lexical marking does not imply
uniform handling. Especially not when the position of subordinated clauses is taken
into account as well, which is exactly what we do. For example, initial clauses marked
by a hypotactic connector ((f, when, because, however) are not immediately subordi-
nated to their main clause. When-clauses, for example, are first inspected on whether
they express a problem / goal-statement, a temporal marker or a condition (rules 2d2
and 2d3). If they do, they are treated differently. Similarly, a segment with a however or
but may become the starter of a Response-line linked to the preceding text on the basis
of argument-overlap, or just a local elaboration linked without any referential analysis
(rules 2d2 and 2(14).

The faulty use of connectors need not trouble us too much (Sloan 1988). In as far
it occurs, it only seems to lead to an incorrect labeling of the coherence relation; the
hierarchical position of the attachment point is hardly ever affected. In fact, the am-
biguous use and the absence of markers handicap the procedure much more than their
incorrect use.

Referential analysis
All operations in CONNECT2 appeal to a referential analysis. This raises the question
whether the procedure depends too much on the identification of the intended refer-
ents. We see two reasons for not believing that this aspect is going to be detrimental to
the procedure.
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a. Many segments do not need a referential analysis. They are processed by CON-
NECI'l or CONNECIB. The more connectors and temporal markers a text contains,
the lesser the need for anaphora resolution.
b. Most cases that yet need to be solved are relatively simple. The antecedent is
either the text-topic or the last nominal concept in the directly preceding segment.

Given these practical considerations we expect that the referential analysis can
be done by an algorithm for anaphora resolution with little or no world knowledge or
common sense inferencing (Hobbs 1978; Leass & Schwall 1991).

Temporal markers
Temporal markers play an important role in CONNECI'3. They motivate an attach-
ment to the Action-line. Segments without an action verb can become part of the Ac-
tion-/ine on the basis of a temporal marker (rule lf; see (22)).

(22) And then they are all happy.
On Decen:ber 5 he has his birthday.

When a segment contains a marker of sequentiality or punctual time, it is coordinated
with theAction- or Response-li,te, dependent upon the context that is active at that very
moment, i.e. a Sequence relation is assigned. When a segment with an action-verb does
not contain such a marker, it is coordinated with the last member of these lines, a so-
called Overlap-relation. In a number of cases, this absence of a marker causes a
follow-up action to be regarded as a simultaneously occurring one.

The opposite may occur as well: an Overlap may be treated as a Sequence. These
cases can all be attributed to the adverb then. This word can mean both at this moment
and at the foUowing mon:ent (see (23)). In the current version of the procedure, then is
always granted the latter, sequential reading.

(23) The children get their presents.

And then they laugh with joy.
And then they start playing.

4.4    Example  of a processing trace

How the procedure actually applies is demonstrated for the example text (see Tables 1
and 3). This processing trace is summarized in two tables.

Table 12 shows which elements were relevant to the analysis. All elements con-
sidered during processing are printed in bold type capitals; the ones that actually
motivated a linking are marked with an asterisk. Elements for which an antecedent had
to be searched, are identified with , their antecedents with ' <'.,..,

Table 13 mentions for each segment the rules whose conditions were met, and
the values subsequently assigned to auxiliary variables.

The procedure always starts with setting $Topic to the topic of the text in question (in
this case Telephone), $Context to Action, and $Time to False. Both theAction-line and
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Table 12. Elements relevant for the procedural analysis of the telephone text presented in
Table 1

Pre-verb Verb Post-veil)

1           With a *TEL / you can  CALL < someone
2     BUT/ *FORTHAT- /you NEED a certain number and also an area code

2a           like/*... *... 01749 or 010 and 070 etc.
3          On such a *TEL <                          is                                          a little MIEEL<
4     AND I *THAT - 1you CAN TURN AROUND
5 *FORIon the wheel are the digits 1 23 456789 and 0

6                *ON  IT -                                                                    is                                                                   also  l  a  RECEIVER <

7            *WTTH IT- /you CAN TALK
and also hear

8             SO / you *TAKE a TELBOOK<
9 ·IT- contains all numbers
10        You / *THEN *PICKUP the receiver
11         *THEN / you hear eucueueu

12         AND  1 *THEN  Iyou *DIAL the number
13      That number *CONTACTS the exchange
13a        *...                                                                       *...                                                    de FIT telephone exchange
14 *mEN/something starts *TURNING over there

15           And / *THEN / a bell starts *RINGING at the house of the person you

are calling
16        AND I *THEN lyou CAN HAVE a conversation
17a *H'HEN/an *ACCIDENT has happened
17 you *CALL the police or the fire-department

18a *1*7/EN / an -ACCIDENT has happened on the ROAD <

Mb       AND  I *THERE-                                     &                                                        a PHONE BOOTH <
18        AND / you *CALL from 77/ERE -

19          A *PHONE BOOTH is a box with a telephone in it with
all phone books of the country

20 BUT/you NEED two quarters / *FOR H
2la *WHEN l a cable *BREAKS
21 you CAN *CALL not anymore

Note. Capitals indicate clements that have been considered. Asterisks mark elements on which the proce-
dure has based its decision. The  - symbol indicates the search for a referent; Elements identified as
referents are signaled with the symbol <. Major constituents are separated by slashes.

the Propeny-line are initialized as well. Then one after another the segments are en-
tered for analysis until the end of the text is reached.

In segment 1 (henceforth sl, 52 etc.) the main verb is of the action type, but the
auxiliary verb blocks the transfer to CONNECT3. The segment goes to CONNECI'2,
where it is interpreted as a property of a telephone. In s2 the connective but makes the

segment go to CONNECTl without further influence on its processing. Because a goal
is mentioned, $Context is set to Response. The linking is based on the referential tie
between for that and sl  (i.e.,  $line is  set  to  1). s:Za is treated  as a specification  for  s2,

solely on the basis of syntactic form. In s3 the main verb is not of the action type; CON-
NECI'2 treats the segment as another property of the telephone and changes $Context
accordingly. This implies that the Response-line opened by s2 is closed; we are not
going to hear how one may find the number one needs. In s4 the auxiliary again blocks
the action reading; coreferentiality of that and little wheel in 53 underlies its subordina-
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tion to that segment. The analysis of s5 depends entirely on the connective for. s6 is like
s3, except that this time telephone is not literally mentioned. The auxiliary function
REFERENT verifies that it refers to the topic. s7 resembles the processing of 54.

A major change in the emerging structure is occasioned by s8. This segment con-
tains an action verb that is not restricted by a modal auxiliary (see sl, s4 and s'7). The
segment is handed over to CONNECT3 and interpreted as the first member of the Ac-
tion-line; $Context is set to Action. s9, lacking a connective or action verb, is processed
again by CONNECT2 and recognized as a specification of the phone book in the
preceding clause. s10 contains an action verb and sequence marker; CONNECr3 links
it as the second member to the Action-/ine. s11 has no action verb but the mention of
then  makes it  go to CONNECT3; it becomes the third member  of the Action-line.  s12
to s15 are treated like 510; they constitute the fourth to seventh member of the Action-
line. sl6 contains a modal auxiliary, but its effect is overruled by the sequence marker
then; this segment goes to CONNECI3 to become the last member of theAction-line.

Another major change occurs at s17a. This when-clause precedes the main
clause, and expresses a negatively evaluated state (an accident). CONNECTl opens a

Table 11 Processing trace of the procedural analysis for the telephone text presented in Table
1

Segment Rules applied (Re)setting of Auxiliary Variables

$Topic = Telephone; $Context = Action; SI'ime =False

1            ld; ld3; 3a $Context = Property

2                       lb;         2d;  2d2; 3b SContext = Response; $Segment = 1
2a             la;      2a

3  lg; 3a $Context = Property
4              ld; ld3;3b $Segment = 3
5              lb;     k

6  lg; 33 $Context =Property
7              ld; ld3;3b SSegment = 6
8                          ld;   ld4; 4<1 $Context = Action
9  lg; 3b $Segment = 8
10            ld; ld4; 4c SContext = Action; SI'ime = False

11                   lf; 4c STime=True;    SContext = Action; Slime =False
12                            ld;   ld4; 4.c $Context = Action; mme = False
13                            ld;   ld4; 4d $Context = Action
133 la;         2a

14                        ld;   ld4; 4c $Context = Action; SI'ime = False
15                        ld; ld#,40 SContext = Action; STime= False
16             ld; ld4;4c SContext = Action; STime= False

17a                    1b;          2d;  2d2; 3i SContext =Response
17            ld; ld4;48; 3d $Segment = 1

18a                      lb;           2d;   2d2; 3c $Context= Response; $Segment = 172
18b                      lg; 3b SSegment = 188
18                        ld;   ld4; 4b
19                        lg; 3b $Segment = 18
20             lb;     2d; 2d2; 3f SContext = Response; $Segment = 18
213                    lb;          ld;  2d2; 3i $Context = Response
21             ld; ld4;4b; 3d $Context = Response; $Segment = 18
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Response-line and resets $Context accordingly. FIND-LINK does not find a candidate;
s17a shares no element at all with the preceding text. s17 is treated by CONNECI3 as
the first member of the Response-line. FIND-LINK is started once more, notes a lexi-
cal reiteration of caU in sl, and established a collocation between s17-17a and sl. s18a
is another fronted, subordinated clause denoting a problem (an accident on the road).
CONNECI'l opens a new Response-line for this segment, thereby closing the one op-
ened for s17a. FIND-LINK succeeds easily: it coordinates s18a with s17a (both
concern accidents). s18b expresses a state and is taken care of by CONNECT2. s18
denotes an action, goes to CONNECIB, and becomes the solution hooked to the Re-
sponse-line. s19 contains no action-verb and is handed over to CONNECIl
REFERENT comes across a peculiar case: it has to verify that a noun (phone booth) is
co-referential with a pronoun (there in 518). Normally it goes the other way round: a
noun is sought for a pronoun. s20 goes to CONNECI'l (because of but), is recognized
as expressing a goal, and a new Response-line is opened, again closing the preceding
one automatically. FIND-LINK returns a collocation between for it and to make a
phone call. s2la is a fronted subordinated clause, and a problem introduction; a Re-
sponse-line is opened (i.e., the writer does not go into the problem raised in s20: how to
get the money you need). FIND-LINK has to wait until s21 to find a connection be-
tween s2la-s21 and the preceding text. CONNECT3 places s21 on the Response-line.
By itself s21 introduces a new problem, and thereby a new Response-line. However, the
text ends; we will not know how to respond in case of a dismrbance.

To conclude the discussion of this trace, we highlight some of its features. First, the
same result can come about via very different routes (compare s7 with s9; s10 with
sll). Second, clauses that look pretty much alike in their surface form, can be treated
rather differently (compare s6 with s9). Third, the procedure is sensitive to context, es-
pecially with respect to modal auxiliaries (compare sl, s4, and s7 with s16 and with

s21).

5   Applying the procedure

To test its generalizability, the procedure has been applied to explanatory texts that
differed in several respects. The texts in question were written spontaneously, elicited
by a sentence combining task, or produced by a language generation system. In all, the

generalizibility of the procedure concerns the following facets:
a)      The origin of the texts. They are either spontaneous, elicited, or artificial produc-
tions.
b)    The topic of the texts. They concern the celebration of a traditional festival, the
use of a telephone, or the manufacturing of aluminum.
c)       The goal of the analysis. The structural analysis provides the basis for conclusions
that are interesting from a practical, theoretical, or technological point of view. It can
be used to identify writing problems and criteria for text quality assessment, to gain in-
sights into mental representations during writing and reading, or to improve the output
of Natural Language Generation systems.
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5.1   An application to spontaneous texts

The teaching and assessment of writing skills needs methods based on cognitive theo-
rizing and empirical research. Comprehensive analyses of text corpora may contribute
to the theory decisively (Bereiter & Scardamalia 1983). A cognitive appoach to corpus
research has to borrow its criteria, however, from sources other than stylistics,
rhetoric, and traditional school grammar (e.g. Cooper 1984; Hunt 1970; see Van Wijk
1992, for an extensive discussion). It also requires a large number of texts for the va-
lidity and generalizability of its results. Individuals never respond to assignments in the
same way. To avoid an early normative closure, the whole range of performance types
has to be taken into account. Therefore, we have collected several corpora during the
past few years, with texts differing in topic, text type, and task assignment. Subject
groups ranged from ten-year-olds to young adults.

In this Section we draw on a set of over one hundred explanatory texts written by pu-
pils from grade eight and grade twelve. Each pupil wrote an essay about either a
technological topic (the telephone) or a cultural one (Saint Nicholas; see De Groot
1966, for details). Although these topics clearly belong to different domains, what they
have in common is that the topic can be addressed both in a static way (what are the
properties of this object or person?) and in a dynamic way (how is the thing used or his
feast celebrated?). Results of preliminary analyses have already been published (Van
Wijk & Luiten 1987; Sanders & Van Wijk 1991; Sanders 1991). Characteristics of the
procedurally derived structures and their relations with intuitive quality judgments are
to be reported in detail in separate papers. Here we confine ourselves to the major
outconnes.

Identifying process regularities
The explanation of a telephone presented in Table 1, illustrates what a complete text
could look like: First introduce the machine with all its subparts, then describe how its
function is performed, and conclude by illustrating its use and practical value. In the
present terminology, this writing strategy can be captured as: successively develop the
Propeny-line, the Action-line and several Response-lines. Following this (implicit)  plan,
the writer succeeded in producing a text with a multiple perspective on the topic and
an orderly presentation of information. Many subjects, however, display a simpler ap-
proach. They concentrate on one perspective, either activities or properties. We dis-
cuss an example of both. The complete texts and processing traces are presented in the
appendix; here we only reproduce their hierarchical structures.

Figure 3 gives the structure of a text dominated by the Action-line (Appendix 1).
Such a text can be produced by running through episodic memory. Its structure simply
mimics the way the information was stored. The global organization is fine; the text
also has a clear ending, i.e. achieving the goal (and then you can stan talking) or closing
off an episode (and then he returns to Spain). An interesting problem to study in this
subset of'action'-texts is whether a writer sticks to mentioning the successive events or
also adds background information in local elaborations (reasons, definitions, illustra-
tions etc). The more writers elaborate, the more they apparently take communicative
demands into consideration.
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Topic = Saint Nicholas

Action

Property

7  r -1  -1 -6     -1 r
1  2  3  a 4  f  a  6  7  3  8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 3 1 6

Figure 3. Hierarchical structure of an action-text (sequence of actions dominates)

Figure 4 gives the structure of a text dominated by the Properly-line (Appendix 2). Such
a text can be produced by searching semantic memory in an associative way. The text
resembles a brainstorm; it lists information related to the topic and potentially relevant
to the explanation. The global structure is far from neat. This text shows structural
problems. For example, it contains segments that are not connected (55), discontinu-
ously linked (s19), and isolatedly attached to the Action-line (sll, s22). An interesting
problem to study in this subset of 'property'-texts is how anarchical information retrie-
val proceeds. In what way do orderliness and relevance play a role in the search for
information?

Topic = Saint Nicholas

Action

Property                                   „

 -1 --i . 6-1 1-1 --6       i
1  2  5  4  3  5  6  -  8  9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 a 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 3 1 9 2 0 2 1 8 2 2 2 3

Figure 4. Hierarchical structure of a property-text (referential continuity dominates)

Evaluating text quality
The hierarchical structures discussed above make clear that the same task can be per-
formed in diverging ways. This implies that one has to be careful not to lump all texts
together, and to evaluate their qualities against one and the same standard.

From the structural analysis of corpus texts, it appears that a text dominated by
the Action-line usually has a clear global structure; its major shortcoming is a lack of
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detailed information. This is especially apparent from unclear referential ties due to an
easy-going use of definite NPs. Phrases like "you pick up the receiver and dial the num-
ber" frequently occur without further explanation of the concepts referred to. If one
does not intend to add information, these texts leave little room for revision.

A text dominated by the Propeny-line tends to be rich in specific information.
This priority given to content manifests itself among other things in loose remarks ap-
pended to the text (cf. the 'extended portion' of Scardamalia, Bereiter & Goelman
1982). The structure in Figure 4 displays three cases that go back to information men-
tioned earlier in the text (the clusters around segments 19 and 22 and the return to the
Propeny-line in segment 14). Writers often signal these discontinuities by repeating in-
formation or adding markers that indicate transitions in the hierarchical structure;
so-called "push" and "pop" markers (Polanyi & Scha 1983; Redeker 1990). A good
example is Now in segment 14, which signals the return to the Properly-line.

Topic = Saint Nicholas

Action

Property

7   7 7  7 7
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Figure 5. Hierarchical structure of the revised property-text (see figure 4)

These Propeny-texts give many opportunities for revision. This can be done by
simply permuting the order of segments: undo discontinuities by moving segments to a
more fronted position, and place segments with little or no elaborations before heavily
branching ones. Sometimes it also helps to clarify an intended coherence relation by
adding a connector (most likely candidates appear to be e.g. and that's why). To illus-
trate this high potential for revision, we present the structure of the revised version for
the Property-text in Figure 5. Compare this with the structure of the original text,
presented in Figure 4. The revision improves coherence and increases relevance as
well: three segments repeating information have been removed (14, 19, and 23).

The procedural analysis makes pretty clear that texts belonging to the same corpus
cannot always be treated alike. Although instruction is the same for everyone, writers
often display different ways to perform a specific task. One needs to know these alter-
native routes for valid quality judgments and useful instructions for text improvement.
To identify these production strategies, text structure appears to provide a very promi-
sing cognitive criterion. Structure can be defined in operational terms and correlates
highly with the coherence of the cognitive representation.
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5.2   An application to elicited texts

The procedure also contributes to the study of cognitive processes and skills. To give
an example, we draw from a set of over one hundred protocols of a Sentence-Combin-
ing task produced by grade eight pupils and college freshmen. Subjects were instructed
to closely read a text about aluminum, and then to rewrite it in a better way (see (24)).

(24) Aluminum

Directions: Read the passage all the way through. You will notice that the
sentences are short and choppy. Study the passage, and then rewrite it in a
better way. You may combine sentences, change the order of words, and
omit words that are repeated too many times. But try not to leave out any of
the information.

Aluminum is a metal. It is abundant. It has many uses. It comes from baux-
ite. Bauxite is an ore. Bauxite looks like clay. Bauxite contains aluminum. It
contains several other substances. Workmen extract these other substances
from the bauxite. They grind the bauxite. They put it in tanks. Pressure is in
the tanks. The other substances form a mass. They remove the mass. They
use filters. A liquid remains. They put it through several other processes. It
finally yields a chemical. The chemical is powdery. It is white. The chemical
is alumina. It is a mixture. It contains aluminum. It contains oxygen. Work-
men separate the aluminum from the oxygen. They use electricity. They fi-
nally produce a metal. The metal is light. It has a luster. The luster is bright.
The luster is silvery. This metal comes in many forms.

This task originates from a large scale developmental study (Hunt 1970). Task perfor-
mances have proven to follow a highly general and regular pattern. Young subjects
simply copy the input text; but when they grow older, subjects gradually apply more
and more contractions and embeddings, thus increasing the syntactic integration of the
text. The text in (24) presents the performance typical of a 12-year old, that in (25) one
typical of a young adult.

(24) Aluminum is a metal. It is abundant, has many uses and comes from bauxite.

Bauxite is an ore and looks like clay. It contains aluminum and several other
substances. Workmen extract these other substances from the bauxite. Then
they grind the bauxite and put it in tanks with pressure in them. The other
substances form a mass. They remove the mass with filters and a liquid re-
mains. Then they put it through several other processes and finally yield a
chemical that is powdery and white. This chemical is alumina. It is a mixture
and it contains aluminum and oxygen. Workmen separate the aluminum
from the oxygen by the use of electricity. Finally they produce a metal. The
metal is light and has a luster which is bright and silvery. This metal comes in
many forms.
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(25) Aluminum is an abundant metal with many uses. It comes from bauxite, a

clay-like ore that contains besides aluminum several other substances as
well. These have to be extracted by workmen. First they grind the bauxite,
and then they put it in pressure tanks to cause the other substances to form a
mass. They remove this mass with filters thus leaving a liquid. This liquid is
put through several other processes until a chemical is obtained, a white
powder called alumina. Alumina is a mixture of aluminum and oxygen. The
workmen separate the aluminum from the oxygen by using electricity. And
finally they produce a light metal that has a bright, silvery luster and comes
in many forms.

Table 14. Interpretations of the original lines in the input-text underlying the rewriting done by
novice and advanced writers

Line Input-Text Novice Advanced

1         Aluminum is a metal
2          It is abundant It < Aluminum It < This metal
3          It has many uses It < Aluminum It < This metal
4         It comes from bauxite It < Aluminum It < Aluminum
5         Bauxite is an ore
6 Bauxite looks like clay                                                  -                                         Bauxite<This ore
7 Bauxite contains aluminum - Bauxite <This ore
8           It contains several other substances It < Bauxite It < This ore
9 Workmen extract these other substances                    - + Refocus

from the bauxite
10 They grind the bauxite 'then' 'first'
11          They put it in tanks 'then' 'then'
12       Pressure is in the tanks + Refocus + Refocus
13       The other substances form a mass 'then' 'as result'
14 They remove the mass 'then' 'then'
15        They use filters 'for L14' 'for L14'
16       A liquid remains 'then' 'as result'
17        l'hey put it through several other processes 'then' 'then'
18       It finallyyields a chemical 'then' 'as result'
19       The chemical is powdely - -Suffix
20         It is white It <The chemical It<Thepowder
21 The chemical is alumina - chemical < powder
22        It is a mixture It <The chemical It < Alumina
23       It contains aluminum It < The chemical It<Themixture
24       It contains oxygen It<Thechemical It<The mixture
25 Workmen separate the aluminum 'then' 'then'

from the oxygen
26       They use electricity 'for L25' 'for L.25'
27 They finally produce a metal 'then' 'then'
28 The metal is light                                               -                                 -
29        It has a luster It <The metal It<Themetal
30 The luster is bright                                                        -                                         -
31 The luster is Silvery                                                 -                                     -
32 This metal comes in many forms 'then' + Eventual

Note.  ' < ' denotes 'subjects have replaced this clement by'.
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The regularity of the developmental pattern revealed in Hunt (1970) is still an unparal-
leled empirical success (see Reesink, Holleman-van der Steen, Stevens & Kohnstamm
1971, for a replication in Dutch). It provided the basis for a growing number of course
books for the training of writing skills (see e.g. Strong 1973; Daiker, Kerek & Moren-
berg  1986). The effectiveness of these courses  has  been well attested by highly
controlled experiments (Kerek, Daiker & Morenberg 1980).

These practices, however, lack a theoretical foundation. Hunt (1970) saw Sen-
tence Combining as an application of Chomskys (1965) Aspects model of
Tranformational Generative Grammar (TGG). The input text represents a set of ker-
nel sentences which the subject has to integrate by applying optional transformations.
Task performance depends on the number of these transformations that one can apply
in a single'cycle'. At present there are hardly any supporters of this cognitive interpre-
tation of TGG. Alternatively, several authors have suggested to explain Hunt's
observations and the effects of Sentence Combining courses in terms of a better com-
mand of rhetorical principles and the standards of good writing (e.g. Harris & Witte
1980).

The theoretical account we propose, combines this rhetorical perspective with
the ideas about mental processing presented earlier in this chapter. The rewriting of a
text like (23) depends in the very first place on how the text is read. The aluminum-pas-
sage appears to be poly-interpretable at many places. Table 14 presents the readings
that in our corpus were most frequently given by novice and advanced writers respec-
tively. A more extensive discussion as well as quantitative results are to be reported in
a separate paper.

The more sophisticated reading by the advanced writer seems to be mostly due to a
finer feeling for two text features: referential alternatives and verb meanings.

First, referential continuity becomes more diverse. Writers have some freedom in
assigning referents to the pronouns (segment 23: it may refer to chemical or mirture).
They may also refocus a sentence's content (read segment 9 as These other substances

are crtracted»m the bauxite by workmen). To add to their referential alternatives, wri-
ters even change word morphology (segment 19: powdeg becomes a powder) and the
content of full NPs (segment 6: Baurite is replaced by 77:is ore).

Second, a better understanding of verb semantics leads to an expression of the
content in more specific coherence relations. Most novice writers already realize that
the verb use implies something like "because needed to accomplish the action men-
tioned last" (see segments 15 and 26). Far less evident for beginning writers are the
resultative connotations of verbs likefonn, remain, andyieW (segments 13, 16, 18).

Of these differential interpretations, those of the first type affect procedural decisions
concerning the Propeny-line, and those of the second type the ones concerning the Ac-
tion-/ine. If the procedure is run for the input-text supplemented with the
specifications in Table 14, the structures presented in Figures 6 and 7 are obtained.

We propose that these structures underly the rewritings made in (24) and (25)
respectively. Writers appear to have a strong tendency to formulate content that is di-
rectly linked to the Action- or Property-line in a main clause. In addition, they tend to
formulate all the content that is subordinated to these main clauses in the text struc-
ture in one syntactic package with each of these main clauses. In other words, syntactic
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Topic = Aluminum

Action

Property
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Figure 6. A novice writer's interpretation of the Alummum Passage

Topic = Aluminum

Action
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Figure 7. An advanced writers' interpretation of the Aluminum Passage

integration reflects the representation of the text structure as made operational in the
procedure.

5.3   An application to Artificial texts

Central problems in the field of Natural Language generation are the questions what
to say and how to include that information in a text (McKeown 1982; Hovy 199Ob). To
solve both questions simultaneously, structural frames have been developed that func-
tion as templates for the selection and ordering of information. These frames are
usually derived from informal inspections of natural texts. McKeown (1982, 1985) in-
troduced tat schemas to guide the generation of expository text. A schema represents
a stereotypical structuring for a piece of information with a specific discourse function,
e.g. an identification schema for the definition of an entity and a constituency schema
for the description of an entity.
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Table 15.  An explanation of a telephone generated by Paris & McKeown (1987) through a
combination of two production strategies

1          Tile telephone changes soundwaves into soundwaves.
2          The telephone has a housing
2a         that has various shapes,
2        a transmitter
2b that changes soundwaves into current,
2         a curly-shaped cord, a line, a receiver
2c        to change current into soundwaves,
2          and a dialing-mechanism.
3          The transmitter is a microphone.
4           A person speaking into the microphone causes the soundwaves to hit the diaphragm of

the microphone.
Sa        Because the soundwaves hit the diaphragm,
5          the diaphragm vibrates.
6           The vibration of the diaphragm causes the current to vary.
7         The current varies like the intensity varies.
8           The receiver is a loudspeaker with a small aluminium diaphragm.
9          The housing contains the transmitter.
10 The housing is connected to the dialing-mechanism by the cord.
11       l'he line connects the dialing-mechanism to the wall.

These schemas, however, only solve the problem partially. A text is made up of a
large number of schemas, and their concatenation has to be taken care of as well. After
analyzing a number of texts, Paris and McKeown (1987) decided that for their type of
texts (explanations of technical instruments such as telephones) two discouise strategies
were needed to run through schemas. In a descriptive strategy an entity is described in
terms of its subparts; the text lists a number of constituency schemas. In a process
strategy the entity is described by tracing the process that allows it to perform its func-
tion; the text presents a number of action schemas. These strategies resemble our
Property- and Action-lines.

A text can be generated by sticking to one of either strategies. Paris and McKeown
also permit their generator to switch strategy along the way. They have failed, however,
to place restrictions on where a switch may take place. Nor did they include an exam-
ination of the text structure resulting from a specific strategy. A juxtaposition of
constituency schemas, for example, does not garantee an orderly organization. The ab-
sence of structural controls seriously restricts output quality. This becomes apparent
from the text presented in Table 15, Paris & McKeown's (1987) example of a text pro-
duced by a combination of the descriptive and process strategies. We have divided the
text into segments according to our rules. The hierarchical structure assigned to it by
our procedure is given in Figure 8.

The analysis reveals that the text suffers from three types of structural problems.
The text begins with an early and isolated attachment to the Action-line. Apart

from its unclear content (what results from the change?), the first segment posits an a-
typical start. In our corpus of explanatory text (see Section 5.1) no one starts by
mentioning an action. The habitual or generic actions that do occur are attached in a
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Figure 8. Hierarchical structure of the Paris & McKeown (1987) text

(syntactically) subordinated way to a main clause stating some sort of classification
(see (26)).

(26) A-typical openers: Typical openers:
Saint Nicholas gives presents Saint Nicholas is a man who

gives presents
A crane flies in the sky A crane is an animal that can fly
A telephone changes soundwaves into A telephone is a machine that
soundwaves. changes soundwaves into

soundwaves.

The text continues with the loose attachment of descriptions of subparts to the second
segment (s2a - s3, s8 - sll): each elaboration is linked separately. There are no ties be-
tween these subordinated segments, apart from the coordination between s9 and s10.
This segregation results mainly from the a-typicalness of the second segment: a listing
including several embeddings. In spontaneous writing such a dense structure is hardly
to be expected. In our corpus, writers use several segments to introduce the subparts,
thereby providing more opportunities for referential linking.

The text ends with a number of discontinuous collocations due to the switch
back, after 57, to a descriptive strategy. For the referents in segments s8 to sll, the
antecedents are placed too far away. This kind of ordering is far from unnatural; it is
typical, however, of a first draft version (see Section 5.1). Very often writers lengthen
their text by adding (on a more or less associative basis) descriptive statements. Such a
continuation increases informational load, but damages text structure. Therefore, in a
revision these segments tend to be moved to a position earlier in the text. Although this
two-step process of revising the structure of a spontaneously written text is plausible
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Table 16. The revised Paris & McKeown (1987) text

1         The telephone is a machine
la that changes soundw:wes into soundwaves.
2          The telephone has a housing, a transmitter, a curly-shaped cord, a line, a receiver,

and a dialing-mechanism.
10 Tile housing is connected to the dialing-mechanism by the cord
2a       and has various shapes.
9           The housing contains the transmitter.    ,3        l'he transmitter is a microphone
2b that changes soundwaves into current.
11        The line connects the dialing-mechanism to the wall.
8             The receiver is a loudspeaker with a small aluminium diaphragm
20        to change current into soundwaves.
4          A person speaking into the microphone causes the soundwaves to hit the diaphragm of

the microphone.
5a       Because the soundwaves hit the diaphragm,
5          the diaphragm vibrates.
6           The vibration of the diaphragm causes the current to vary.
7           The current varies like the intensity varies.

for inexperienced writers, it does not seem an adequate strategy for a language gener-
ator.

In Table 16 we present a text revised in line with the above discussion: the first seg-
ment is reformulated, the embedded clauses of the second segment are transposed to
following segments, and the four final segments are moved forward. The hierarchical
structure derived procedurally is given in Figure 9. The revision undoes all disconti-
nuities and increases the coherence between elaborations (from segment 10 to
segment 2b , segments share their attachment point with segment 2).

Topic=Telephone

Action

Property

-1   r-
1 10 2a 9 32b :182c #58 5 i 7

Figure 9. Hierarchical structure of the revised Paris & McKeown text
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In conclusion, by checking the text for its structure against the criteria laid down in the
procedure, it is possible to improve text structure significantly, while only marginally
altering the content. Ideally, a generator would already respect this type of criteria
during production.

6  Evaluating the procedure

The procedure has been evaluated by comparing procedurally obtained structures with
the ones assigned in a traditional, intuitive analysis. This comparison was made for the
corpus discussed in section 5.1. The differences can be characterized in terms of
knowledge domains: what type of knowledge needs to be incorporated in order to
make the procedural analysis similar to the intuitive one? To answer this question, the
following three domains are discussed: knowledge about regularities in discourse or-
ganization, knowledge about the lexicon, and encyclopaedic knowledge about the
world. (We only discuss the major outcomes; more detailed and quantitative results
are to be reported in a separate paper.)

Two types of knowledge about discourse regularities have been incorporated.
First, some messages raise rather specific expectations about the subsequent part of
the text. For example, a segment stating a problem (or goal), tends to be followed by a
solution (or instrument), i.e. a Response-line is initialized. Second, syntactic structure
may offer clues to the context as to how the segment being processed is to interpreted
and embedded. The procedure considers two well-discussed cases: the dependence of
a clause (main versus subordinated) and the position of subordinated clauses (initial
versus final).

These two are essential for the procedure. Other syntax-based heuristics, notably
those provided by such non-SVO word orders as inversion, clefting and fronting of
Prepositional Phrases (LaPolla 1986), can easily be incorporated. They would, how-
ever, only marginally influence the working and output of the procedure.

Lexical knowledge has been incorporated for both function words and content words
(Van Wijk & Kempen 1980). Connectors with a specific meaning such as that's why,
namely, for instance, and because, are kept apart from those with a less unique meaning
(but, well) or too many-sided a meaning (and, also). Within the category of verbs a
major distinction is made between action verbs and non-action verbs (to kill, to move
versus  to  smell,   to be). Furthermore the procedure needs to know the nouns and verbs
expressing a negative evaluation (accident, to break something) a desire or a wish (to
need, to want).

At present, the procedure only considers fairly isolated meaning aspects. What
needs to be added is access to a layman's knowledge of relations between lexical en-
tries, i.e. about (near-)synonymy and thesaurus-like hierarchical structures. Such
extensions would substantially add to the success of the procedure. At present the pro-
cedure is still ignorant, for example, of the fact that to phone, to  call, to  ring  and to
speak over a long distance denote the same activity. That's why in the example text,
presented in Table 1, the concluding Response-lines were linked to the first segment sl
instead of the directly preceding segment s16: sl reiterated to phone whereas s16 ad-
dressed this action differently: to have a conversation.
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World knowledge or encyclopaedic knowledge is kept out of the procedure deliberate-

ly; the procedure is designed to model shallow text production and text understanding.
This ignorance is not devastating. Differences between the procedural and intuitive
analysis appear relatively small in number and restricted in type. In most cases, the
analyses agree on the antecedent of a segment, i.e. which segments are to be connected
to each other. They may diverge, however, on the choice of the attachment points. The
intuitive analysis sometimes replaces a coordinative link by a subordinative one; in-
stead of a temporal relation (Overlap, Sequence) a causal (Cause, Result), or an
intentional one (Afotivation) is assigned. This possibility of a more specific labelling ap-
plies also within the set of segments linked by subordination; the rather broad label

Specelcation can be replaced by a more distinctive one such as Reason, Prob/em or
Concession.

Thus, re-attachment and re-labelling are possible; but these revisions are based

upon arguments that go beyond what is literally present in the text. They make explicit
the differences between shallow and deep processing, between two qualitatively differ-
ent modes of processing, but they do not really affect the set up of the procedure.

Yet, there are still cases in which an intuitive analysis truly proves to be more adequate
than the procedural one. This typically happens when the categorization of the main
verb in terms of action or state is ambiguous.

The analist has a better sense of the interpretation of action verbs, especially in
those cases in which the action reading has to be blocked, when, for example, a seg-
ment denotes a habitual action instead of a factual one (Saint Nicholas rides a horse; a
telephone rings when someone calls you)·, or when a segment presents background in-
formation instead of a follow-up action (the signal passes through a cable). Extending
the procedure with more fine-grained knowledge on the semantics of a specific predi-
cate would solve this problem. (For similar problems with the Vendler (1967) system,
and for similar solutions, see Dahlgren 1988; Dowty 1979; Moens & Steedman 1987).

Where world knowledge appears to be most useful, is in filling in missing infor-
mation. Writers tend to leave unmentioned the obvious or default case. For example,

someone notes there are telephone booths as well, apparently assuming that the reader
knows that most telephones are to be found in homes and offices. Writers also show a

preference for reporting bare facts, leaving goals and motives implicit. For example,
why does Saint Nicholas come to Holland? (to celebrate his binhday). And what moti-
vates  his  actions'!   (punishing  naughty  kids   and  rewarding  well-behaved   ones).  The
introduction of unfamiliar concepts also tends to be done in a rather careless way. For
example, phenomena like area code, dial, mitre, and cane are mentioned without fur-
ther explanation.

A reader who can fill in these gaps clearly has a better understanding of the text.
More important for the present discussion, however, is the fact that missing informa-
tion does not hinder a procedural analysis in any serious way, and that it can be added
to a text without changing the hierarchical and relational structure substantially.

In conclusion, procedurally assigned structures give accurate approximations of the in-
tuitively assigned ones. And whenever changes are needed, it is possible to treat the

questions where to use world knowledge, what type of knowledge to use, and why to do

so, as empirical and well-defined problems. Also, it is clear how this world knowledge
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should be incorporated: by elaborating auxiliary functions or by adding new ones. A
substantial change of the main functions need not be expected.

7 Discussion

In (text) linguistics and in (cognitive) psychology models have been developed to ana-
lyze the structure of texts. Text structure is an essential aspect of language, since it has
a large impact on the cognitive representation language users have or make of a text.
However, for several reasons existing analytic systems - such as those   of  Mann   &
Thompson  (1988) and Polanyi  (1988) - do not suffice when applied to spontaneously
produced (explanatory) texts. The models lack a procedural component, that is, there
are no clear decision rules, and an unrestricted appeal to world knowledge is incorpor-
ated in the models. As a result, analysts often do not agree on the exact text structure
in which the models result.

As far as these differences reflect the fact that a text has more than one interpre-
tation this is unproblematic. However, for theoretical and applied research purposes,
it is essential that analytic differences are systematic and that the model accounts for
thern.

In this chapter we present a procedure for structural analysis. The procedure assigns a
hierarchical and relational representation to explanatory texts. The procedure consists
of condition-action pairs and guarantees maximal objectivity.

The procedure follows several criteria to assign a structural representation. Ref-
erential continuity is the basis for the analysis. But cohesion elements (connectives),
syntactic structures and lexical elements (e.g. verbs denoting actions) play a role as
well. The procedure is an extension of the few explicit, procedural models that exist in
the literature, such as the Kintsch & Van Dijk (1978) model, which bases its connec-
tions on'plain' argument-overlap only.

The procedure does not rely on content-specific pre-structuring, unlike some other
"rule-seeking" text-analytic studies, such as Linde & Labov (1975) and Levelt (1982)
(see section 1). Also, the appeal to world knowledge is very limited. The role of world
knowledge in text analysis is regarded as an empirical question. A more extended role
of world knowledge in the procedure would lead to a richer representation, which re-
sembles a 'deep' representation as opposed to the 'shallow' representation in which
the procedure results (see section 6). It is in terms of these different types of repre-
sentation (shallow vs. deep) that the procedure accounts for different representations.

Further development
The procedure appeared flexible and robust when it was tested against several samples

of explanatory text. It held for texts produced spontaneously and in a revision task, and
for natural text as well as for text produced by a language generation system (See sec-

tion 5).
At present we are investigating how the procedure can be extended to other text

types and to other topics. We expect our basic ideas on the four global principles of
text   organization    - the property, action and reponse lines and elaboration - to  be
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generalizable to other text types. Preliminar results of ongoing research suggest that
the procedure's fundamental characteristics are applicable to another text type (de-
scriptive texts with narratives interspersed):

Generalizibility to other text topics points to the question of knowledge representation.
Of course some knowledge on the topic of the text is necessary for the procedure to
work. Therefore a topic descriptor (the domain of human beings and their products),
and three discourse schemes are incorporated in the present procedure. The integra-
tion of thematical organization into a procedure for structural analysis is the subject of
ongoing research.

Another consequence of the exclusion of world knowledge from the present pro-
cedure is that the exact linguistic realization of a segment is crucial at several points.
Sometimes this can lead to unfavourable decisions, for example, relations between two
segments that are marked linguistically are treated differently than the same relation
that is not expressed by a connector.

Another example of an unfavourable decision that has to be improved concerns
the interpretation of the temporal adverb then (see Section 4.3.). For the time being,
the procedure always assigns a sequential reading (ncrt in time) to it, although then can
also denote an overlap (at that time). Nevertheless, this rule appeared to be adequate
for the explanatory texts we have studied, as was illustrated by the successful applica-
tions in section 5.

Also, connectors intended to express relations that differ from the ones they
seem to express (Sloan 1988; Spooren 1989) can cause problems. At this point we are
still working on the improvement of the procedure, and especially on the CHECK
function.

Yet, several features of the procedure show that even without an appeal to world
knowledge, it is possible to design a flexible and adequate analytic model of text struc-
ture. Examples are context-dependency and the treatment of subordinate clauses,
which depends on their position in the sentence.

In the procedure, many ideas on global text structure are incorporated, as well as
on the interaction between the text structure and the (more local) pragmatics of dis-
course. These ideas are very well compatible with earlier text linguistic work (Hoey
1983; Grimes 1975; Mann & Thompson 1988; Polanyi & Scha 1983; Polanyi 1988) and
more recent functional syntactic work, e.g. on the function of pre- and postposed sub-
ordinate clauses in relation to text structure (Ramsay 1987; Thompson 1985;
Matthiessen & Thompson 1987; Mann et al. 1992; Vander Linden et al. 1992). How-
ever, on the basis of empirical linguistic work the procedure can certainly be improved
upon. In our view, an interaction of procedural approaches (like the one developed in
this chapter) with cognitive linguistic work will constitute a very fruitful approach.
Examples of specific questions to be answered via such an approach comes from the
discussion of the Paris & McKeown text (Section 5.3.). In terms of hierarchical struc-
ture this text suffers from segregation of local elaborations that are not connected. The
main reason is that a long list of features of a telephone is presented in one main
clause with several embeddings. ("The telephone has a housing that has various
shapes, a transmitter  that..."  etc.).  In the revised  text  we have reorganized this infor-
mation and rephrased it in several separate segments, so that it would have a better
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text structure. ("The telephone has a housing, a transmitter.... The housing is con-
nected to..." etc.). This is exactly what writers in our corpus appear to do. This leads
to the hypothesis that this way of presentation is easier to process, because more op-
portunities exist for referential linking. At least two interesting research questions can
be derived from this. The first one is text-analytic: Does this presentation of different
elements in one 'heavy' embeddings indeed hardly ever happen in spontaneous texts,
but only in well-edited professional texts? The second one is psychological: Is the pres-
entation in these embeddings indeed harder to process than the presentation in several
segments?

Another point where further work is needed concerns the integration of hierarchical
and relational analysis. In the procedure we have stressed the hierarchical aspects. In
fact, the decisions on the meaning of the relations (see the function LABEL) are en-
tirely based on the hierarchical decisions.

Consequently, the procedure sometimes ends up with a set of possible coherence
relations that can hold between two segments. For instance, in the case of subordina-
tion on the basis of referential coherence, the procedure cannot make a choice
between relations like Cause, Result, Evidence, Motivation and Justification without
taking the semantics of the relation into account.

This is of course unsatisfactory. Apart from reasons of descriptive adequacy, it is
also implausible from a psychological point of view to assume that hierarchical deci-
sions precede relational ones, and that the two are not integrated. Besides, the
labelling of the relations is dependent on a specific connector. There are many reasons
why that is not ideal. One is that coherence relations can be expressed explicitly by
means of a connector, but that they can also remain implicit, while at the same time ex-
pressing the very same relation (Mann & Thompson 1986; Spooren 1989; Chapter 2).

Hence, these decisions have to be improved by considering criteria that concern
the relational meaning of the different coherence relations. This is exactly what we
plan to do on the basis of our own work (Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis) and that of
others (Mann & Thompson 1988; Polanyi & Scha 1984; Hovy 1990a). A promising
point of departure for further research is that there seems to be a correspondence be-
tween hierarchical and relational properties; coordinating relations belong to the class
of additive coherence relations (in terms of Chapters 2 and 3) like List and Sequence,
whereas most subordinating ones belong to the class of causal relations: Condition,
Contrast, Cause, Concession etc.

Finally, a procedural analysis contributes to both applied and theoretical research pur-
poses. We will mention two fields.

First, text structure can be further developed as a cognitive criterion for text
quality assessment and writing proficiency. Once text structure can be identified ade-
quately, it becomes a very suitable criterion to compare texts with different contents.
This forms the basis for well-founded evaluations of expository texts.

Second, this type of text analysis contributes to our understanding of cognitive
processing, and thereby to psycholinguistic theory. It models a crucial textual feature,
i.e. its structure. The procedure enables us to identify processing strategies, of both
writers and readers. To focus on text production: the procedure models writing beha-
vior on a text level, which is a concrete specification of Levelt's (1989)
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'macro-planning: Furthermore, the two prototypical ways of organizing a complete ex-

planation: In a Property-line (referential coherence dominates) or an Action-line
(sequence of actions dominates) seem to fit very well in Bereiter & Scardamalia's

(1987) 'Knowledge telling' and 'Knowledge transforming' strategies, especially since
they state that topic continuity (compare our Propeny-line!) is the less complex strategy
to produce a coherent text, which reflects the Knowledge telling model.

This type of ideas on cognitive processing can also be validated in an experimen-
tal paradigm. To mention only two interesting questions to be investigated along these
lines: Do structural problems in the text reflect planning problems during text produc-
tion (as indicated, for example, by long pauses during the writing process)? Do readers

actually show reading difficulties (i.e. longer reading times, worse recall) at points
where, according to the analysis, structural problems arise?

In conclusion, the procedure presented in this chapter proves that it is possible to
characterize text structure in spontaneously produced texts, a production mode that is
quite different from the well-edited, planned text that is usually under consideration.
The further development of this explicit and rule-seeking type of text analysis con-
tributes to the further progression of text analysis and provides further insights into the

cognitive representation of discourse.
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Notes to Chapter 5

1.    Of course, the second decision also determines the  relational part of the representation, since a reta-
tion holds between two segments. However, we want to focus on the hierarchical structure in order
to arrive at an analytic procedure.  It appeared that the following order of analytic decisions was most
succesful: First, it is decided whether two segments can be connected (this results in a hierarchical
structure that is assigned to a text), and after that a meaning is assigned to the connection.

2.  There are serious theoretical and methodological problems with the concept of 'topic'; Brown &
Yuk (1983: 70) state that it "can be described as the most frequently used, unexplained term in the
analysis of discourse". Nevertheless, the notion is rather unproblematic in the present case, since the
texts we work with all have clear topics, which were stated in the instruction.

3. These studies  arc of course no direct  evidence  for  the   relevance of actions in explanations - for
example, the main line in these studies is defined as a Causal chain, and concerns nanatives-but  it
seems that the sequence of actions in explanations reflects the same idea of the most important
information in the main line of the text.

4.   This is the topic of Eis van der Pool's dissertation research, which is currently under way at Tilburg
University.
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Appendix 1. Example of an Action-text.

The text presented in Table 1-1 was written by a twelve-year old boy. His explanation of
Saint-Nicholas was selected to illustrate an explanatory text dominated by a sequence of
actions. The partitioned text segments are presented in Table 1-2, the processing trace in
Table 1-3 and the resulting relational structure in Table 1-4. The hierarchical structure is
included in Section 5.1, see Figure 3.

Table 1-1. An explanatory text dominated by a sequence of actions

1          Every year Saint Nicholas comes
2           that is on the 4th of December
3           That day he comes by steamboat
43      When he arrives in the Netherlands
4 everyone waves to him
5        At night
53       when it is pitch-dark
5 Saint Nicholas rides over the roofs with Black Peter
6          and throws lots of presents through the chimncy
7          In the meantime the children sing a song
7a         such as: Sinterklaas kaI)oentjc...
8 Saint Nicholas gives lots of presents
9          but he always gets something in return
10        'I'hat is either a carrot for the horse or a bit of water, also for the horse
11        On the 5th of December Saint Nicholas really has his birthday
12        on that day he brings the presents
13       and then he leaves again.
14         He also looks into the red book with the cross on it.
15       There it says whetheryou have been naughty or not
16a When Saint Nicholas leaves again
16 the children sing Bye bye Saint Nicholas.
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Table 1-2. Elements relevant for the procedural analysis of the text presented in Table 1-1

Pre-verb Verb Post-verb

1          Every year / St.N. *COMES
2              *TICAT -                                                       is                                    on the 4th of December

3             That day / he *COMES by steamboat
4a         -WHEN / he *ARRIVES in the Netherlands
4 everyone *WAVES to him

5            *AT NIGHT / St.N. *RIDES over the roofs / with Black Peter
Sa         -WHEN / it is pitch-dark
6 and/then/*... throws lots of presents / through the chimney
7          In the meantime / the children *SING a song
7a         . . .                                                               . . .                             such as: Sinterklaas kapoentje etc
8        St. Nicholas * GIVES lots of presents
9           *BUT / he / always gets in return something
10         *THAT -                                               is                               either a carrot for the horse or a bit ofwater,

also for the horse
11          *DEC 5 / St.N./ really has his birthday12 he *BRINGS the presents
13       and /*THEN/ he *LEAVES again
14         He / also *LOOKS into the red BOOK< with the cross on it
15           *THERE- /it says whether you have been naughty or not
16a *WHEN St.N. *LEAVES again
16 the children -SING Bye bye Saint Nicholas

Note. Capitals indicate elements that have been considered. Asterisks indicate elements on which the pro-
cedurc has based its decision. The -

symbol indicates the search for a referent; Elements identified
as referents are signaled with the symbol <. Major constituents are separated by slashes.  'St.N.'
means 'Saint Nicholas'.
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Table la Processing trace of the text presented in Table 1-1.

Segment Rules applied (Re)setting of Auxiliary Variables

Sropic = Saint Nicholas; $Context = Action; $Time = False

1             ld; ld4;4d $Context = Action

2                          lg;           3b                                     $Segment = 1
3            ld; ld4;4d $Context = Action

4a             lb;     2d; 2d3 Frime =True

4                              ld;   ld4; 4c SContext = Action; Srime = False

5             ld; ld4; 4c SI-ime =True; $Context = Action; STime= False

6             la;     2b

7             ld; ld4;4d $Context = Action

7a              la;      2a

8             ld; ld4;4d SContext = Action

9              lb;     2d; 2d4
10                            lg; 3b $Segment = 9
11                  lf; 4c $Time = True; $Context = Action; $Time = False

12            ld; ld4;4d $Context = Action

13            ld; ld4,4d $Context = Action

14                        ld;   ld4; 4d $Context = Action
15                        lg;           3b                                     $Segment = 14
16a           lb;     2d; 2d3 STime =True

16             ld; ld4;4c $Context = Action; STime = False

Table 1-4. Relational structure of the text presented in Table 1-1.

Topic = Saint Nicholas; Initialize Action-line & Property-line

1 SPECIFICATION (Action)
2 SPECIFICATION (1/comes)
3 OVERLAP (1/Action)
48                 SITUATION (4)
4 SEQUENCE (Action)
5 SEQUENCE (Action)
5a               SrrUATION (5)
6 OVERLAP (5/Action)
7 OVERLAP (6/Action)
7a SPECIFICATION (7/song)
8 OVERLAP (7/Action)
9                CONTRAST/CONCESSION (8)
10 SPECIFICATION (9/something)
11 SEQUENCE (Action)
12 OVERIAP (11/Action)
13 SEQUENCE (Action)
14 OVERLAP (13/Action)
15                 SPECIFICATION (14/book)
16a SITUATION (16)
16 SEQUENCE (Action)
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Appendix 2. Example of a Property-text.

The text presented in Table 1-1 was written by a twelve-year old boy. His explanation of
Saint-Nicholas was selected to illustrate an explanatory text dominated by referential con-
tinuity. The partitioned text segments are presented in Table 2-2, the processing trace in
Table 2-3 and the resulting relational structure in Table 24. The hierarchical structure is
included in Section 5.1, see Figure 4.

Table 2-1. An explanatory text dominated by referential continuity

1 Saint Nicholas is an old man
2           He has a white-grey beard
3           He has a steamboat with a lot of little black men
4         They are called Black Peter
5a        When it is the 5th of December
5         the time has come.
6           The day of Saint Nicholas is a Big Festival.
7        The Peters have a birch.
8           A birch is a bundle of swishing branches.
9           They also have a sack
10          that is a kind of wool and a shape.
11 The children in all villages and towns got ginger-nuts.
12 And ginger nuts are four-sided blocks, with sugar.
13       That is candy
13a that children like.

14 Well, Saint Nicholas is an old man, with white hair.
15        He wears a red robe.
16 And wears a sort of shirt.
17       He also has a whitish grey.
18       A grey is a horse.
18a (noble animal)
19        Just now I was talking about a steamboat.
20        A steamboat is a big ship,
21       a steamboat often has got a big funnel
2la from which the steam comes
22 The children sing songs on the 5th of December,
23        that is because there is a big feast.
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Table 2-2. Elements relevant for the procedural analysis of the text presented in Table 2-1

Pre-verb Verb Post-verb

1         *St.Nicolas                                   is                        an old man
2 *HE has a white-grey beard

3 *HE has a STEAMBOAT <  with a lot of little black men <

4         *THEY - are called Black Peters
5a        *WHEN / it is December 5
5          the time < has come
6          The *DAY -  of St.N.                     is                           a Big Festival
7         The *PETERS- have a birch <

8           A *BIRCH -                                         is a bundle of swishing branches
9          'THEY - / also have a SACK<
10         *THAT -                                               is                               a kind of wool and a shape
11 The children in all

villages and towns *GOT GINGER-NUTS<
12         And / 'GINGER-NUTS- are four-sided blocks, with sugar
13           *THAT - is candy
13a *THAT/ children like

14       Well/ *St.N.                                 is                        an old man with white hair
15 *HE wears a red robe
16 And/*... wears a sort of shirt
17         *HE /also has a whitish GREY <

18        A *GREY -                                     is a horse
188       * . . .                                                             * . . . (noble animal)
19         Just now / I was talking about / a *STEAMBOAT
20         A *STEAMBOAT -                         is                               a big ship
21         a *STEAMBOAT / often has a big funnel

2la * FROM WHICH/the steam comes
22 l'he children -SING < songs / -ON DECEMBER 5
23       THAT* is -BECAUSE there is a big feast

Note. Capitals indicate elements that have been considered. Asterisks indicate elements on which the pro-
cedure has based its decision. The - symbol indicates the search for a referent; Elements identified
as referents are signaled with the symbol <. Major constituents are separated by slashes. 'St.N.'
means 'Saint Nicholas'.
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Table 2-3. Processing trace of the text presented in Table 1-1.

Segment Rules applied (Re)setting of Auxiliary Variables

Sropic = Saint Nicholas; $Context = Action; SI'ime = False

1               lg; 3a $Context = Property

2  lg; 38 $Context=Property
3  lg; 3a $Context =Property
4                              lg;             3b                                           $Segment = 3
5a             lb;     2d; 2d4

5  lg; 31
6  lg; k $Segment =5
7  1 g; 32 $Segment = 4
8                              lg;             3b                                           $Segment = 7
9  lg; k $Segment = 7
10                            lg;             3b                                          $Segment = 9
11             ld; ld4;4d SContext = Action

12                      lg;          3b                                 ESegment = 11
13  lg; k $Segment = 12
13a lb;     2c
14              lg; 38 $Context = Property

15  lg; 33 $Context = Property
16             la;      2b
17  lg; 3a SContext = Property
18                         lg; 3b $Segment = 17
18a la;      2a

19                            k,             3f                                           SSegment = 3
20                        lg; 3b $Segment = 19
21             la;      2b

2la lb;     2c

22                            ld;   ld4; 4c $Context = Action; STime = False
23       lb;   2d; 2d4
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Table 2-4. The relational structure of the Saint Nicholas text presented in appendix 2a

Topic = Saint Nicholas; Initialize Action-line & Property-line

1 SPECIFICATION (Property)
2 LIST-spec (Property)
3            LISI'-spec (Property)
4 SPECIFICATION (3/Black Peter)
Sa                    SITUATION (5)
5   ???

6                 LIST-??? (5)
7 LIST-spec (4/Black Peter)
8 SPEaFICATION (7/birch)
9 LISr-spec (7/Black Peter)
10 SPECIFICATION (9/sack)
11 SPECIFICATION (Action)
12 SPECIFICATION (11/ginger-nuts)
13 LIST-spec (12/ginger-nut)
13a SPECIFICATION (13/candy)

14 LIST-spec (Property)
15 LIST-spec (Property)
16 LISr-spec (Property)
17          LIST-spec (Properly)
18 SPECIFICATION (17/grey)
183 SPECIFICATION (18/horse)

19               CHAIN (3)
20 SPECIFICATION (19/steamboat)
21                    LIST-spec (20/steamboat)
2la SPECIFICATION (21/funnel)

22 SEQUENCE (Action)
23               EXPLANATION (23)



Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

This chapter concludes the study with a short summary, followed by a discussion of re-
lated issues that went beyond the scope of the study. The results are discussed from
the perspective of a cognitive theory of discourse representation that is ultimately
aimed at. This perspective illustrates the contributions as well as the limitations of this
study.

1    A survey of the results

This thesis consists of four studies on discourse structure and coherence. The studies
correspond to the chapters 2 to 5. Although chapters 2 and 3 are closely related, the
four studies have an independent status, that is, in each study the issue of the cognitive
representation of discourse is tackled from a different perspective. Also, each study
stresses different aspects of discourse representation. These different aspects were in-
troduced in chapter 1.

In Chapter 1 we distinguished between different aspects of discourse structure
and its representation: hierarchical and relational structure. The term relational struc-
ture refers to the meaning of the left-right relations that exist between discourse
segments like clauses. These relations are called coherence relations, because their es-
sential characteristic is that they establish coherence in the cognitive representation.
Hierarchical structure refers to tree-like representations in which the dependency re-
lations between discourse segments are made explicit. It was shown that this
distinction is relevant in analytical studies of discourse structure and in cognitive
studies of discourse representation.

Studies on the linguistic marking of discourse structure could also be described
in terms of the distinction relational-hierarchical. Relational markers make the
meaning of the coherence relation between segments explicit. Hierarchical markers in-
dicate the digressions and transitions in the hierarchical structure, or signal the
importance of the information in a discourse segment.

In Chapters 2 and 3 focus on the relational structure. Understanding a discourse was
defined as constructing a coherent representation of that discourse, and it was argued
that inferring coherence relations, such as Cause-Consequence and Claim-Aigument is
a necessary condition for a discourse representation to be coherent. Despite some
descriptively fairly adequate proposals in the literature, there is still no theoretically
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satisfying account of the links that make a discourse coherent. A review of existing ac-
counts of coherence relations shows that there is no consensus, either on the number
of relations needed or on their exact nature.

An adequate account of the relations establishing coherence has to be
psychologically plausible, as coherence relations are ultimately cognitive relations.
Therefore a parsimonious theory of coherence relations was proposed, with a limited
number of cognitively basic concepts. The set of relations is classified in terms of four
primitives that apply to all relations: Basic operation (is the relation additive or cau-
sal?), Source of coherence (is the relation semantic or pragmatic?), Order of the
segments (are the segments in a basic or non-basic order?), and Polarity (is the rela-
tion positive or negative?).

These primitives all concern meaning aspects attached to the relation rather than
to the connected segments. The primitives are important cognitive categories, promi-
nent in research on language and language behavior. Moreover, the combination of
these primitives results in a productive system, i.e. it generates 12 classes that corre-
spond with intuitions about coherence relations.

The classification of coherence relations in the taxonomy was tested in four ex-
periments. In Chapter 2 it was shown that the coherence relations that are similar in
terms of the taxonomy were confused more often than relations that are less similar.
This was found both in a classification task in which experts labeled the coherence re-
lation connecting two discourse segments and in a task in which naive subjects chose
connectives to connect the segments.

In Chapter 3 the taxonomy, modified at some minor points, was further tested. A third
experiment was conducted in which subjects were explicitly asked to make direct
comparisons between different relations. In general, the similarity judgments con-
formed to the categorizing principles in the taxonomy. The primitive that was least

agreed upon in all earlier experiments, Source of Coherence, was further investigated
in a fourth experiment, in which it turned out that subjects agreed with the classifica-
tion of relations in terms of this primitive if the items are embedded in a
communcatively clear context.

Furthermore, the taxonomy has been presented in the form of an outline of a
process model that may provide a systematic basis for an algorithm of coherence reta-
tion understanding.

In general, Chapters 2 and 3 indicate that the 12 classes of coherence relations
distinguished in the taxonomy are intuitively plausible and applicable and that the
primitives underlying the taxonomy are psychologically salient.

Contrary to accounts in which unorganized lists of relations are presented, the
taxonomy provides for a classification framework. Empirical data from meta-linguistic
judgment tasks have indicated that the classification is cognitively relevant.

The role of coherence relations in the processing of expository discourse was ad-
dressed directly in Chapter 4. A review of the experimental literature on discourse
processing showed that it has often been hypothesized that differences in relational
structure and the presence or absence of linguistic markers of coherence relations,
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such as connectives and signalling phrases, lead to differences in the cognitive repre-
sentation of that discourse.

A reading experiment was conducted in which the effect of different relations and the
effect of linguistic marking of these relations on discourse understanding was investi-
gated. Expository texts were manipulated so that an identical discourse segment was
connected to the preceding context in a Problem-Solution structure in one condition
and in a List relation in another. These relations were chosen because they are con-
sidered as strongly and weakly organizing relations respectively, and because they
differ with respect to an important primitive in the taxonomy presented in Chapters 2
and 3: the basic operation (Problem-Solution is causal, List is additive).

A second factor that was manipulated was the linguistic marking of the relations:
In one condition the relation of the discourse segment with the preceding context was
left implicit, in another it was made explicit by means of marking phrases, such as A
solution to this problem is in sight now.

Reading times per sentence were collected, subjects verified statements with re-
gard to the text and they were given a free recall task. It turned out that both factors
influence discourse processing. Compared to List relations, Problem-Solution struc-
tures lead to faster processing, more accurate verification and higher recall. Marking
of the relations resulted in faster processing, but did not affect verification or the
amount of information reproduced.

It can be concluded from Chapter 4 that the processing of a particular discourse seg-
ment depends on the kind of coherence relation of the segment with the preceding
discourse. Furthermore, it can be concluded that linguistic markers guide the process-
ing of the coherence relation between discourse segments.

However, the results of chapter 4 do not lead to unambiguous conclusions on the
role of the relations and their markers. Contrary to what was expected, the difference
in the type of coherence relation did not affect the verification latencies. Furthermore,
an interaction effect was found for Problem-Solution structures and linguistic marking
in a counter-intuitive direction: Explicitly marked Problem-Solution structures lead to
less reproduction.

These results point out that further research on the role of coherence relations in
discourse processing is needed. An example of an interesting hypothesis is that the
role of the relational marker is restricted to discourse processing: Unlike the co-
herence relation, which is an inextricable part of the representation, the linguistic
marking does not affect the recall of the information.

So far, aspects of the relational structure and its representation have been discussed.
Chapter 5 focuses on the hierarchical structure of written discourse. This chapter
starts from the claim that the analysis of natural discourse can lead to fruitful insights
into its representation, and that a rule-seeking type of text analysis can contribute sig-
nificantly to psycholinguistic theory on the discourse level. This requires that an
analytic model focuses on structure, that it is maximally explicit and that it can be ap-
plied in an objective way. Since even the most explicit analytic models of text structure
do not fulfil the last two conditions, the development of such an analytic procedure is
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the objective of this chapter. An algorithm-like procedure is presented for one specific
type of written expository discourse: explanatory discourse.

The procedure has text as its input and a hierarchical and relational structure of
that text as its output. Important features of the procedure are that it proceeds in-
crementally (it processes one segment at a time, which is immediately decided upon)
and that it hardly makes use of world knowledge in deciding how discourse segments
should be connected. Linguistic properties of the segments do play a crucial role in
these decisions. Important grounds for connecting segments are referential continuity
(anaphors, conceptual reiteration), syntactic form, sentence position, the semantics of
the main verb, and the presence of surface cues (like connectives and temporal mar-
kers). Each segment can be connected to another in a co- or subordinating way. The
hierarchical representations were based upon four principles on which the explanation
is organized: A property-line, an action-line, response-lines and local elaborations.

The procedure is applied to three types of explanatory discourse. The texts were
written spontaneously, elicited with a sentence combining task, or produced by a lan-
guage generation system. The procedure turned out to lead to adequate
representations of discourse structure, i.e. they correspond to intuitions on the struc-
ture of explanatory text. This was even the case for texts produced spontaneously by
beginning writers like children. Moreover, the successful application of the analysis
suggests that the structure correlates highly with the coherence of the cognitive repre-
sentation. Implications for text quality assessment, the identification of writing
strategies and cognitive representation of discourse were discussed.

In conclusion, the chapter shows that for a specific discourse type and with a
limited appeal to world knowledge, it is possible to model hierarchical structure in
natural discourse in a well-defined way. This type of rule-seeking text analysis is an im-
portant contribution to the further progress of text analysis. The procedure enables
analysts to assign a structure to texts that makes them directly comparable, although
they show differences in other aspects, such as content. The procedure shows that cor-
pus analysis does not need to proceed in an intuitive, impressionistic way. Moreover,
the procedure provides further insights in the cognitive representation of discourse.

2   Scope and limitations of the study

A study on discourse structure and coherence can raise divergent expectations about
its objectives and its end products. This thesis deals with a few crucial aspects of a cog-
nitive theory of discourse representation ultimately aimed at. In this section some
apparently contradictory results are discussed, some of the choices that have been
made in this study will be explained, and important areas will be mentioned where fur-
ther work is needed.

The processing of coherence relations
In this thesis several aspects of a complex problem have been addressed, that of the
cognitive representation of discourse. It goes without saying that the four studies
presented here do not provide any final answers, but they do point at many interesting
questions for further research. A central issue for further research concerns the way in
which coherence relations are processed. The results from a reading experiment in
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chapter 4 of this thesis show that certain causal relations are processed faster than cer-
tain additive relations. At the same time, however, it was hypothesized in chapters 2
and 3 that causal relations are more complex than additive ones, which seems to imply
that causal relations should take more time to process than additive relations. At this
point, the results of the studies presented in this thesis do not converge.

This raises a number of interesting questions. For instance, is ease of processing
typical for Problent-Solution structures or is it a property of all causals? In case of the
former, the effect might have to be attributed to readers' expectations: Once a Problem
has been read a Solution is expected and the fulfilment of this expectation leads to fas-
ter reading times than in the case of the List relation, in which there are no clear
expectations of the content of the related segments. In the latter case, one must con-
clude that the complexity of causals is not straightforwardly reflected in longer reading
times. One can imagine all kinds of interfering factors determining the reading times
(for instance the role of world knowledge) and the question is whether circumstances
can be created in which the role of such factors is diminished (for instance by using
texts on topics about which readers don't have prior knowledge).

One might further speculate on other possible explanations: Is there a point-of-view
from which the results obtained from different fields and from different experimental
tasks are not in conflict? For instance, the classification of coherence relations in chap-
ters 2 and 3 was mainly validated in "secondary language behavior" tasks: Subjects
gave meta-linguistic judgments. Together with theoretical considerations, this empiri-
cal validation lead to the formulation of a process model of coherence relation
understanding (chapter 3). The predictions of this model were not confirmed in the
reading experiment in chapter 4. Apparently the model sketched in chapter 3 cannot
be generalized to real time discourse processing without provisos. Evidently more em-
pirical work on the processing of coherence relations is imperative, especially in what
may be called "primary language behavior" (writing, reading, speaking, listening).

These issues, however intriguing, must be left for future research.

Focus on properties of discourse rather than on reader properties
In answering the question what influences the reader's representation of a discourse,
one may focus on discourse properties or on readers' properties. Discourse structure
is among the crucial discourse properties; knowledge, goal and motivation are among
the crucial properties of the reader.

In this thesis we have chosen to focus on crucial discourse properties. This choice
reflects a basic idea concerning research on discourse: The analytic properties and
their effect on discourse representation should be investigated before all kinds of
reader properties are taken into account. This choice is partly due to the focus on ex-
pository discourse, as opposed to narrative or argumentative discourse. In the case of
narrativesi, for example, the cognitive representation will be determined less strongly
by structural properties of discourse. Factors like "interestingness" (Hidi & Baird
1986), emotion and entertainment will also play a crucial role. In expository discourse
the main goal of the writer is to inform the reader. As a result, an adequate account of
the representation of expository discourse will be determined to a greater extent by the
structure of the information expressed in it. However, the concentration on expository
discourse is only a minor reason for the decision to focus on discourse properties.
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In terms of a research programme it seems more fruitful to develop a general
theory "bottom-up", i.e. on the basis of crucial discourse properties, and subsequently
accommodate it on the basis of research on the way reader's properties interact with
these discourse properties. Many examples exist of studies pointing to this type of in-
teraction. For example, Noordman, Vonk & Kempff (in press) showed that readers do
not always infer causal relations, not even when they are made explicit by means of a
connective. Subjects only appeared to infer these relations when they were explicitly
instructed to process the information deeply, i.e. to be alert to inconsistencies in the
text. These results point to the role of the reader's goal in interaction with discourse
structure (Noordman & Vonk 1987; Noordman & Vonk 1992).

The studies of Birkmire (1985), Roller (1990) and Spyridakis & Standal (1987)
suggest that the reader's knowledge influences the role of discourse structure and its
explicit markers in discourse understanding: The more readers know about the content
of the text, the smaller the effects of different structures or of the absence of linguistic
markers on text understanding.

Focus on coherence relations rather than on intentions and goals
In recent years, accounts of discourse structure have been developed in which the no-
tion of discourse purpose or intention is pivotal. A good example is the work of Grosz

& Sidner (1986), who present their account as antagonistic to the coherence relation

approach as advocated in this thesis, especially in Chapters 2 to 4.
It is far more attractive to view such a discourse intention approach as com-

patible with a coherence relation approach (see Mann & Thompson 1988, for a similar
view). Such a synthesis would account for three major weaknesses of the discourse in-
tention approach.

The first one concerns descriptive adequacy: It is impossible to analyze natural
discourse and to attach a purpose to every discourse segment under consideration on
the basis of Grosz & Sidner's proposal. They do not specify how the discourse pur-

poses can be constructed or verified (see also Hovy 1990a).
Second, it is psychologically implausible to assume that readers always start by

assigning a discourse purpose to a segment or to an entire discourse when they have
not even began to read the discourse under consideration.

The third weakness concerns the explanatory power of the theory. As far as an
analysis in terms of discourse purposes is possible, it is uninformative; a reader is sup-
posed to understand more of a discourse than only that its purpose is, for example, to

persuade.In other words: such a discourse purpose account is an empty cartridge that

does not account for the complete discourse representation.

With respect to all three problems, coherence relations contribute to the solution
significantly.

First, analyzing discourse structure with a finite list of coherence relations based
on the taxonomy presented in Chapters 2 and 3 leads to a far more successful analysis

of natural discourse than the analysis in terms of two intentional relations, as Grosz &
Sidner (1986) suggest.

Second, understanding a discourse can be defined as inferring coherence rela-
tions in order to construct a coherent representation of the discourse. Therefore, when
people start reading, this inevitably implies that they relate the different segments.
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Both in analysis and in interpretation the meaning of the discourse that is constructed
on the basis of the segments and the coherence relations that connect them, will lead
the reader to an idea about the discourse purpose of the writer.

In discourse production a reverse process can be identified: Writers have a dis-
course purpose that they want to fulfill. This purpose influences their plans and the
selection of what information they will produce in what way. Coherence relations con-
nect the different thoughts they want to express. And there will clearly be a relation
between the type of purpose writers have in mind and the type of coherence relations
that organize the information they want to express.

This implies the solution to the third problem. The integration of discourse pur-
pose and coherence relations in one theory of discourse representation would increase
the explanatory power of the theory: It leads to testable hypotheses. For example, once
the purpose of a discourse under consideration is identified, this results in constraints
on the interpretation of the coherence relations. For example, when the discourse pur-
pose is to persuade, this could lead to the assumption that many pragmatic coherence
relations occur in the discourse.

Conversely, a coherence relation approach as proposed here, could benefit from
supplementing it with the notion of discourse purpose. There are good reasons for
doing so. For example, there are many situations in which reader and analyst have hy-
potheses concerning the discourse structure on the basis of the supposed discourse
purpose. These hypotheses can be based on the information in the discourse itself
(when part of the discourse has already been processed) or the non-linguistic context
(the typography of the printed letters and the coloured pages in a magazine make it
clear that one is dealing with an advertisement, of which the discourse purpose is to
persuade).

An interesting basis for supplementing a coherence relation approach with the
notion of discourse purpose would be the correlation between classes of coherence re-
lations and different discourse types / purposes. For instance, the difference between
semantic and pragmatic relations correlates with expository and argumentative dis-
course, of which the purposes can be formulated as to infonn and to penuade
respectively (Brewer 1980). Van de Vijfeyke (1992) shows that expository discourse is
characterized by a relatively high number and a more dominant position of semantic
vs. pragmatic relations, whereas pragmatic relations occur more and in more dominant
places in advertisements.

This type of concrete analytic and empirical work is needed for an augmented
theory of discourse structure and coherence. The viability of such a synthesis is
underscored by recent developments in the area of Natural Language Generation, in
which Discourse purposes ("goal hierarchies") are combined with (an organized set
of) coherence relations ("discourse structure relations") in order to arrive at a text
planner (Hovy, Lavid, Maier, Mittal & Paris 1992).

Hierarchical structure revisited
In Chapter 1 it was already observed that many different notions of hierarchical struc-
tures figure in the literature. This holds for the structure of discourse and its linguistic
markers, and for the analysis as well as for the cognitive representation.
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It is intuitively clear that discourse shows a hierarchical ordering and it has even
been shown that readers are able to recognize it (see Chapter 1), but the ways in which
this hierarchy is operationalized diverge. Below, four important criteria that determine
the hierarchical structure are discussed.

A first criterion is that the hierarchical structure depends on the meaning of the rela-
tion that can be identified between discourse segments. The best example are the
hypotactic and paratactic rhetorical predicates of Grimes (1975), adapted somewhat
by Meyer (1975). Once the analyst has identified the type of relation it is automatically
clear in which hierarchical relation the segments should be connected. That is, the
hierarchical relation between segments is stipulated. For instance, all Problem-Solution
relations are paratactic and all Spectjication relations are hypotactic: the specifying

segment is always subordinated to the other segment.
Mann & Thompson's (1988) Nucleus-Satellite distinctions also stipulate which of

these segments is the most important (Nucleus) once a relation has been identified.
When an Evidence relation is identified, the claim is the Nucleus and the argument is
the Satellite. Mann & Thompson explicitly state that these stipulations are based on in-
ductive analysis; in the early development of RST, certain regularities were identified
that were incorporated in the definitions. The definitions turned out to be adequate in
the many texts analyzed with Rhetorical Structure Theory.

Like Mann & Thompson's RST, Polanyi's (1988) Linguistic Discourse Model
(LDM) incorporates both relational and hierarchical properties. Each time a new seg-
ment is attached to the "Discourse Parsing Tree", the "semantic congruence" between
the existing tree and the new segment is computed. Polanyi identifies several cases in
which the relational properties co-occur with the hierarchical properties. For instance,
Sequentials are coordinating and in Elpansions there is always one dominating unit.
Yet, unlike RST and Grimes' rhetorical predicates, the hierarchical structure is not to-
tally dependent on the meaning of the relations between the segments: "ultimately the
decision of whether to subordinate or coordinate a given unit must be made using real
world knowledge and inferential procedures" (Polanyi 1988: 611). And the model can
even create new nodes that do not correspond to information in the discourse, but to
which information in the discourse is subordinated.

A second criterion is a phenomenon well-known in linguistics and psycholinguistics:
information-distribution. When information is presented in language there are always
differences in the status of the different parts; there is always one part that has a
prominent status, that is more important than others, to which the reader or writer
pays more attention. This phenomenon is known on the sentence-level, but also on the
level of discourse. It has been described in well-known dichotomies like given-new
(Chafe 1974; Clark & Haviland 1977), topic-foats, theme-rheme (Danes 1974; Halliday
1967; Perfetti & Goldman 1974), foreground-background (Chafe 1972) and in many
other terms such as thematisatio,; (Brown & Yule 1983) and stagitig (Grimes 1975).
One of the interesting features of Grosz & Sidner's theory of discourse structure is that
they try to incorporate this phenomenon. One component of their theory is the atten-
tional structure, an abstraction of the reader's focus of attention (Sidner 1985). This
focus of attention is represented as a dynamic process by means of a stack. The entity
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that is in focus is highest on the stack, in other words, that entity is highest in the hier-
archical structure at that moment.

It is not entirely clear whether this dynamic account produces a hierarchical
structure as its end product. Grosz & Sidner (1986) state that their attentional struc-
ture is parasitic upon the intentional structure, i.e. the dominance relationships
between different discourse purposes; in other words, the height in the hierarchy is
also determined by the meaning of the relations.

A third criterion originates from the study of spontaneous discourse: All interruptions
and digressions that lead from a certain discourse constituent into another are subor-
dinated (embedded). These cases are often marked linguistically by means of Push
markers (For example), just as returns to an embedding constituent are marked by Pop
markers (But, Now). These markers signal what Redeker (1990) calls Sequential reta-
tions.

A fourth criterion is knowledge of the importance of the content. In Story Gram-
mars, the conventionally most important information is located highest. So, segments
that denote the main event (the hero rescues the maiden) are higher in the hierarchy
than segments that denote the failed attempts (the hero tried to fight the dragon, but
lost). The knowledge about story structures and the importance of the different ca-
tegories is described in terms of rewrite rules that determine the height in the
hierarchy.

All criteria mentioned have been shown to be relevant for both analytic studies and
studies of the cognitive representation, although it is clear that gradual differences
exist. For example, Story Grammars are stated in conceptual terms (Wilensky 1983),
there are hardly any links with the way in which the different concepts are realized lin-
guistically and the claims of Story Grammarians clearly concern the cognitive
representation. Furthermore, this approach is restricted to one specific, very stereo-
typical type of discourse. By contrast, the relational account holds for all types of
discourse, is clearly connected to the linguistic realization (linguistic markers such as
connectives), but also concerns the cognitive representation.

Also, different models of discourse structure or representation incorporate more than
one criterion of hierarchical structure. In Grosz & Sidner's proposal both attentional
and relational criteria determine the hierarchical structure. Similarly, Polanyi's model
incorporates knowledge of the world, and relations that determine the hierarchical
structure. In RST, the analysts' choice for the meaning of a relation implies a decision
on the hierarchical structure, but these hierarchical dependencies reflect information-
distribution.

All the criteria mentioned above should be reconsidered to determine the linguistic
properties that establish the continous thread of a discourse. To that end much more
descriptive work is needed, preferably formulated in maximally explicit models. In the
procedure for structural analysis presented in Chapter 5, several of the above criteria
occur. World knowledge was ruled out. Pop and Push markers do appear in the
procedure, as do certain features attached to information-distribution. The latter type
of feature is defined in easily identifiable linguistic terms: the 'importance status' as-
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signed to the pre-verbal (theme) position when segments are connected on the basis of
referential continuity, the differential treatment of subordinate clauses in initial or final
position. A crucial feature of our account is that it is closely attached to a limited set of
linguistic features, such as the semantics of the verb, temporal markers, connectives
and pre- or post-posed clauses. The advantage of this account is that it is an explicit
procedure that can easily be tested (and in fact has already been tested) in the analysis
of text corpora. The disadvantage is that it is limited in scope. Nevertheless, the fea-
tures identified in Chapter 5 have been shown to determine the hierarchical structure
of explanatory discourse. Again, the study reported in this thesis provides concrete
analytic building blocks.

To further clarify the notion of hierarchical discourse structure, theoretical accounts
should more often be based on the analysis of natural discourse (cf. Mann & Thorn-
pson 1988). This leads to data-driven identification of structural regularities, as is
shown in Chapter 5 of this thesis, that can be further tested for their generalizability.

Furthermore, corpora of discourse should not only consist of well-edited care-
fully planned discourse, but also of spontaneous (spoken and written) discourse
(Chapter 5 of this study; Polanyi 1988; Redeker 1990). In conclusion, the issue of hier-
archical structure needs further investigation from different fields, not only by
(functional, computational and text) linguists, but also by (cognitive) psychologists

working on reading and writing.

Generally speaking, the above discussion shows that many research questions remain,
but it also points out that this study contributes to the further development of a cogni-
tive theory of discourse representation. In the preceding chapters many fields and
research questions for further research have been mentioned. To conclude this thesis
we will further elaborate on one issue where further integration of different aspects is
crucial.

3   Excursus: the taxonomy as the basis for descriptively adequate proposals

In Chapters 2 and 3 a taxonomy of coherence relations was presented as a
psychologically plausible account of relational structure. This taxonomy did not pre-
tend to be a complete descriptive tool for the analysis of discourse structure. The
categorizing principles concerned the relation between the segments, and not the
meaning of the segments themselves. It was claimed that the classes of relations gener-
ated by the taxonomy could be further specified with segment-specific criteria so that a
descriptively adequate set of relations such as Mann & Thompson's (1988) can be ar-
rived at.

In Chapter 5 a procedure for structural analysis was developed that did aim at
descriptive adequacy. Although the relational structure was not the main focus of the
procedure, a coherence relation was assigned to every connection between two seg-
ments in the LABEL function. The set of relations included in this function suffices to
describe the meaning of the relations found in explanatory discourse. This set of rela-
tions was not organized, but it was claimed to be compatible with the taxonomy

presented in Chapters 2 and 3.
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In this section we will show that the two are indeed compatible. Hence, the goal of this
section is to illustrate the integration of relational and segment-specific properties of
coherence relations. The classes in the taxonomy are the basis to which segment-spe-
cific criteria are added. The combination of taxonomic classes and additional
segment-specific criteria produces a descriptively adequate set of relations, which
corresponds to descriptively adequate proposals like LABEL or Mann & Thompson
(1988).

Below, the 7 additional criteria are briefly discussed. First, three overviews are
presented in Tables 1-3.

Table 1 presents an overview of the taxonomy (in its most up-to-date form, i.e.
identical to the one presented in Chapter 3) and the additional ciriteria needed to ar-
rive at the prototypical relations (which were also presented in Chapter 3) of each
class.

In Table 2, it is shown how the taxonomy and prototypical relations, i.e. the right-
most columns of Table 1, can serve as the basis for the set of relations needed to
describe the corpus of explanatory texts in Chapter 5. The taxonomic classes and the
exemplifying prototypical relations are in the two left columns. The taxonomic classes
and the additional criteria together produce the relations in LABEL.

Table 3 shows exactly the same for another descriptively adequate set of rela-
tions, that of Mann & Thompson's (1988) RST.

There is one cluster of relations missing in tables 2 and 3: That of the Goal-Instrument
and Problem-Solution relations, to which Mann & Thompson's Enablement, Pwpose
and Solutionhood belong. In Chapter 3 it was already argued that Goal-Instmment and
Problem-Solution relations are in fact discourse patterns, i.e. that they are more com-
plex than the other coherence relations because two underlying causal operations can
be identified. This idea is supported by the observation that Goal-Instrument and Prob-
len:-Solution patterns can be realized as typical semantic, but also as typical pragmatic
relations (Van Hout 1988; Leepel 1989; Sanders, in prep.).

For example, in advertisements typical pragmatic Problem-Solution patterns
occur, see (1), in which the problem is that of the reader and the writer argues that his
product is the solution. The two segments in (1) are not related because the reader's
need for money causes thefact that it can be borrowed from the bank, but because this
(assumed) need leads to the advice or invitation to come to the bank. The relation in
(2) is a typical semantic Problem-Solution pattern, in which a real world problem and
its (possible) solution are described.

(1)            Do you need money? Come and borrow it from us.
(2) Many people complain about the trees in the neighbourhood. That's why we

have decided to do something about it.

In terms of the taxonomy, the semantic Problem-Solution patterns are classified as
(complex) semantic causal relations and the pragmatic ones as (complex) pragmatic
causal relations. This is shown in Table 4, both for the taxonomy and for the two
descriptively adequate sets of relations.2
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Table 1. 1he taxonomy extended with additional criteria

Basic Source of Order Polarity Class Additional Prototypical
Operation Coherence Criteria relation

Causal Semantic Basic Positive 1 - Hypothetical   a. Cause-Consequence
Causal Semantic Basic Positive 1 + Hypothetical    b. Condition-Consequence

Causal Semantic Basic Negative 2 Contr. Cause-Consequence

Causal Semantic Non-basic Positive 3 - Hypothetical   a. Consequence-Cause
Causal Semantic Non-basic Positive 3 + Hypothetical b. Consequence-Condtion

Causal Semantic Non-basic Negative 4 Contr. Consequence-Cause

Causal Pragmatic Basic Positive 5 - Hypothetical a. Argument-aaim
Causal Pragmatic Basic Positive 5 + Hypothetical b. Condition-Claim

Causal Pragmatic Basic Negative 6 Contr. Argument-Claim

Causal Pragmatic Non-basic Positive 7 - Hypothetical   a. Claim-Argument
Causal Pragmatic Non-basic Positive 7 + Hypothetical b. Claim-Condition

Causal Pragmatic Non-basic Negative 8 Contr. Claim-Argument

Additive Semantic - Positive 9 List

Additive Semantic - Negative 10 - Specification a. Opposition
Additive Semantic - Negative 10 + Specification b. Exception

Additive Pragmatic - Positive 11 Enumeration

Additive Pragmatic - Negative 12 Concession
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Table 2. The taxonomy as the basis for a descriptively adequate set of coherence relations
(LABEL)

Class Prototypical Additional criteria LABEL
relation

la. Cause-Consequence Result
lb. Condition-Consequence Condition

2 Contr. Cause-Consequence Contrast

3a. Consequence-Cause + Volitional Cause
- Volitional Reason

3b. Consequence-Condition Condition

4 Contr. Consequence-Cause                                                              -

5a. Argument-Claim Conclusion
5b. Condition-Claim Condition

6 Contr. Argument-Claim                                                                                 -

7a. Claim-Argument Content Claim Evidence
Justification
Motivation

7b. Claim-Condition                   -

8 Contr. Claim-Argument               -

9 List + Temporal order Sequence

Overlap- Temporal order - Specification List, Chain
+ Specification Generalization

Specification, Situation

103. Opposition Opposition
10b. Exception Exception

11 Enumeration Enumeration

12 Concession Concession
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Table 3. The taxonomy as the basis for a descriptively adequate set of coherence relations:
Mann & Thompson's (1988) RST

Class Prototypical Additional criteria RSr
relation

la. Cause-Consequence + Volitional Volitional cause /
result

- Volitional Non-volitional cause /
result

lb. Condition-Consequence Condition

2 Contr. Cause-Consequence Contrast

3a. Consequence-Cause + Volitional Volitional cause /
result

- Volitional Non-volitional cause /
result

3b. Consequence-Condition Condition

4 Contr. Consequence-Cause Contrast

5a. Argument-Claim + Evaluation Evaluation
- Evaluation Interpretation

5b. Condition-Claim Condition

6 Contr. Argument-Claim Anti-thesis

78. Claim-Argument Content Claim Evidence
Justify
Motivation

7b. Claim-Condition Condition

8 Contr. Claim-Argument Anti-thesis

9 List + Temporal order Sequence
- Temporal order - Specification Joint

+ Specification Elaboration,
Restatement,
Summary,
Circumstance,
Background

1Oa. Opposition Contrast
1Ob. Exception

11 Enumeration Presentational sequence

12 Concession Concession
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Table 4. The Problem-Solution / Goal-Instrument cluster  in the taxonomy  and  the  two
descriptively adequate proposals

Class Additional criteria Discourse pattern LABEL RSr

1          + Double Basic oper. Pos. eval. Scm. Goal-Instrument Goal-Instrument Purpose
Neg. eval. Sem. Problem-Solution Problem-Solution Solutionhood

3        + Double Basic oper. Pos. eval. Sem. Instrument-Goal Instrument-Goal Purpose
Neg. eval. Sem. Solution-Problem Solution-Problem Solutionhood

5          + Double Basic oper.  Pos. eval. Pragm. Goal-Instrument - Enablement
Neg. eval. Pragm. Problem-Solution - Solutionhood

7        + Double Basic open Pos. eval. Pragm. Instrument-Goal - Enablement
Neg eval. Pragm. Solution-Problem - Solutionhood

Note.  'Sem' and 'Pragm' denote Semantic and Pragmatic,·
'eval' denotes evaluation

The additional, segment-specific criteria are briefly clarified below.

Hypotheticality
The state-of-affairs reported in one segment is not realized in reality. This criterion
distinguishes conditionals from other causal relations.

Volitionality
The cause is or is not a volitional action. This distinguishes causal relations in which
states-of-affairs are reported caused by volitional actions (Reasons) from non-voli-
tional ones (Causes and Results).

Double causal operation
This criterion distinguishes Goal-Instiument and Problem-Solution structures from the
other causal relations (see Chapter 3). Two causal basic operations can be identified
between the segments.

Mann & Thompson's Enablement, and Pu,pose correspond to Goal-Instniment
and their Solutionhood corresponds to Problem-Solution.

Positive  /  Negative  evaluation  of the segment
The difference between Goal-Instmment / Instmment-Goal on the one hand, and Prob-
lem-Solution / Solution-Problem on the other, is that between a positively and a nega-
tively evaluated state of affairs.

Specification
In an additive relation one segment presents more specific information on an object in-
troduced in the other segment.

This criterion distinguishes Speci#cation (S2 is specific) from Generalization (Sl
is specific) List and Restatement (both are unspecific).
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Temporal order
In an additive relation two states-of-affairs are temporally ordered. Segments can fol-
low each other in time (Sequence) or take place simultaneously (Overlap).

Simple Lists are not ordered in time.

Content of the claim
This criterion distinguishes between different types of pragmatic causal relations. This
can be illustrated best for Claim-A,Eument relations. The claim can be intended to in-
voke a reader action (Motivation3), to persuade the reader of the writer's right to claim
something (Jusn  ) or remain not specified further (Evidence), see Mann & Thompson

(1986, 1988).

4 Final remarks

The short excursus in the preceding Section demonstrates that the taxonomy can in-
deed be the basis for descriptively adequate proposals. It also shows that descriptively
adequate proposals tend to be less systematic and that they strongly depend on the
type of texts present in the corpus. For example, in the LABEL function, which was
used to analyze the meaning of coherence relations in a corpus of explanatory texts

(see Chapter 5), the whole set of pragmatic contrastive relations is missing because
they were simply absent in the corpus of explanatory texts. This points the way to sev-
eral interesting questions regarding the complexity of pragmatic contrastive relations

(see also the comments in Chapter 3, regarding the acquisition of these relations by
children), and the relation between discourse type (expository discourse to inform
readers, vs. argumentative discourse to persuade readers) and type of coherence rela-
tions (semantic vs. pragmatic relations).

These and the numerous other research questions on such different fields as text ana-

lysis, discourse production, discourse understanding and language acquisition
mentioned in earlier chapters suggest a promising line of research. They suggest fur-
thermore that the analysis of discourse structure and coherence deserves a central
place at the core of the study of discourse.
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Notes to Chapter 6

1.  I mean real narratives, i.e. not the simple, stereotypical stories on donkeys, Circle Islands and knights
that figure in the Stoty Grammar literature, but somewhat complex narratives that we read.

2.   It is not crisp-clear how Mann & Thompson's cluster of relations can be categorized best. Their Sol-
utionhood can be both semantic and pragmatic, but all their examples of Pwpose and Enablement
seem only pragmatic.

3. Some Motivation relations cannot be described in these terms, they are rather similar to the cluster
of Problem-Solution I Goal-Instniment miations
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Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift gaat over tekststructuur en met name over de rol die tel(ststructuur
speelt bij het begrijpen en produceren van informerende teksten.

In de tekstwetenschap wordt tekststructuur vanuit verschillende invalshoeken als
een cruciale teksteigenschap gezien. Zo wordt wel beweerd dat de structuur van de
tekst in hoge mate de begrijpelijkheid en daarmee de kwaliteit van de tekst bepaalt.
Ook wordt tekststructuur gezien als de eigenschap die een belangrijke rol speelt in de
cognitieve representatie die schrijvers en lezers maken of hebben van een tekst. In dit
verband wordt de term coherentie gebruikt: Lezers en schrijvers maken of hebben een
samenhangende mentale representatie van een tekst. Het is vanwege die samenhang,
of coherentie, dat een tekst meer is dan een verzameling willekeurige zinnen.

Een belangrijk doel van tekstwetenschappelijke studies als deze is dan ook een
bijdrage te leveren aan een cognitieve theorie van tekstrepresentatie. Het uiteindelijke
dod van zo'n theorie is rekenschap te geven van de relatie tussen tekststructuur als
linguistisch object en de cognitieve representatie die taalgebruikers van die tekst
maken of hebben.

Dit proefschrift bestaat uit vier studies naar tekststructuur en coherentie. Deze studies
corresponderen met hoofdstuk 2 tot en met 5. De studies hebben een onafhankelijke
status, al zijn de hoofdstukken 2 en 3 zeer nauw verwant. Het onderwerp van dit
proefschrift, tekststructuur en de cognitieve representatie van tekststructuur, wordt in
de verschillende hoofdstukken vanuit een verschillend perspectief benaderd: een
cognitief-linguistisch, een experimenteel en een (procedureel) tekstanalytisch. Ook
wordt in elk hoofdstuk een ander aspect van tekstrepresentatie benadrukt. De
verschillende aspecten worden in hoofdstuk 1 ingeleid. In hoofdstuk 6 worden de
resultaten samengevat en worden beperkingen van de studies besproken, alsmede
vragen voor verder onderzoek.

In hoofdstuk 1 worden allereerst relationele en hierarchische aspecten van
tekststructuur en tekstrepresentatie onderscheiden. In het eerste geval gaat het om de
betekenis van de relaties tussen de zinnen in de tekst: Oonaak-Gevolg,
Beweiing-A,Eument. In het tweede geval gaat het om de verschillen in belang van de
tekstdelen; sommige tekstdelen zijn onderdeel van de'rode draad', de grote lijn van de
tekst, anderen zijn daarvan juist geen onderdeel.

Tekststructuur kan expliciet worden gemaakt door het gebruik van linguistische
markeringen, zoals veegwoorden en Bignaalwoorden -en zinnen. Ook deze
linguistische

markeringe 
kunnen relationele of hierarchisch aspecten van

074 A.
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tekststructuur betreffen. Markeringen kunnen immers vooral de betekenis van een
relatie expliciet maken (Omdat;  Het probleem  is...),  of vooral het belang van  een
tekstdeel of een verandering in de hierarchische structuur weergeven (Een heel
belangrij.k onderdeet is... ; Nou...  (we hadden het daarstraks over...)).

In de hoofdstukken 2 en 3 wordt de relationele structuur behandeld. Het begrijpen van
teksten wordt gedefineerd als het maken van een samenhangende representatie van
een tekst. En een representatie vertoont samenhang als een lezer
coherentie-relaties- zoals   Oonaak-Gevolg en Opsomming- kan alleiden tussen   de
verschillende tekstdelen. Uit een literatuuroverzicht blijkt echter dat men het oneens is
over de definities van deze relaties, en dat er onenigheid bestaat over het aantal
relaties dat kan worden onderscheiden. Bovendien zijn de meeste benaderingen van
coherentie-relaties sterk gericht op descriptieve adequaatheid, d.w.z. op het louter
beschrijven van de tekststructuur.

In dit proefschrift wordt daartegenover gesteld dat een adequate benadering van
coherentie-relaties juist psychologisch plausibel moet zijn, omdat de relaties
uiteindelijk cognitieve entiteiten zijn: ze zorgen voor samenhang in de cognitieve
representatie van de tekst. Het is echter erg onaannemelijk dat lezers een hele
verzameling (van bijvoorbeeld 30) relaties in hun hoofd hebben om tekstdelen te
verbinden. Daarom wordt een 'zuinige' theorie van coherentie-relaties voorgesteld,
met een beperkt aantal cognitief basale concepten die gelden voor alle
coherentie-relaties. De verzameling coherentie-relaties wordt geclassificeerd in
termen van vier primitieven: Basisoperatie (is de relatie additief of causaal?),
Coherentie-bron (is de relatie semantisch of pragmatisch?), Volgorde van de
segmenten (staan de segmenten in de basisvolgorde of niet?) en Polariteit (is de relatie
positief of negatief?).

Deze vier primitieven hebben allemaal betrekking op de betekenis van de relatie,
en niet op die van de betrokken tekstdelen. Daarnaast zijn het belangrijke cognitieve
categorieEn die veel voorkomen in onderzoek naar taal- en taalgedrag. Maar
belangrijker is dat een combinatie van de vier primitieven een taxonomie van 12
klassen oplevert die overeenkomt met intuities over coherentie-relaties.

De classificatie van coherentie-relaties is in vier experimenten getoetst. In hoofdstuk 2
bleek dat coherentie-relaties die verwant zijn in termen van de taxonomie vaker met
elkaar worden venvard dan minder verwante relaties. Dit werd gevonden in een
classificatie-experiment waarin experts de coherentie-relatie tussen twee tekstdelen
moesten benoemen en in een taak waarin niet-deskundige proefpersonen een
connectief moesten kiezen om de tekstdelen te verbinden.

In hoofdstuk 3 is de taxonomie verder getoetst. In een derde experiment werd
proefpersonen gevraagd om directe vergelijkingen te maken tussen verschillende
relaties. De gelijkenisoordelen bleken goed overeen te komen met de principes van de
taxonomie. Een vierde experiment was specifiek gericht op het primitief waarover de
minste overeenstemming bleek te bestaan, Coherentie-bron. Daaruit bleek dat
proefpersonen het wel eens zijn over de classificatie van een relatie als semantisch of

pragmatisch, wanneer deze is ingebed in een communicatief duidelijke context.
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Ten slotte wordt de taxonomie in hoofdstuk 3 gepresenteerd als een
systematische basis voor een algoritme voor de interpretatie van coherentie-relaties.
De uitwerking daarvan is nog schematisch: in de vorm van een stroomdiagram.

Uit hoofdstukken 2 en 3 blijkt dat de 12 klassen van coherentie-relaties die in de
taxonomie worden onderscheiden intuitief plausibel en toepasbaar zijn en dat de
primitieven die ten grondslag liggen aan de taxonomie psychologisch relevant zijn.

In tegenstelling tot benaderingen waarin ongeorganiseerde lijsten van
coherentie-relaties worden gepresenteerd, voorziet de taxonomie in een
classificatie-schema. De resultaten van meta-linguistische beoordelingstaken laten zien
dat de classificatie cognitief relevant is.

In hoofdstuk 4 is expliciet onderzocht wat de rol is van coherentie-relaties bij het
begrijpen van informerende teksten. Daartoe werd eerst de experimentele literatuur
naar de relatie tussen tekststructuur en tekstbegrip samengevat. Daaruit blijkt dat er
vaak gehypothetiseerd is over de invloed van twee belangrijke teksteigenschappen op
de cognitieve representatie die lezers maken van een tekst: verschillen in relationele
structuur en de aan- of afwezigheid van linguistische markeringen, zoals connectieven
en signaalzinnen.

In een leesexperiment werd onderzocht wat de invloed is van verschillende
coherentie-relaties en hun markeringen op tekstbegrip. Daartoe werden informerende
teksten zodanig gemanipuleerd dat een tekstdeel in de ene conditie in een
Probleem-Oplossingstructuur en in de andere conditie in een Lijstrelatie verbonden
was met de voorafgaande context. Deze relaties werden gekozen omdat ze worden
beschouwd als typisch sterk, respectievelijk zwak organiserende relaties, en omdat ze
verschillen met betrekking tot een belangrijk primitief in de taxonomie van
hoofdstukken 2 en 3: de Basisoperatie (Probleem-Oplossing is causaal, Lo.st is additief).

Zoals gezegd kunnen coherentie-relaties al dan niet worden gemarkeerd. Een
tweede factor die in het experiment gemanipuleerd werd, was juist deze linguistische
markering van relaties. In 66n conditie werd de relatie van een tekstdeel met de
voorafgaande context impliciet gelaten, in een andere conditie werd deze expliciet
gemaakt door markeringszinnen als Nu is er een oplossing in zicht.

Per zin werden leestijden geregistreerd, proefpersonen verifieerden beweringen
over de tekst en ze voerden een vrije reproduktie-taak uit. De twee gemanipuleerde
factoren bleken tekstverwerking te beinvloeden. In vergelijking met Lijstrelaties
leidden Probleem-Op/ossingstructuren tot snellere verwerking, tot accuratere
verificatie en meer reproduktie. Het markeren van de relaties resulteerde in snellere
verwerking, maar had geen invloed op de verificatie, noch op de hoeveelheid
gereproduceerde informatie.

Naar aanleiding van hoofdstuk 4 kan worden geconcludeerd dat de venverking van een
tekstdeel afhankelijk is van de coherentie-relatie die dit tekstdeel heeft met de
voorafgaande tekst. Bovendien kan worden geconcludeerd dat de linguistische
markering de verwerking van de relaties tussen tekstdelen leidt.

De resultaten van hoofdstuk 4 leiden echter niet tot eenduidige conclusies over
de rol van coherentie-relaties en hun markeringen. Tegen de verwachting in leidde het
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verschil in type coherentie-relatie niet tot andere verificatietijden. Verder werd een
interactie-effect gevonden voor Probleem-Oplossingstructuren met linguistische
markering in een tegen-intuTtieve richting: Expliciet gemarkeerde

Probleem-Oplossingstructuren leidden tot minder gereproduceerde informatie.

Uit deze resultaten blijkt dat nader onderzoek naar de rot van coherentie-relaties in
tekstbegrip gewenst is. Op basis van het onderzoek in hoofdstuk 4 kunnen
verschillende interessante hypothesen worden geformuleerd. Etn hypothese heeft
betrekking op de rol van relatie-markeringen, waarvan kan worden aangenomen dat
hun rol beperkt blijft tot het proces van tekstbegrip: anders dan de coherentie-relatie,
die een onlosmakelijk onderdeel is van de cognitieve representatie, heeft de markering
geen invloed op de reproduktie van gelezen informatie.

Tot dusverre is de relationele structuur aan de orde geweest. In hoofdstuk 5 gaat het
vooral om de hierarchische structuur van teksten. Centraal in dit hoofdstuk staat de
claim dat de analyse van natuurlijke teksten belangrijke inzichten kan opleveren in de
tekstrepresentatie, en dat een tekstanalyse gericht op het identificeren van regels van
tekstopbouw dus een belangrijke bijdrage kan leveren aan de psycholinguistische
theorievorming. Voorwaarde daarvoor is wel dat zo'n analysemodel gericht is op
tekststructuur, dat het maximaal expliciet is en dat het kan worden toegepast op een
objectieve manier. Omdat zelfs de meest expliciete analysemodellen van tekststructuur
niet aan die laatste twee voorwaarden voldoen is de ontwikkeling van zo'n model het
doel van hoofdstuk 5. Er wordt een algoritmische procedure voorgesteld voor een
specifiek teksttype: verklarende teksten.

De procedure heeft een tekst als input en geeft een hierarchische en relationele
structuur als output. Verder wordt de procedure gekenmerkt door incrementaliteit (de
procedure verwerkt 66n tekstdeel tegelijk, en daarover wordt direct een beslissing

genomen) en wordt zo min mogelijk gebruik gemaakt van kennis van de wereld
wanneer moet worden beslist of de tekstdelen worden verbonden. Linguistische
kenmerken van de tekstdelen spelen w61 een belangrijke rol. Belangrijke kenmerken
op grond waarvan tekstdelen worden verbonden zijn referentiele samenhang (anafora,
conceptuele reiteratie), syntactische vorm, zinspositie, de semantiek van het
hoofdwerkwoord en de aanwezigheid van 'oppervlakte'- kenmerken als connectieven
en temporele markeringen. Ieder tekstdeel kan sub- of co6rdinerend met een ander
worden verbonden. De uiteindelijke hierarchische representaties zijn gebaseerd op de
vier principes die de structuur van een verklarende tekst bepalen: een
eigenschappen-lijn, een actie-lijn, een response-lijn en locale elaboraties.

De procedure is toegepast op drie typen verklarende teksten. Deze werden spontaan
geschreven, geproduceerd in een zogenaamde 'sentence-combining' taak, of
geproduceerd door een automatisch systeem voor natuurlijke taalgeneratie. De
procedure bleek te resulteren in adequate representaties van tekststructuur, die
correspondeerden met intuities over de structuur van verklarende teksten. Dit was
zelfs het geval voor teksten die spontaan werden geproduceerd door onervaren

schrijvers zoals kinderen van 10 tot 12 jaar. De succesvolle toepassing van de
procedure suggereert bovendien dat deze hoog correleert met de coherentie in de
cognitieve representatie. Dit heeft implicaties voor de ontwikkeling van tekststructuur
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als criterium voor tekstkwaliteit, voor de identificatie van verwerkingsstrategieen van
schrijvers en lezers en voor de modellering van tekstrepresentaties.

Concluderend kan worden gesteld dat hoofdstuk 5 laat zien dat het voor 66n
specifiek teksttype en met een beperkt beroep op wereldkennis mogelijk is om de
hierarchische tekststructuur te modelleren op een welomschreven manier. Een
dergelijke structurele analyse, die gericht is op het zo exact mogelijk beschrijven van
tekststructurele regelmatigheden, is van groot belang voor de verdere ontwikkeling van
tekstanalyse als (tekst)wetenschappelijke methode. De procedure toont aan dat
corpus-analyse niet noodzakelijk op een intuitieve, impressionistische manier hoeft te
verlopen. Ook stelt de procedure analisten in staat om een structuur aan teksten toe te
kennen die ze direct vergelijkbaar maakt, zelfs als ze grote verschillen vertonen op
andere aspecten, zoals inhoud.

In het slothoofdstuk worden de belangrijkste resultaten samengevat en worden enkele
beperkingen van de studie besproken vanuit het perspectief van een cognitieve theorie
van tekstrepresentatie waaraan deze studie een bijdrage wil leveren.

De conclusie is dat de in dit onderzoek gehanteerde interdisciplinaire
benadering van tekststructuur en coherentie in verschillende opzichten zeer
vruchtbaar is. Dat blijkt onder meer uit de vele onderzoeksvragen die worden
opgeworpen op uiteenlopende terreinen als taalverwerving, tekstproduktie,
tekstbegrip en tekstanalyse. Deze studie is daarmee een pleidooi om in
tekstwetenschappelijk onderzoek een centrale plaats toe te kennen aan de studie van
coherentie en tekststructuur.
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